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Abstract

Luminescence dosimetry is now routinely employed in accident dosimetry
and geochronological and archaeological studies, using natural minerals
such as quartz and feldspar as dosimeters. Quartz and feldspar are the
most common minerals in the regolith and can be used to record events
related to such diverse phenomena as climate and landscape change, tec-
tonic activity, catastrophic events, and human evolution/migration. Since
luminescence dosimetry relies on the relationship of trapped charge and
dose, and the recombination of trapped electrons with trapped holes, it is
important to know how charge trapping relates to dose, and how trapping
and recombination occur in nature and in the laboratory.

Dose distributions derived from measurements of luminescence from in-
dividual grains are often used to investigate whether a sample was com-
pletely reset or zeroed before final burial. However, the resulting dose dis-
tributions are almost always wider than can be explained by known mea-
surement uncertainties. Some part of this over-dispersion may arise from
differences in irradiation geometry at a scale of individual grains. In par-
ticular, there may be grain-to-grain variations in the charge balance. This
thesis investigates whether a net excess of electrons or holes exists as a
result of natural and/or laboratory irradiation, and whether such a charge
imbalance can have an influence on the luminescence production of quartz.

Initial results showed that the over-dispersion of single grains increases
with an increase in atomic number of the backscattering material. This
coincides with an increase in dose rate resulting from an increased contribu-
tion from the backscattered spectrum. For a given backscattering material,
degrading the incoming beta spectrum by passing it through an attenua-
tor also leads to an increase in the observed over-dispersion. Both results
indicate that low energy electrons may play a key role in over-dispersion.
Surprisingly, it is also observed that feldspar experiences a ∼15% lower ap-
parent beta source dose rate than quartz. This is despite their very similar
composition; modelling shows that the two minerals have indistinguishable
dose deposition when exposed to either beta or gamma radiation. It is con-
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cluded that the difference in apparent dose rates is most likely to arise from
differences in charge trapping and recombination, rather than the actual
dose deposition, although the details of this remain unknown.

Charge imbalance during natural and laboratory beta and gamma ir-
radiation is then investigated using radiation transport modelling. As far
as is known, this is the first time this phenomenon has been considered
in luminescence dosimetry. Simulations show that quartz grains acquire a
net charge during external irradiations with charged particles; these mod-
elling predictions form the basis for experiments investigating the impact
of excess electrons at very large (hundreds of kGy to MGy) doses. As
predicted, a depression of both luminescence production and sensitivity is
observed with increasing dose from a 200 keV electron beam. This observa-
tion is attributed to the recombination by excess electrons of the trapped
hole populations giving rise to luminescence. This conclusion is supported
by further experiments comparing the effects of irradiating with a lower
(100 keV) electron energy. In addition, these electron beam experiments
suggest that the excess electron concentrations at high doses increase to
the point that they generate electric fields sufficient to repel incoming elec-
trons; this reduces and ultimately prevents further absorption of dose by
the sample.

Because luminescence is a two stage process (electron detrapping and
recombination) it does not give direct information on the behaviour of the
trapped electron population alone. To allow investigations to study elec-
tron and hole populations separately, a new detector was designed and
constructed to measure the electrons which leave the surface of individual
grains; these electrons are known to derive from the same traps as the lu-
minescence signals. The design and testing of the instrument is described,
and preliminary results presented which show that it is capable of useful
measurements of electrons emitted by a single quartz grain. Unfortunately,
there was insufficient time to make use of this new detector to investi-
gate over-dispersion, and so these preliminary results are included in an
appendix.



Resume

Luminescens dosimetri bliver rutinemæssigt brugt i uheldsdosimetri og geokro-
nologi og arkæologiske studier ved at bruge naturlige mineraler såsom kvarts
og feldspat som dosimetre. Kvarts og feldspat er de mest almindelige min-
eraler i regolitten og kan bruges til at dokumenterer såforskellige begiven-
heder såsom klima og landskabsændringer, tektonisk aktivitet, katastrofale
begivenheder, og menneskets evolution/migration. Eftersom luminescens
dosimetri bygger påforholdet mellem den lagrede ladning og dosis, såvel
som rekombinationen mellem lagrede elektroner med lagrede huller, er det
vigtigt at vide hvordan ladnings lagringen relaterer til dosis og hvordan la-
gringen og rekombination forløber i naturen og i laboratoriet.

Dosis fordelinger udledt fra luminescens målinger fra individuelle korn bliver
ofte brugt til at undersøge om en prøve blev komplet nulstillet før den en-
delige begravelse. De resulterende fordelinger er dog næsten altid bredere
end det der kan forklares ud fra kendte målings usikkerheder. En del af
denne over-dispersion kommer måske fra forskelle i bestrålingsgeometri nede
påenkelt-korns planet. Navnligt kan der være forskellige i ladningsbalancen
fra korn til korn. Denne afhandling undersøger om et overskud af elektroner
eller huller eksisterer pågrund af bestråling i naturen og/eller laboratoriet
og om sådan en ladningsulighed kan have en indflydelse påluminescens pro-
duktionen fra kvarts.

De første resultater viste at over-dispersion fra enkelte korn stiger med en
stigning i det atomare tal for det tilbagespredende materiale. Dette falder
sammen med en stigning i dosis hastigheden pågrund af en større andel
fra det tilbagespredte spektrum. For et givent tilbagespredende materiale
stiger over-dispersion hvis det indkommende beta spektrum degraderes ved
at passerer det igennem en attenuator. Begge resultater indikerer at lav
energi elektroner muligvis spiller en vigtig rolle i over-dispersion. Overrask-
ende nok observeres det ogsåat feldspat har en ∼15% lavere tilsyneladende
dosis hastighed end kvarts. Dette er påtrods af deres lignende komposition;
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simuleringer viser at de to mineraler har identisk dosis deponering når de
bliver udsat for beta eller gamma stråling. Det konkluderes at forskellen
i tilsyneladende dosis hastigheder sandsynligvis kommer fra forskelle i lad-
nings lagring og rekombination i stedet for faktisk dosis deponering selvom
detaljerne for dette stadig er ukendte.

Ladningsulighed under beta og gamma bestrålinger i naturen og labo-
ratoriet bliver herefter undersøgt ved brug af strålings transport simu-
leringer. Såvidt vides er dette første gang dette fænomen er blevet be-
tragtet i luminescens dosimetri. Simuleringer viser at kvarts korn får en
ladning under eksterne bestrålinger med ladede partikler; disse modellerings
forudsigeler danner basis for eksperimenter der undersøger indvirkningen af
overskydende elektroner ved meget høje (hundredvis af kGy til MGy) doser.
Som forudset observeres der en svækkelse af både luminescens produktion
og sensitivitet med stigende dosis givet med en 200 keV elektron stråle.
Denne observation tilskrives rekombinationen af de overskydende elektroner
med populationerne af lagrede huller der danner grundlag for luminescens.
Denne konklusion understøttes af videre eksperimenter hvor effekterne ved
bestråling med en lavere elektron energi (100 keV) sammenlignes. Udover
dette antyder disse elektronstråle forsøg ogsåat koncentrationerne af over-
skydende elektroner ved høje doser stiger til en sådan grad at de generer et
elektrisk felt der er stærkt nok til at frastøde de indkommende elektroner;
dette reducerer og i sidste ende forhindrer prøven i at videre absorberer
dosis.

Eftersom at luminescens er en to-stadie proces (elektron aflagring og rekom-
bination) giver det ikke direkte information om hvordan den lagrede elek-
troner population opfører sig alene. En ny detektor blev designet og kon-
strueret der kan måle elektroner som forlader overfladen af enkelte korn
for at undersøge elektron og hul populationerne separat; det vides at disse
elektroner kommer fra de samme får lder som luminescens signalerne. Både
design og test af instrumentet beskrives samt foreløbige resultater som viser
at instrumentet kan bruges til nødige målinger af udstrålte elektroner fra
enkelte kvarts korn. Desværre var der ikke nok tid til at gøre brug af denne
nye detektor til at under over-dispersion og derfor er disse foreløbige resul-
tater inkluderet i appendiks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and overview

Thermally Stimulated Luminescence (TL) and Optically Stimulated Lumi-
nescence (OSL) are now routinely used in retrospective dosimetry to deter-
mine the exposure to ionising radiation (Bøtter-Jensen, 2003, p. xv). This
is done using natural minerals or a synthetic compound with the ability to
record and store a record of exposure as energy (actually as charge); these
are called dosimeters because they are calibrated in terms of dose, the unit
of which is Gray (Gy = J/kg absorbed from ionising radiation). One of the
applications of retrospective dosimetry is luminescence dating - usually for
archaeological and geological purposes using natural minerals such as quartz
and feldspar. These natural dosimeters are the two most common minerals
on Earth and are thus very suitable for dating events such as those related
to human migration and evolution (e.g. Armitage et al., 2011) as well as a
wide range of events of geomorphological significance (e.g. Tamura et al.,
2012). The technique covers a considerable age range from a few years (see
review by Madsen and Murray, 2009) to several hundred thousand years
(e.g. Pawley et al., 2010; Stevens et al., 2018). It is typically applied to
silt or sand grains extracted from sediment although more recently its po-
tential to date solid rock surfaces has been demonstrated (Liritzis, 2011;
Sohbati, 2013). Together with 14C and cosmogenic radionuclide dating, lu-
minescence dating is now one of the major chronological tools in geology
and archaeology.

During burial, naturally occurring radionuclides (U, Th and progeny,
and K) in rocks or sediments expose the minerals to ionising radiation in
the form of alpha, beta and gamma radiation, resulting in the trapping of
charge (electrons) at defect sites in the minerals. During stimulation by
heat or light, these trapped electrons are released from the defect sites and
recombine at sites with an electron deficit (holes); during this energy release
process luminescence is emitted and the trapped charge population (i.e. the

1
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.1: Principles behind luminescence dating. (a) Emptying of trapped
charge by daylight during transport (solar resetting). After burial, natu-
ral ionising radiation (α, β, γ) absorbed by quartz and feldspar crystals
(dosimeters) causes the buildup of the natural trapped charge population.
(b) After sample collection, this trapped charge is measured using an artifi-
cial light source (OSL) or heat (TL). (c) The natural signal (open symbol)
is calibrated in terms of dose (De) using luminescence signals induced by
known laboratory doses. (d) Repeated measurements of dose on individual
subsamples containing several sand-sized grains (multi-grain) or individual
quartz or feldspar grains (single-grain) yield a dose distribution. A statis-
tical model is then used to extract the preferred De for age calculation.
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chronometric information) is reset (Aitken, 1985, 1998). During subsequent
burial, minerals are shielded from light and the trapping of charge (buildup
of a potential luminescence signal) starts again (Figure 1.1a). Each mineral
grain contains a finite number of traps and at some point during burial
time these traps become saturated with charge and there will be no further
change in the trapped charge population, or in the resulting luminescence
signal, with continued radiation exposure. In the laboratory, the charge
trapped during burial is again released by heat or light of a certain wave-
length and the resulting TL or OSL signal is measured (Figure 1.1b). This
"natural" luminescence signal is calibrated in terms of dose by compari-
son with luminescence signals from known doses given in the laboratory
(Figure 1.1c). Typically, several tens of repeated measurements of dose
are made on individual subsamples (aliquots) consisting of several tens to
hundreds of grains (multi-grain) or even individual grains to derive a dose
distribution (Figure 1.1d). A statistical model (e.g. Galbraith et al., 1999;
Galbraith and Roberts, 2012) can then be used to extract the equivalent
dose (De) of interest, to be used for age calculation. This dose is related to
the burial time by using the age equation:

t = De

Ḋnat

(1.1)

where t is the burial time and (Ḋnat) is the natural dose rate in Gy/ka
(dose absorbed from the environment per unit time). An accurate age
estimation thus relies on accurate dose and dose rate estimations. The
dose estimation can, for instance, be affected by incomplete resetting of
the trapped charge population before burial (e.g. because the sample was
not sufficiently exposed to light before burial). In such circumstances, it is
common to date single grains of quartz or feldspar, on the grounds that this
would reveal any inhomogeneity in the pre-burial bleaching (Duller, 2008)
as a dose distribution skewed to unrealistically large doses. However, single
grain dose/age distributions usually show a larger variability in De val-
ues than can be explained by quantifiable measurement uncertainties, even
for samples that have received sufficient light exposure during transport
(Arnold and Roberts, 2009) or that were prepared under well-controlled
laboratory conditions (Thomsen et al., 2005). There is considerable de-
bate in the luminescence community as to how to separate the intrinsic
(i.e. related to measurement) over-dispersion in such distributions from
the extrinsic part that is related to environmental factors such as bleach-
ing/mixing (Thomsen et al., 2016, 2017; Feathers, 2017).
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Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis contribute to the understanding of the
origins of intrinsic over-dispersion in quartz single-grain dose distributions.
These chapters also introduce the radiation transport modelling used in
later chapters.

The process of charge trapping and luminescence production in natural
minerals is not yet fully understood and relies on many assumptions (McK-
eever and Chen, 1997). One of these assumptions is that sand-sized grains
remain electrically neutral during irradiation; i.e. at the single grain level
the number of trapped electrons is equal to the number of trapped holes (e.g.
Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2003). If on the other hand, this assumption is proven
to be false and such a charge imbalance exists at the single grain level,
it is likely to be grain specific, and so may contribute to over-dispersion.
Furthermore, it is also assumed, either explicitly (Aitken, 1985, 1998) or
implicitly (e.g. Bailey 2001, 2004; Adamiec et al., 2004, 2006; Pagonis et
al., 2007, 2008) that the number of electron-hole pairs produced per unit
dose (ionisation rate) and resulting trapped populations are identical for
beta and gamma irradiations, both in nature and the laboratory. These
assumptions are tested using radiation transport modelling and a series of
experiments in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis.

Finally, exo-electrons, the direct emission of electrons from crystal surfaces,
may provide a valuable tool for investigating over-dispersion and charge
imbalance by probing the trapped electron populations directly. This is
because exo-electron emission derives from the conduction band, and so
competes directly with the recombination process during stimulation. How-
ever, no instrumentation existed for such measurements when the thesis was
started. With major design contributions from others, a new exo-electron
detector was developed and characterised with the ultimate goal of mea-
suring exo-electrons at the single grain level. Unfortunately, there was
insufficient time to make full use of this new instrument, but Appendix 1
describes its characteristics in detail and reports on the first measurement
(to our knowledge) of exo-electrons emitted by individual sand-sized grains.

To provide a common background for interpreting the contents of this the-
sis, a typical energy-band model used in luminescence dosimetry is first
discussed (section 1.1), the literature covering charge imbalance in insula-
tors is reviewed (section 1.2) and a summary of recent exo-electron studies
(section 1.3) presented. At the end of each section, the most important
points and the relevance to this thesis are summarised. Finally, the overall
aim and specific objectives of this thesis are outlined.
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1.1 Energy-band model

When atoms form molecules, the atomic orbitals overlap. Pauli's exclusion
principle states that there can only be one particle in a given quantum state,
so the overlapping orbitals split into discrete orbitals with slightly different
energies. In a crystal lattice containing a large number of atoms, the or-
bitals will split even further and have very low energy separation, effectively
forming a continuum. The primary electrons involved in this process are
the valence electrons, i.e. the outer and most weakly bound electrons.

A material can have an infinite number of bands, although most of these
have very high energy and are thus usually of little interest in this context.
Here the discussion of bands is confined to those around the Fermi energy
(i.e. the theoretical energy level at thermodynamic equilibrium at which
the probability of finding an electron is 50%); the band just above the Fermi
level is called the conduction band and the one just below is the valence
band. These bands are separated by a "forbidden" gap, called the band gap,
where there are no allowed energy states; in an insulator such as quartz or
feldspar, the Fermi level lies in this band gap. Natural crystals generally
contain defects either as (i) empty lattice sites, (ii) occupied lattice sites
which should be empty, or (iii) the integration of foreign atoms into the
lattice. These defects create ’allowed’ energy states within the band gap
and are considered traps if they can retain either an electron (electron trap)
or a hole (hole trap) (Elliot, 2000, p. 497) for some finite period of time.
The width of the band gap (Eg) is defined as the difference between the
lower edge of the conduction band (Ec), and the highest edge of the valence
band (Ev); Eg = Ec - Ev (Elliot, 2000, p. 314-317; Figure 1.2). For insula-
tors (also known as dielectrics), this band gap is so large (∼ 3-10 eV) that
ambient temperature is not sufficient to excite an electron from the valence
band into the conduction band.

Figure 1.2 shows a simple band diagram with a single electron trap and
two hole traps located within the band gap. When the lattice is exposed
to ionising radiation, electrons can be ionised from the valence band and
moved into the conduction band if the transferred energy is larger than
the band gap Eg (process 1 in Figure 1.2). Generally, the average energy
required for the ionisation is ∼ 4Eg (Wolff, 1954).

The unoccupied state left in the valence band by the electron is termed
a hole. Since the most stable configuration for the crystal is a full valence
band (i.e. no holes) this empty state will quickly be filled by either a de-
excited electron from the conduction band, or another electron from either
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the band model with a single electron trap (T)
and two hole traps; luminescence centre (L) and non-luminescence centre
(K). 1. shows the ionisation process, initiated here by β or γ radiation, 2.
illustrates the storage of charge, and 3. charge eviction (in nature or the
laboratory) by either heat or light, causing the emission of TL or OSL. Ec
and Ev are the conduction band and valence band energies respectively, Eg
is the band gap energy, and ET is the trap depth of the electron trap, T.

within the valence band, or from the L or K traps (see Figure 1.2). This
process can be viewed as hole hopping or migration in the valence band,
until the hole is eventually trapped in a hole trap. The electrons in the
conduction band can experience several competing processes. They can
either de-excite and recombine with a hole in a hole trap (L or K), or they
may become trapped in an electron trap, T. Direct recombination to a hole
in the valence band is also possible, although this has a very low probability
(McKeever, 1985 p. 34).

Storage of the trapped electrons (process 2 in Figure 1.2) is related to
the stability of the electron trap, and therefore depends on the trap depth
ET . A shallow trap (small ET ) is likely to be unstable even at room tem-
perature and is thus not suited for dating purposes. The main OSL trap in
quartz is thought to be stable for ∼ 108 years at room temperature (Mur-
ray and Wintle, 1999); indeed this turns out not to be a limiting factor in
dating because quartz OSL dating has an upper dating limit of ∼ 150 ka at
typical dose rates due to saturation of the signal (Murray and Olley, 2002;
Buylaert et al., 2007; Timar et al., 2010; Chapot et al. 2012; Timar and
Wintle, 2013). For an electron to leave its trap, it must receive an energy
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equal to or greater than ET , this can either be supplied as heat or as light
(process 3 in Figure 1.2). Once the electron has been excited from the trap
into the conduction band, it may either become retrapped or recombine
with a hole. The recombination can either take place at a luminescent re-
combination centre (L) or at a non-luminescent centre (K).

If the electron recombines at L, a photon (luminescence) will be released
which can then be recorded. If the electron recombines at K, the energy
will be released as lattice vibrations. From this description it is clear that
luminescence does not directly measure the energy deposited in the crystal
during exposure to ionising radiation. Rather, luminescence is related to
the number of trapped electrons, via the recombination of these electrons
with trapped holes. Only if the ionisation rate (the number of free elec-
trons created per unit dose) is known, or can be calibrated, can this signal
be correlated to the absorbed dose.

Band models are useful to visualise how charge trapping and recombination
can occur during irradiation, storage and eviction as shown in Figure 1.2.
Band models are very flexible and can range from simple one trap or two
trap models (e.g. Bøtter-Jensen, 2003; Chen et al. 2001) to more advanced
models including multiple electron and hole traps with different concentra-
tion and physical properties. Some of these more advanced luminescence
models (e.g. Bailey, 2004) are used in this thesis to predict luminescence
production following irradiation.

1.2 Charge Imbalance
Dielectrics, such as quartz and feldspar, can become charged in different
ways. The most common way of charging a dielectric is through frictional
or triboelectric charging. Here, charge is transferred from one object to an-
other through frictional contact. For instance, a plastic or glass rod can be
charged by rubbing it with a piece of cloth, transferring charge from the rod
to the cloth leaving them both with a net but opposite charge. This charge
is located on the surface of the material and can thus migrate to other
objects and quite easily be neutralised. Smith (1955) studied the charge
on rain drops and found that small rain drops tended to have an average
positive charge which shifted to negative as the diameter increased. Similar
observations of charge on dielectrics have been observed in dust storms on
Earth (Kok and Renno, 2008; Gajewski and Szaynok, 1981) where frictional
charging can build sufficient electrical potentials to cause discharges in the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.3: A charge neutral grain. Each electron entering the grain is
balanced by an electron leaving. b) A negatively charged grain. There
are more electrons entering the grain than leaving. c) A positively charged
grain. There are more electrons leaving the grain than entering.

air. The same phenomenon is also observed in volcanic plumes where elec-
trical storms are well documented (Mendez Harper et al., 2016; McNutt
and Williams, 2010). Charging of sand-sized grains in granular flows and
dust storms may also exist on Mars (Furstenau and Wilson, 2003; Melnik
and Parrot, 1998) and Titan (Mendez Harper et al., 2017).

In section 1.1, the trapping of charge due to ionising radiation, and its sub-
sequent recombination, implicitly assumed charge neutrality, i.e. the crystal
was initially neutral, and remained so during charge separation and storage.
Taking the system as a whole, there was an equal number of electrons and
holes in total in the conduction and valence bands, and the various electron
and hole traps. Since charge must enter a crystal during irradiation with
e.g. alpha and beta particles, charge neutrality implicitly assumes than an
equal number of charges must leave the crystal (Figure 1.3a).

However, electrons have a finite range in matter, and so this assumption
cannot reflect reality. Under external irradiation with electrons of a given
range, a slab of quartz which is thin compared with the electron range,
will stop a different amount of the incoming electrons than a slab which
is thicker than electron range. It is far more likely that the thicker slab
will stop a larger number of the incoming electrons (Figure 1.3b). In this
scenario, there would be more electrons available in the conduction band
to undergo trapping or recombination than there are holes in the valence
band. Unless the charge can easily leak from the material (including from
otherwise deep electron traps) this would lead to a net excess of electrons
in the grain, and the grain would build up a negative charge.
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Conversely, if the material contains an internal source of radioactivity, then
it is readily conceivable that more electrons would leave the material than
enter it (Figure 1.3c). In this case, there would be an excess of holes avail-
able in the valence band and so the material would gain a net positive
charge. Figures 1.3b and 1.3c represent situations of charge imbalance.
Problems arising from excess charge on dielectrics due to ionising radiation
are particularly well known in scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Auger
electron microscopy (AEM), electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), electron
spectroscopy chemical analysis (ESCA), secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) and other analytical methods (Le Gressus et al., 1989).

1.2.1 Charge buildup during irradiation
Gross (1957) studied the formation of charge on borosilicate glass following
irradiation with 2 MeV electrons. He observed a change in the colour of the
glass, corresponding to the creation of colour centres, which extended to a
depth of 0.4 cm, equal to the penetration depth of the incoming electrons.
Furthermore, it was observed that electrical breakdown could be initiated
by touching the sample with a pointed piece of metal. This was accompa-
nied by a flash of light and the creation of a characteristic discharge pattern
in a well-defined plane parallel to the surface leading to the point of contact.
It was also observed that breakdown could be initiated several months after
irradiation suggesting that the excess charge was stable. This charge could
be removed by annealing to high temperatures. It is further suggested that
the stored negative charge gives rise to a compensation charge at the unir-
radiated sample surface. This was further expanded by Gross and Wright
(1959) who observed charge deposition curves in aluminium and Plexiglass
following irradiation by 3 MeV electrons. These experimental curves con-
firmed the existence of a charged layer in the dielectric.

During irradiation, the electrostatic potential of the implanted charge can
increase up to the accelerating voltage of the beam, producing reflection
of the beam by the sample (Reimer, 1985; Vigouroux et al., 1986). The
thickness of the implanted charge layer is equal to the penetration depth
of the incident electrons. The reflection of the incident beam is due to the
trapped charge population generating an electrostatic field. If the density
ρ is known, then the field can be evaluated using classical electrostatics.
Le Gressus et al. (1989) give a detailed summary of the influence of the
surrounding media on the electric field within the dielectric.

Janowski and Miller (1986) studied the effects of excess charge on dose
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depth curves in PMMA and aluminium by using two different irradiation
geometries; stacked sheets and a block made of two wedges. The total
heights of the phantoms were sufficient to completely stop the incoming
electrons. The phantoms were irradiated using 8 MeV electrons and given
a nominal dose of 17 kGy. The dose was monitored using radiochromatic
dye film placed between the sheets/wedges. They observed no effect due
to excess charge on the dose depth curve and were able to obtain good
agreement with the theoretical energy absorbed (7.8 MeV).They conclude
that while the effects of accumulated charge are clearly seen in irradiated
plastics it does not appear to affect the dose depth curve measurements.

1.2.2 Trapping of charge
Vigouroux et al. (1985) proposes that excess charge is stored at defects
in crystals, potentially even defects created by the electron bombardment.
Storage of excess charge at defects, they argue, is supported by the pro-
duction of a mirror effect, i.e. reflection of incoming electrons, observed for
various amorphous and monocrystalline SiO2 samples with different con-
centrations of impurities. It should be noted that the impurity concentra-
tions in these samples are likely much less than those in naturally occurring
quartz and feldspar. They suggest that the electron traps responsible for
the mirror charging are oxygen vacancy - peroxide linkage pairs and favour
this over the Si-Si antibonding orbital. Vigouroux et al. (1985) mention
that non-bridging oxygen hole centres and E'-centres function as hole traps,
which is consistent with luminescence literature (Preusser et al., 2009).

Blaise and Le Gressus (1991) define two types of single-crystal oxides; (i)
those that show no vacancies in their structure, such as α-Al2O3 and MgO
and (ii) α-quartz and Y2O3 which shows vacancies. Group (i) shows a low
sensitivity to irradiation damage and does not charge up negatively under
electron bombardment, as long as the number of irradiation-induced defects
are insignificant. Group (ii), however, is sensitive to electron irradiation and
acquires a large charge during electron bombardment. On the other hand,
the authors also note that polycrystalline MgO, technological alumina, or
powder produced by milling, charges up very strongly. This further indi-
cates that elementary defects, either structural or radiation induced, are
important for the charging behaviour during irradiation. They observed
that once the dielectric is charged, a small increase in temperature causes
the charge to migrate ∼ 1 mm without breakdown, and also concluded that
electron trapping regions exist in group (ii) before irradiation occurs.

Electrons entering the material are slowed down until they quasi-thermalise,
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Figure 1.4: Polaron trapping as defined by Blaise and Le Gressus (1991). A
bulk medium (shaded area) with smaller regions of lower susceptibility. a)
Electron trapped inside a spherical region of lower susceptibility than the
bulk and b) positive charge (hole) trap inside a similar region. Reproduced
from Blaise and Le Gressus (1991) Figure 1.

at which point they become quasi-particles called polarons, which polarise
the surrounding medium. The existence of polarons was first suggested by
Landau (1933, expanded by Landau and Pekar, 1948) and refers to both
an electron in a crystal lattice and the local polarisation it induces, as one
particle. Blaise and Le Gressus (1991) consider the electron as sitting inside
a potential well generated by the polarisation of the surrounding medium.
These polarons are mobile in their own energy band either by hopping or by
"conduction". As a consequence of this, migration of polarons should allow
charges to flow towards a grounding potential, neutralising any net charge.
But the observation that at least some of the charge is stable (see Section
1.2.1) implies that there is a trapping of polarons. Based on their model
(Figure 1.4) they propose that the susceptibility of neighbouring atoms is
lower than that of the surrounding medium, effectively trapping the polaron
at an atomic site and stabilising it.

Blaise and Le Gressus (1991) also state that for each trapped hole there
must be a corresponding trapped electron but also acknowledge that there
can be an excess of charge.
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1.2.3 Stability

The stability of charge during irradiation depends on the conductivity of
the material and presumably also the presence and availability of stable
trapping sites. Frederickson (2004) found that the surface voltage of glass
samples, irradiated with 10 keV electrons, dropped ∼20% over a storage pe-
riod of 11 days for slightly leaky glass. Non-leaky glass showed no decrease
in surface voltage after 11 days. Vigouroux et al. (1985) found that the
potential induced at a distance of 2 mm from the surface of SiO2 could be
changed if the irradiation temperature was elevated. Their data was fitted
by Cazaux (1986), who found decay times of 17.7 minutes at 150 ◦C which
dropped to ∼1.7 minutes at 240 ◦C. Above 300 ◦C there was no longer any
formation of a mirror charge. The anneal temperature of the mirror charge
is at about the same temperature as the E'-centres in high-OH fused silicas
(Griscom, 1984), this temperature is, however, almost 100 ◦C lower than
that listed in Preusser et al. (2009) for mineral quartz. They also found
that while cleaning the sample surface by ion etching, the surface charge
was reduced, but it did not reduce the bulk charge. Blaise and Le Gressus
(1991) give two remarks regarding the equilibrium of the trapped polarons.
Given that the repulsion between trapped polarons is weak it is possible to
achieve rather high charge densities. However, the spatial gradient of the
charge distribution must be kept low enough so that the resulting electric
field is not strong enough to cause detrapping. Furthermore, it is the polar-
isation of the medium that allows the buildup of charges to relatively high
densities. Without such a polarisation, the charges would disperse upon
entering the material unless they were trapped in deep potential wells of
several eV.

While such traps are common in luminescence dating, Blaise and Le Gressus
(1991) state that it is not clear how these charges could be detrapped and
moved when the external stimulation is small. Blaise et al. (2009) found
an 85% loss of charge for muscovite mica irradiated with 500 eV electrons
after a 5 minute storage. The mica was positively charged after the initial
irradiation. They found a relaxation time of 150 s for electrons and 250 s for
holes in mica, deducing that from a practical standpoint the irradiated area
could be considered neutral after 15 minutes. They attribute this apparent
neutrality to diffusion of charges in the sample volume until they are evac-
uated through contact with the metal holder. The relaxation times of mica
indicate that the number of free carriers at room temperature is small, as
holes are considered to have very low mobility, neutralisation only occurs
through the more mobile electrons. That mica, a low conductivity material,
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appears to behave like a trapping dielectric (such as MgO or single SiO2
crystals) where no charge relaxation is observed, indicated that the flowing
charge rate during irradiation is much less than the incoming charge rate in
the experimental conditions mentioned in the article (Blaise et al., 2009).

Summary
The literature discussed in this section describes experimental evidence
which suggests that, depending on the experimental configuration, excess
charge almost certainly exists and that its stability can vary greatly be-
tween different materials. While the effects of excess charge in and on
dielectrics has been studied in the fields of SEM and other analytical tech-
niques using charged particles, particularly electrons, the effects, if any, on
trapped charge dosimetry (including luminescence dating) are unknown.
Observations suggest that charge is held in defects, a notion shared with
luminescence dosimetry (Aitken, 1985, 1998; Preusser et al., 2009), and
that excess charge may also be stored at such defects. This implies that
once the charge is in the conduction band it can either migrate to ground
potential or become trapped at a defect.

The stability of such trapped charges is clearly important; since lumines-
cence dating is based on electron/hole recombination, any excess charge
could significantly alter the sensitivity of the sample when dealing with
large accumulated doses. It is thus important to understand and predict
what levels of charge imbalance may arise in nature and in the labora-
tory, in order to better understand the relationship between luminescence
production in quartz and feldspar and absorbed dose.

1.3 Exo-electron emission
Exo-electron emission is the structure-dependent low energy emission of
electrons from the surfaces of materials as a result of structural change.
Such a change could be brought on by processes as mechanical deforma-
tion, physical phase change, chemical reaction or even exposure to ionizing
radiation (Becker, 1970). After the surface-altering process has ended, some
materials may show spontaneous emission of electrons decaying with time,
while others may require stimulation to enable emission (Crase, 1971). If the
required stimulation is heat, the electron emission is known as Thermally
Stimulated Exo-Electron Emission (TSEE), while it is known as Optically
Stimulated Exo-Electron Emission (OSE) if the stimulation of the surface
is done using photons. For consistency, thermally stimulated exo-electrons
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Figure 1.5: Band model showing the emission of exo-electrons. Once an
electron is in the conduction band, it may escape the surface of the crystal
if it is able to overcome the electron affinity, χ. This process is in direct
competition with the recombination responsible for luminescence produc-
tion.

will be referred to here as TSE instead of TSEE. While TL and OSL are
bulk phenomenon, probing the trapped charge population of the entire crys-
tal, exo-electron emission is a surface phenomenon and as such only probes
traps close to the surface, potentially only those surficial crystal cells (100
- 1500Å, Oster et al. 1999).

Once an electron has been able to overcome the electron affinity of the
insulating solid and escapes the material into the surrounding atmosphere
(Figure 1.5) it will usually react readily with electrophilic species such as
water vapour. The challenge in the detection of exo-electrons is to extend
the period before this reaction occurs for a sufficiently long time that the
electron can be detected. One solution to this is to operate the detector in
vacuum or the system may be flushed with a gas that promotes ionization
over electron absorption (Turner 1995).

According to Oster (1999), exo-electrons due to thermal stimulation
(TSE) were first observed by Tanaka in the period 1935 to 1940. Tanaka
observed the slow emission of electrons from the surfaces of metal oxides
which had previously been exposed to radiation. However, it was not until
Kramer (1950) that they were given the name exo-electrons. Kramer (1950,
1951) believed that the electron emission was due to exothermic processes,
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now known not be the case, but the term is still used. After Kramer's initial
work on the subject, the emission of exo-electrons from various materials
were studied (Crase, 1971). Exo-electron emission occurs particularly from
ionic crystals, such as alkali and alkali-earth halides and sulphates, other
metal sulphates, metal oxides as well as numerous other materials and even
some organic compounds; a comprehensive list of materials can be found in
a review by article by Becker (1970). Kramer (1962) was the first to suggest
that exo-electrons could be used for dosimetric purposes and previous work
has primarily used artificial materials such as BeO, Al2O3, and LiF (Crase
et al., 1971).

Previous TSE studies using gas counters have used a wide range of ma-
terials such as ceramics (Zastowny, 1998) and fired quartz (Zimmerman,
1971). Davies (1983a) studied powdered human enamel and enameloid from
a Great White shark without any chemical or thermal treatment. Davies
(1983b) used African sediments that had been chemically treated with 0.1
M hydrochloric acid and 30% hydrogen peroxide to remove carbonate and
organic matter before TSE measurements. The TSE signals could be used
to distinguish areas previously contaminated by elephantiasis. Sediment
samples from affected areas showed a distinct peak at 75 ◦C not seen in
samples from the unaffected areas. This appears to be the first report of
TSE in applied toxicology. Ankjærgaard et al. (2006, 2008, 2009) and
Tsukamoto et al. (2010) also used a gas counter and chemically cleaned
quartz and feldspar extracted from sediments for their measurements.

Ankjærgaard et al. (2006) were the first to measure OSE. The exo-electron
detector developed by Ankjærgaard et al. was used with an automated Risø
TL/OSL reader (Bøtter-Jensen et al. 2010) and allowed simultaneous mea-
surement of TL/OSL with TSE/OSE. This allowed the authors to construct
dose response curves from OSL and OSE and to compare the behaviour of
the two signals. Ankjærgaard et al. (2009) show several dose response
curves for OSL/OSE; for some samples the OSE signal has a higher char-
acteristic dose (D0) than the fast component OSL signal (Singarayer and
Bailey 2004; Jain et al., 2004) usually used for quartz OSL dosimetry, while
for others it is lower. For two of the four samples the D0 of both signals
agreed. A dose recovery test (Murray, 1996) on one of these samples yielded
satisfactory OSL and OSE dose recovery ratios. Furthermore, they also ob-
served good agreement between the shapes of natural and regenerated OSE
decay curves. This and other evidence allowed them to conclude that the
two signals originated from the same traps. These observations show the
potential of exo-electron emission as a tool for investigating and perhaps
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even dating natural sediments using sand-sized quartz.

Tsukamoto et al. (2010) followed the work of Ankjærgaard et al. (2006,
2008, 2009), and investigated the time resolved OSE and OSL signals. They
found that the time-resolved OSE (TR-OSE) signals from quartz and NaCl
decayed much faster (< 1 µs) than the corresponding ∼ 40 µs for time-
resolved OSL (TR-OSL). As such, they conclude that the fast decay of
TR-OSL arises not from conduction band emptying but mainly from de-
cay of excited states of recombination centres. Their work also provided
constraints on the rate of charge movement in natural dosimeters.

Summary
Exo-electron studies provide a valuable alternative to luminescence for ex-
ploring quartz and feldspar crystal behaviour because they do not rely on
the recombination of trapped electrons with holes. Exo-electrons are in
fact in direct competition with recombination processes and so they have
the potential to be particularly useful in deciphering the relative probabili-
ties of detrapping, retrapping and recombination processes occurring during
stimulation. As such, we can in principle use the exo-electron signal as a
measure of the trapped electron population in a grain without relying on
TL or OSL for determining the absorbed dose.

1.4 Purpose, Objectives and Outline of
Thesis

Given what is known about charge imbalance and its effects, we can now
return to this thesis. The overall aim of the research reported here is to im-
prove quartz luminescence dosimetry through a more solid understanding of
electron trapping and recombination processes in sedimentary quartz. This
can be split in two primary objectives: I) identify contributions to intrinsic
over-dispersion in single-grain dose distributions from natural minerals such
as quartz and feldspar, especially those arising from heterogeneity in irra-
diation geometry, and II) to investigate the effects charge imbalance might
have on luminescence production in quartz.

This thesis aims to answer the following questions regarding intrinsic over-
dispersion in apparent dose distributions observed using individual lumi-
nescent grains:

• Does grain size and shape contribute to over-dispersion?
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• What effect does the backscattering material have on over-dispersion?

• Do dosimetrically similar minerals with very different luminescence
characteristics experience the same laboratory dose rate?

These questions are addressed in Chapters 2 and 3, based on Autzen et al.
(2017) and Hansen et al. (2018), respectively.

In published research, grains have been considered charge neutral dur-
ing irradiations in nature and the laboratory. However, any imbalance in
deposited charge within and between individual sand-sized quartz grains
may have an effect on over-dispersion, raising the following questions:

• Does charge imbalance actually exist in sand-sized quartz grains?

• Can radiation transport modelling be used to predict this?

• What are the possible effects on luminescence production of natural
minerals?

These questions are addressed in Chapters 4 (based on Autzen et al.
2018) and 5. Chapter 4 considers particularly the first two questions, and
Chapter 5 builds and expands on the modelling and experimental work
carried out in Chapter 4. It revisits the earlier experimental work and
expands on it, and also uses radiation transport modelling output as input
to luminescence modelling. The resulting predictions are then compared
with the experimental observations. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary
of the most important findings in this thesis and gives the author's view on
future research directions.
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Abstract: We describe the effect on dose rates and over-dispersion (OD)
of changing the spectrum of energies to which grains of various shapes
and volumes are exposed during beta irradiation, either by changing the
backscattering medium or attenuating the incident spectrum. Dose rates
are found to increase when the atomic number of the backscattering sub-
strate is increased (from 0.038 Gy/s on Al to 0.057 Gy/s on Pb), at the same
time the dispersion due to grain shape and volume also increases slightly
(9.4% on Al and 12.0% on Pb). By adding attenuators in front of the sample
the net spectrum is also altered and the dispersion affected correspondingly.
Our model prediction using various grain shapes and volumes are compared
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with experimental observations using sieved natural grains and the result-
ing dose rates are in good agreement, although the dispersions cannot be
realistically compared in the absence of grain shape information for the
natural material. We find from modelling that dose rates (both to grains in
single grain discs and to those placed on the backscattering substrates) are
sensitive to changes in shape and volume. A relative range across shapes
of between 10 and 21% is observed from modelling on backscattering sub-
strates, and of 7.4% from modelling in single grain discs. We conclude that
it appears to be desirable to minimise shape and volume variations in grains
if over-dispersion is also to be minimised.

Keywords: Attenuation; Backscatter; Beta spectrum; Dose deposition;
Geant4; Modelling

2.1 Introduction
Dose distributions recorded by single sand-sized grains are now widely used
in the dating of sediment samples, as a means of identifying and correct-
ing for the effects of incomplete resetting prior to deposition and post-
depositional mixing. However, for well-bleached unmixed natural samples
the dose dispersion is much larger than that expected from known sources
of uncertainty; even grains previously given a uniform dose by γ-irradiation
show such over-dispersion (OD) when the dose is measured using a beta
source, with the grains supported on some substrate. The dependence of
dose rate on the atomic number of the substrate material has been investi-
gated previously using both experiments (Murray and Wintle, 1979; Ingram
et al., 2001) and modelling (Greilich et al, 2008); all 3 studies found that
the dose rate increased with an increase in substrate atomic number.

The dose rate also depended on the size of the sample grains; Wintle and
Aitken (1977) observed a 25% lower dose rate at 4-11 µm than at ∼100 µm,
this was confirmed by Armitage and Bailey (2005) although they found
the dose rate difference between that of 4-11 µm and 40 µm grains to be
smaller (∼12%). They also found no significant difference in dose rates for
grain sizes >40 µm, observing a plateau in effective dose rates in the grain
size range from 40-250 µm. Goedicke (2007) reported a sharp decrease in
dose rate below a grain size of 40 µm while also observing no significant
dependence for grain sizes between 40-130 µm. Above 180 µm the observed
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dose rates begin to decrease as the incident beam is attenuated while pass-
ing through the grains. Similar results were reported by Mauz and Lang
(2005). Fain et al. (1999) used Monte Carlo modelling to investigate the
effect of grain shape on absorbed beta doses; they concluded that for grains
of 200 µm diameter there is no effect.

As part of our investigation into the importance of low energy beta parti-
cles in dosimetry, in this study we consider the effect of the backscattering
substrate on the dispersion of dose distributions measured using individual
grains, by beta irradiating a monolayer of quartz grains on substrates of
different atomic numbers (Z) varying from 13 to 82. The doses absorbed
by these grains are then measured in an Al substrate (single grain disc) in
the usual manner. We also investigate the effect on the observed OD of
changing the incident spectrum shape using attenuators. The dependence
of average dose and the contribution from backscatter as a function of Z are
compared with modelling predictions based on Geant4, and the expected
dispersion due to grain shape effects discussed.

2.2 Backscatter

2.2.1 Backscatter - Modelling
We have used Geant4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2006) to model
beta dose absorption in quartz grains. A short summary of the physics in-
volved is given in SMC2 Section 2.6.1. Similar work has been undertaken
by Guérin (2011) and Guérin et al. (2012, 2015). Simulations were run
using Geant4 version 10.02 patch 1 on the CentOS 7 distribution, run on a
VMWare workstation player 12 virtual machine, with the Penelope physics
model (Salvat et al., 2001); this is well suited for the simulation of low en-
ergy particles and for electromagnetic interactions. A cut-off of 0.5 µm for
the production of secondary particles was used (i.e. no particle is generated
if its range is less than 0.5 µm, and the corresponding energy is instead de-
posited locally). This value was chosen to be less than 10% of the minimum
dimension of our dose absorbers (grains).

In the model, primary particles are released individually and the release
of the next particle does not occur until tracking of the previous primary
and all generated secondary particles is complete. Tracking of a particle
ceases when it reaches the boundaries of the world volume (at which point
its energy is considered lost from the experiment) or its step size becomes
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shorter than the 0.5 µm cut-off. The release of primaries from the active
source layer occurs isotropically. Each simulation is run for 108 primary
electrons, corresponding to approximately 1/15 of a second of irradiation
using a 1.5 GBq 90Sr/90Y source; this number of primaries provides us with
good counting statistics (events per grain) as well as realistic computation
times.

Individual geometrical components (structural, shielding and sample) are
placed inside a predefined world volume otherwise filled with air and are
given material properties based on user-defined elements and alloys. The
irradiation geometry is constructed using the beta-source manufacturer's
description (taken from Greilich et al., 2008), the characteristics of the ir-
radiator and source flange (Dalsgaard, 2017 private communication), and a
given grain geometry and substrate. The characteristic emission spectrum
of the 90Sr/90Y active layer is defined as a cumulative probability distribu-
tion function (CDF) and given as input to the simulation. Beta particles
were emitted with energies randomly sampled according to the Fermi model
for beta spectra, modified by Behrens and Szybisz (1976). This spectrum
is then modified by the source construction, the 0.125 mm thick Be win-
dow, and scattering by the flange, before arriving at the sample position.
This part of the simulation is substantially the same as that undertaken by
Greilich et al. (2008), and details of the irradiation geometry are given in
SMC2 (Figure 2.8).

The backscattering substrates used in the model are made of materials
in the range 0 ≤ Z ≤ 82. One hundred quartz grains are placed on a 10x10
grid, spaced with 600 µm between adjacent centres (this is similar to the
layout of grains in a standard single-grain measurement disc; Bøtter-Jensen
et al., (2003) except that in our case the grains are placed on the substrate
surface rather than in holes in the substrate). Each quartz grain is uniquely
labelled to allow the tracking of events within individual grains. The simu-
lations record both the total energy deposited in each grain and the energy
of any electron which enters any grain, the latter with a resolution of 1 keV.

To test the dependence of dose deposition on grain shape and volume,
simulations were run for 7 different sizes and shapes of quartz grains: 100
µm or 200 µm diameter spheres, cylinders with a base radius of 150 µm and
a height of 5 µm or 300 µm, and a cone of base radius and height of 150
µm. For comparing shape changes, a cylinder with base radius 50 µm and
a height of 66 µm, as well as a cone of base radius 50 µm and a height of
200 µm were added. The latter two are chosen to have the same volume
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as the 100 µm diameter sphere; any differences in dose absorbed by these
three grains types will thus arise because of shape and not volume. In con-
trast, dose absorption in the two spheres will be affected only by volume.
In the two cylinders dose absorption will be affected by both shape and
volume. Given that the backscattered spectrum should be softer than the
incident spectrum, we expect to see a higher backscatter contribution to
the absorbed dose in the short cylinder compared to the tall cylinder (see
SMC2 Section 2.6.1,Figure 2.7). Note that all grains fit completely within
the grain holes of standard single grain discs.

The simulation records the spectra as follows: the energy of an electron
is recorded (1 keV bin width) only if it (a) leaves a volume which is not
the backscattering material and then (b) immediately enters the backscat-
tering substrate, i.e. when an electron originating outside the substrate
takes a first step in the substrate; secondary electrons generated within
the substrate are not recorded. In the case of the incident spectrum (Fig-
ure 2.1), there is no absorber (quartz grains) sitting on the substrate, and
the substrate is vacuum; this gives the incident spectrum with no backscat-
tered contribution. Backscattered spectra are recorded in a similar manner,
except that a separate 200 µm thick air volume is placed directly on the sub-
strate, covering the entire sample surface; all electrons leaving the substrate
and then entering the air volume are recorded (Figure 2.1)

The energy distribution of the backscattered electron spectra (Figure 2.1a;
for completeness, corresponding backscattered photon spectra and total
photon and electron spectra are shown in Figures 2.9a and 2.9b, respec-
tively) does not change substantially from substrate to substrate. In con-
trast the intensity does change substantially, and at low energies and high
substrate Z the backscattered intensity is comparable to that of the inci-
dent spectrum. As expected, the backscattered spectrum is softer than the
incident spectrum, i.e. it contains a relatively larger low energy compo-
nent; this can be seen more clearly in the normalized cumulative spectra
shown in Figure 2.1b (calculated by progressively summing all lower energy
bins and then normalised by dividing by the total sum of all bins). It is
clear that the backscattered spectrum tends towards the incident spectrum
when the substrate Z increases. The dose rate to quartz grains sitting on a
substrate increases with the atomic number of the substrate (Figure 2.2),
and there is a pronounced dose rate dependence on grain shape/volume.
The dose rates to short and tall cylinders show the most difference, and
this difference becomes more pronounced with an increasing substrate Z
(although the model predicts slightly lower dose rates on copper (Z=29)
than on stainless steel (Z∼26) for all shapes). As the substrate Z increases,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: a) Incident beta spectrum on backscattering substrate and
backscattered spectra from perspex, aluminium, stainless steel, copper and
lead. b) Normalized cumulative distribution function spectra for each of
the spectra shown in Figure 2.1a. All spectra are generated using the same
number of primaries (108).
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Figure 2.2: Modelled dose rates for various grain sizes and shapes on each
of the modelled substrates. In the legend the numbers in parenthesis after
each substrate give the relative range. The radius and height of each shape
are given for each grain shape in parentheses (r, h). Single grain disc from
Section 2.3.1 has been added.

the relative range with respect to the average in dose rates to the various
grains shapes and volumes increases, from 11% on Al, 14% on stainless
steel, 15% on copper, to 21% on lead (these data are presented graphically
in Figure 2.10). Given the inevitable variation in natural grain shape, even
for a tightly constrained sieve fraction, this observation suggests that we
would expect to see the over-dispersion of experimentally-observed single
grain dose distributions increase in a similar way. Rather surprisingly, for
shapes of the same volume, the relative dose rate range decreases from 8%
to 3% as the substrate Z increases from Al to Pb (see also Figure 2.10
and table 2.3). On vacuum, the largest sphere also has the largest dose
rate (102% of that to the smaller sphere), this reduces as the substrate Z
increases, to only 91% of the dose rate to the smaller sphere on lead. This
seems to support our explanation in SMC2 Section 2.6.1 that the dose de-
rived from the backscattered spectrum contributes more to the total dose
of small grains than of large.
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2.2.2 Backscatter - Experimental
For comparison with model predictions, quartz grains were beta irradiated
in a Risø reader (TL/OSL model DA-20) with a single grain attachment. A
plastic mount was placed in the reader base-plate directly under the beta-
source and cups (6 mm thick, 1mm internal depth, 8 mm internal diameter)
of aluminium, 316-stainless steel, copper, and lead were inserted into this
support (with the turntable wheel removed) to provide the backscattering
medium.

Previously sensitised sieved quartz grains (180 - 212 µm; Hansen et al.,
2015) were first heated to 450oC for 1 hour to thermally empty any trapped
charge. The absence of apparent dose was confirmed before further expos-
ing to the beta source. A SAR protocol (Murray and Wintle, 2000, 2003)
with a 260oC preheat was used for all dose measurements, and the accuracy
of our chosen protocol was confirmed using a standard dose recovery exper-
iment using single-grains (measured/given dose ratio 0.973±0.005; n=352).
Undosed grains were placed loose in a monolayer in the substrate cup (i.e.
without silicone oil, and not in the fixed 10x10 grid of the model), exam-
ined under a microscope to ensure a monolayer, and mounted in the reader
before exposure to the beta source for 100 seconds. The grains were then
loaded into standard single grain discs for measurement of absorbed dose.

The beta source employed was selected to give the smallest available spatial
variation in dose rate across the sample area. Nevertheless, such variation
is of significance; a contour map of the radiation intensity of our source
(measured using GAF radiosensitive film according to Lapp et al., 2012) is
shown in Figure 2.11. The standard deviation of source intensity across an
8 mm diameter circle (equivalent to the cup area holding the loose grains)
is ∼8%. The variation in dose rate between grains in a single grain disc is
∼6%, based on the grain hole positions. We should thus expect a ∼10%
variation in measured dose from grain to grain arising simply from irradi-
ation non-uniformity, unless the correction approach of Lapp et al. (2012)
is applied.

2.2.3 Backscatter - Experimental results and
comparison with model

A total of 6 single grain discs were run for each substrate, corresponding
to 600 grains per substrate. After analysis using standard rejection criteria
(test dose error <10%, recycling ratio within 10% of unity), 473 grains were
accepted for Al, 483 grains for Cu, 507 grains for stainless steel and 515
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grains for lead.

Table 2.1: Experimental results for irradiation on various substrates and
subsequent measurement in single grain discs. Doses are calculated using
average dose rate to the single grain disc derived using Risø calibration
quartz (Hansen et al., 2015). Correction for source heterogeneity was car-
ried out following Lapp et al. (2012). Over-dispersion (OD) is calculated
using CAM (Galbraith et al., 1999)

Substrate
No Correction Correction

Measured Avg. Rel. OD (%) Measured Avg. Rel. OD (%)
Dose (Gy) ± se ± se Dose (Gy) ± se ± se

Al 3.85±0.03 12.5±0.5 3.85±0.02 9.4±0.5
Stainless Steel 4.41±0.03 13.1±0.5 4.42±0.02 10.3±0.4

Cu 4.71±0.03 13.7±0.5 4.72±0.03 11.4±0.5
Pb 5.77±0.04 14.0±0.5 5.79±0.03 12.0±0.5

The grain-to-grain OD in dose rate increases slightly with Z, but any
effect is masked by the variation resulting from source non-uniformity (Ta-
ble 2.1). The component derived from regenerative irradiations in single
grain discs (the 6% discussed above) can be removed using the source cor-
rection option (Lapp et al., 2012). This should reduce the OD resulting
purely from source non-uniformity to about 8% (instead of the expected
total of ∼10% if no correction is applied). Because we cannot constrain the
exact position of each grain on the existing design of substrate irradiation
geometry, further reduction in OD arising from source non-uniformity can
only be achieved by making single grain discs of the various substrate ma-
terials and holders to ensure the irradiation geometries are beta thick. This
is challenging, and the feasibility is now being investigated.

After correcting for source non-uniformity during irradiation in single grain
aluminium discs the calculated OD is indeed reduced (Table 2.1) without
significantly changing the mean dose rates. On average the effect of correct-
ing for source non-uniformity is to reduce the OD by 7.8% (contributions
summed in quadrature); this is consistent with the expected correction
from Figure 2.11. The ODs still tend to increase with increasing Z. From
Figure 2.3a it can be seen that the ratio of the modelled dose rates on
different substrates to those modelled for single grain disc irradiations (see
Section 2.3.1) are generally consistent with the corresponding experimental
dose rate ratios as the substrate Z increases. For aluminium, the model
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Comparison of modelled dose rate ratio between substrate
and single grain disc and the same ratio for experimental data. (b) Model
and experimental results compared with other studies. Dose rates nor-
malized to irradiation on aluminium, and plotted against substrate atomic
number; the grey band represents the range of our modelled data.
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seems to have underestimated the dose rate ratio compared with the ex-
periment while for lead, model and experiments are in agreement. Model
and experimental results (normalised to irradiation on an Al substrate) are
shown together with the corresponding ratios obtained from Murray and
Wintle (1979) and Greilich et al. (2008) in Figure 2.3b. Note that Murray
and Wintle's (1979) experiment used 100 µm diameter CaF2 grains (mod-
elled results within 1% of those of quartz) and the Z=27 result is for a 0.5
mm nichrome heater plate, which is not beta-thick. The observations are
broadly consistent with the range of the modelled data for different grain
shapes (Figure 2.3b).

Interestingly Murray and Wintle's (1979) experimental results appear to
be most consistent with the model results, while our experimental data ap-
pear to be systematically lower than the model predictions for high Z. Since
our data have been normalized to aluminium this can likely be explained by
the fact that the dose rate ratio for aluminium was experimentally higher
than that predicted by the model (Figure 2.3a). This would lead to ra-
tios being underestimated when comparing experiments and model. The
100 µm diameter CaF2 spheres of Greilich et al.'s model results appear to
be consistent with our model results as well as the experimental data of
Murray and Wintle (1979).

2.3 Attenuation of the incident
beta-spectrum

2.3.1 Attenuation - Modelling
Another approach to investigating the importance of the spectrum shape
is to irradiate on a fixed substrate, but to attenuate the incident spectrum
through an absorber and so modify the energy distribution. This also has
the advantage of fixing the grain location during all irradiations, and so
allowing us to remove the effects of source non-uniformity more completely.
In our Geant4 simulation, the attenuator was added immediately below the
Be window, and the grains were mounted in a standard Al single-grain disc
(Figure 2.12).

It is clearly important that the attenuated dose rate should be large enough
to give practical irradiation times, and at the same time the attenuator must
be thick enough to significantly change the spectrum shape (the maximum
practical attenuator thickness in the reader is 0.5 mm). As a result, our
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Figure 2.4: Spectrum with no attenuation, attenuation with 0.2 mm of lead
and attenuation with 0.4 mm of lead for an Al single grain disc. All spectra
were generated using the same number of primaries (108). Numbers in
square brackets indicate the factor by which the entries have been multiplied
to achieve the same scale.

simulation used three different attenuators; 0, 0.2 and 0.4 mm of lead; the
resulting spectra are summarised in Figure 2.4. These spectra are recorded
in a similar manner to those described above (Section 2.2.1) but now all
electrons entering the holes in the single grain disc for the first time from all
directions are recorded, without any grains present (corresponding photon
and total spectra are shown in Figures 2.13a and 2.13b, respectively).

Based on the model predictions, the dose rate attenuations are 0, 87.9±2.5%
and 98.9±0.3% for 0, 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm of lead, respectively. As expected,
attenuating the beta spectrum with different thicknesses of lead not only
varies the intensity but also alters the energy spectrum of particles entering
the grains. The normalized cumulative spectra are shown in Figure 2.5,
where it can be seen that 0.2 mm of lead hardens the spectrum up to ∼
0.8 MeV after which the spectrum softens compared with the unattenuated
spectrum. In contrast, 0.4 mm of lead softens the spectrum across the entire
energy range. For comparison, Figure 2.5 also shows the incident spectrum
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Figure 2.5: Normalized cumulative spectra for each of the spectra shown in
Figure 2.4.

from Figure 2.1b; note the difference compared to the unattenuated spec-
trum, presumably due to presence of the walls of the single grain holes.
Figure 2.6 presents the dose rate variation with grain size and shape. The
unattenuated spectrum gives rise to a relative range of 7.4% compared to
the average dose rate because of variations in grain shape/volume. This
relative range increases to 11% when the spectrum is attenuated through
0.2 mm of lead and to 20% when attenuated through 0.4 mm of lead. Con-
sidering only the grains with the same volume, the relative range in the dose
rates from the unattenuated spectrum is only 1%. This increases slightly
to 2% when the spectrum is attenuated through 0.2 mm of lead, and up
to 20% when attenuated through 0.4 mm of lead. Thus, a change in shape
without a change in volume appears to make the grain significantly more
sensitive to the shape of the attenuated spectrum. For the same shape but
different volumes, i.e. the spheres, the relative range in dose rates increases
from 0.7% for the unattenuated spectrum, to 3.8% for 0.2 mm of lead, and
finally to 9.9% for 0.4 mm of lead. Thus, a change in volume but not shape
also appears to make the grains significantly more sensitive to a change in
spectrum, although not to the extent of the change in shape.
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Figure 2.6: Modelled dose rates for no attenuation, 0.2 mm of lead attenu-
ator, 0.4 mm of lead attenuator. Numbers in parenthesis note the relative
range, while numbers in square brackets indicate the factor by which each
entry has been multiplied.

It is also interesting to compare the 7.4% relative range in dose rates when
irradiating grains mounted in holes in the single grain Al disc, with the 11%
relative range (Section 2.2.1) when irradiating on Al without grain holes. It
appears that the single-grain disc, primarily designed to hold the grains on
a regular array, also serves to reduce the range in grain-to-grain variation in
dose rates by ∼8% compared to irradiation on a planar surface (dispersion
summed in quadrature).

2.3.2 Attenuation - Experimental
An experiment was designed to test the above model predictions using an-
nealed grains (180-212 µm) loaded into 4 sets of 6 single grain discs (100
grains per single grain disc) with grains irradiated as follows:

• Gamma irradiation of loose grains before loading into single grain
discs, gamma dose 4.81 Gy from a 137Cs source, with build up to give
uniform dose deposition (see Hansen et al. (2015) for details).
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• Beta irradiation in single grain disc for 55 s, no attenuation.

• Beta irradiation in single grain disc for 586 s through 0.2 mm of lead.

• Beta irradiation in single grain disc for 5095 s through 0.4 mm of lead.

The thickness of the lead foil used for attenuation (supplied by Goodfel-
low) is known to within ±10%. The irradiation times for the attenuated
spectra were intended to deliver approximately the same dose as the 55 s
of unattenuated irradiation but are based on a preliminary version of the
model (not presented). Based on the predicted attenuation factors given
in the previous section, these attenuated spectra irradiation times actually
correspond to ∼71 s and ∼56 s of unattenuated irradiation, respectively.

The doses given by these irradiations were then measured in the usual
manner using our standard SAR protocol and the unattenuated spectrum
from the beta source.

2.3.3 Attenuation - Experimental results and
comparison with model

The results of the experimental measurements are summarised in Table 2.2.
For gamma irradiated sample 490 grains were accepted, 352 grains were ac-
cepted for no beta attenuation, 526 grains for attenuation with 0.2 mm
of lead, and 531 grains for attenuation with 0.4 mm of lead, all using the
same rejection criteria as for backscatter (Section 2.2.3). A typical single
grain gamma dose distribution for this material can be found in Fig. 6b of
Hansen et al. (2015). Attenuating the beta spectrum using 0.2 mm of lead
gives an attenuation factor of 83±1.8% (c.f. 87.9±2.5% from the model).
For the 0.4 mm lead attenuator the measured attenuation is 98.6±1.4% (c.f.
98.9±0.3% from the model). These results are consistent with the model
predictions. The ODs resulting from irradiation using the gamma source
and unattenuated beta spectrum (9.9±0.4% and 5.8±0.4%, respectively)
are similar to values reported before (Thomsen et al., 2005; Hansen et al.,
2015) - Thomsen et al. (2005) reported 8.6±0.2% for gamma dose recovery
and 5.9±0.1% for beta dose recovery. Despite the relative similarity in the
given doses, the OD clearly increases when the spectrum is attenuated; this
is consistent with the marked change in spectrum shape towards low ener-
gies in the attenuated spectra (Figure 2.5). There is an apparent decrease
in OD for 0.4 mm compared to 0.2 mm (10.8±0.4% to 12.1±0.5%); if this
is real, it is unexpected, and needs further investigation.
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Table 2.2: Experimental results for different thickness of Pb attenuators
mounted in front of the beta source. Over-dispersion (OD) is calculated
using CAM (Galbraith et al., 1999)

Attenuation Relative OD (%)
± se ± se

Gamma dose recovery - 9.9±0.4
Beta dose recovery

No attenuation 0 5.8±0.4
0.2 mm Pb 83.0±1.8% 12.6±0.5
0.4 mm Pb 98.6±1.4% 10.8±0.4

2.4 Discussion
Modelling predicts that the dose deposited in grains should vary signifi-
cantly with grain size and shape and that this effect should become more
pronounced with higher substrate Z; in contrast, when the volume is kept
constant across different shapes, an increase in substrate Z reduces the rela-
tive range in deposited dose. Nevertheless, the net effect is that the relative
range in dose rates increases with substrate Z, from 10% on Al to 21% on
lead (Figure 2.2). Our modelling data are in contrast with the modelling
results of Fain et al. (1999) who did not observe a significant difference in
beta dose absorption between different grain shapes. Not surprisingly, the
net dose rate to larger grains is less sensitive to changes in substrate than
that to smaller grains (see Section 2.2.1 and Table 2.3 in SMC2), with the
largest grains experiencing an increase in dose rate between 100-118% when
comparing lead to vacuum, whereas small grains experience an increase in
dose rate between 144-167% for the same substrate changes. Experimen-
tally we observe that the dose rate ratios (normalised to Al) for the smaller
90-112 µm CaF2 grains of Murray and Wintle (1979) are consistent with
model predictions, both ours and those of Greilich et al. (2008). How-
ever our experimental dose rate ratios are systematically lower than model
predictions; this is likely to be because our experimental dose rate ratio
of aluminium/single grain disc is experimentally higher than model pre-
dictions. As each subsequent data point is normalized to this ratio this
will lead to a systematic underestimation when comparing experiment and
model. In real materials of mixed grain sizes and shapes, this shape/volume
dependence should result in higher grain-to-grain dose dispersion, especially
when dosing on heavier substrates. Although the OD data (Table 2.1) are
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probably dominated by the source non-uniformity, the OD nevertheless in-
creases with substrate Z, supporting the model predictions.

Turning now to the attenuation experiment, as expected, the model predicts
a significant softening of the spectrum as it is attenuated; this attenuation
and scattering will also effectively smooth out the effects of source non-
uniformity (although this has not been explicitly modelled). As a result,
we can now be confident that the observed ODs in the attenuation exper-
iments reflect only the effects of the changes in incident spectrum. The
OD does increase significantly with the first increase in attenuation (from
0 to 0.2 mm) but we do not see a marked increase in OD for an attenuator
thickness of 0.4 mm. This is currently not understood. We hypothesize
that this could be connected with softening of the incident spectrum by the
0.4 mm of lead, whereas the 0.2 mm of lead initially hardens the spectrum
(Figure 2.5).

Finally, it is interesting to consider the implications of the backscattered
modelling results for the well-established difference in OD between gamma
and beta dose recovery experiments (e.g. Thomsen et al., 2005). Typical
beta dose recovery experiments give ODs in measured/given dose ratios of
6-7%. If we now accept the modelling prediction of a ∼8% relative range
in beta dose rates arising from grain shape/volume effects, this suggests a
gamma OD of about 11%, consistent with experimental observations.

2.5 Conclusion
From the modelling of backscattering, we have shown that the OD increases
with increased softening of the net spectrum (i.e. increasing substrate Z).
Experimental results confirmed this trend. Modelling results also show that
the effect of the backscattered material will vary with grain size/shape. The
attenuation experiment showed that the OD was generally increased by at-
tenuating the spectrum, with the 0.2 mm of lead leading to the largest
OD. Surprisingly, further attenuation using 0.4 mm of lead gives the same
or possibly smaller OD. This could be connected with the softening of the
incident spectrum by the 0.4 mm of lead, whereas the 0.2 mm of lead ini-
tially hardens the spectrum. We conclude that there are good reasons to
expect that grain shape and size will contribute significantly to the OD
in measured single grain dose distributions, and that we can use Geant4
to simulate this dependence. It appears likely that shape/size variations
in quartz or feldspar grains used for measurement should be minimised to
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reduce the OD in both dose recovery and natural dose distributions.
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2.6 Supplementary Material for Chapter 2

2.6.1 Theory of backscattering
When electrons impact on a material they can undergo scattering, straggling
and absorption. All of these effects can result in the electron depositing en-
ergy in the material as kinetic energy is lost, assuming collisions are not
purely elastic.
An electron passing near an atomic nucleus with charge Ze and mass M ,
will be subjected to coulomb forces and produce a net deflection ϑ (any de-
flection angle between π/2 < ϑ < 3π/2 is considered backscatter). Rutherford
derived the differential cross-section for scattering as:

dσ = πZ
2
(

e
2

m0c
2

)2 (1− β2

β4

)
cos (ϑ/2)
sin3 (ϑ/2)dϑ (2.1)

which is valid when 2Z/137β � 1 (i.e. slow moving electrons), where
β = v/c, Z is the atomic number and e =

√
1.439MeV fm (Rutherford,

1911; adapted from Evans, 1955). These electrons are scattered into an
element of solid angle given by

dω = 2π sinϑdϑ = 4π sin ϑ2 cos ϑ2dϑ (2.2)

Thus, we can write the classical differential cross section , ξ0(ϑ)dω for elastic
nuclear scattering of electrons in the solid angle dω, at a mean angle of ϑ
as

ξ0(ϑ)dω = Z
2
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2

m0c
2

)2 (1− β2

β4

)
1

sin4
(
ϑ
2

) (2.3)
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If 2Z/137β � 1, relativistic effects modify this picture to give the Mott
scattering cross-section:

ξ0(ϑ)dω = ξ0(ϑ)
[
1− β2 sin2 ϑ

2 + πβ
Z

137

(
1− sin ϑ2

)
sin ϑ2

]
dω (2.4)

valid for β ≈ 1 when Z/137 ≤ 0.2 (Mott, 1935; adapted from Evans, 1985).
Thus the Rutherford differential cross section, ξ0(ϑ)dω, is substantially cor-
rect when the deflection angles ϑ are small. For larger deflection angles
(relevant to the backscatter problem), the Mott scattering cross section
will be valid for electrons moving with relativistic speeds when colliding
with materials of Z ≤ 27 (any element up to and including Co). The en-
ergy of the electrons emitted by a beta-source is given by the relativistic
kinetic energy

Ekin = m0c
2
[

1√
1− β2 − 1

]
(2.5)

where, m0 is the rest mass of the particle, here we use m0 = 0.511MeV/c2

which is the electron rest mass (Einstein, 1907). Using Equation (2.3) it
is possible to calculate the β parameter for a given electron kinetic energy.
This tells us that Equation (2.2) is only valid when the kinetic energy of the
electron is Ekin > 1.12MeV . A 90Sr/90Y source has a maximum emission
energy of 2.28 MeV, meaning that for modelling a beta source of the type
used in a Risø TL/OSL reader, there will be electrons with energies above
this threshold value.

Because of these deflections and ionization events within the material,
electrons will lose energy as they pass through the material, this can even
lead to the generation of secondary electrons which will undergo the same
processes.

Therefore, any spectrum of electron energies incident on the material will
be attenuated and lose some high energy components when recorded on
the opposite side of the material, this is referred to as a softening of the
spectrum. As the electrons lose energy through various processes, their
cross section will increase, per equation Equation (2.1), because the term
(1−β2)/β4 will increase inversely proportional to β4. Scattering will then be
most likely for low energy electrons and decrease as their energy increases.
However, backscattering will only be a small percentage of the total number
of scattering events due to the factor of 1/sin4(ϑ/2) and these electrons will
have a lower energy than the incident electrons due to the energy loss in
the scattering process.
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Because of these effects, larger grains will experience a more spatially var-
ied energy deposition, compared with smaller grains, as there will be more
attenuation due to the length of the grain, this non-uniformity in energy de-
position means that larger grains will have a smaller amount of deposited
energy per unit mass. So we expect that the beta dose rate to grains
sitting on a substrate will depend on both substrate material and grain
shape/volume. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.7 using a thin
and thick grain.

Figure 2.7: Schematic showing the dose distribution resulting from the
incident and backscattered spectrum for grains of different thickness

Figure 2.7 shows the initial build-up of energy in a large grain which is
attenuated as the electron penetrates deeper and deeper into the grain. Be-
cause of this attenuation the backscattered energy deposition is also much
less than the initial deposition. In the thin grain there is virtually no at-
tenuation of energy across the grain and as such there is a more uniform
deposition of energy; furthermore the backscattered energy deposition is
much closer to the initial deposition than for the larger grain.

As there is relatively more attenuation of the incident beam energy and
flux in a thick grain compared to a thin grain, there will be a significant
difference in deposited dose between the two grains. Specifically, the in-
cident electrons across the sample-substrate interface will on average have
significantly lower energy in case of the thick sample than in the thin sam-
ple (assuming that their primary input spectra are identical).

Since the scattering cross section increases with decreasing electron en-
ergy, there will be a relatively higher ratio of backscattered electron per
incident electron at the interface in the case of the thick sample (because
of the larger attenuation) compared with the thin sample; hence the rel-
ative contribution of the backscattered dose to incident dose closer to the
substrate will be greater in case of the thick sample. On the other hand
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because of the significantly greater attenuation of incident energy in the
thick sample, by the time it reaches the substrate the overall contribution
of the backscatter dose will be smaller when compared to the thin sample.
Thus we can reasonably expect that the overall laboratory beta dose rates
will vary from grain to grain, because of grain size/shape differences, and
that the size of these variations will be dependent on sample substrate.
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2.6.2 Schematic diagrams and results

Figure 2.8: Irradiation geometry used for the Geant4 backscatter simu-
lations using different substrate materials (perspex, aluminium, stainless
steel, copper and lead).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9: Corresponding backscattered photon spectra (a) and total pho-
ton and electron backscattered spectra (b) for the backscattered beta spec-
tra shown in Figure 2.1 in the main text.
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Figure 2.10: Modelled dose rates as a function of substrate Z. Note the drop
between stainless steel and copper. There is a marked increase in spread as
the Z of the substrate increases. Radius and height of the grain geometries
are given as (r,h)
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Figure 2.11: Contour map of beta source intensity of source Risø ID 201
used in this study measured using GAF radiosensitive film (Lapp et al.,
2012).
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Figure 2.12: Irradiation geometry used in Geant4 simulation of attenua-
tion using Pb attenuators of different thicknesses (0.2 and 0.4 mm). See
Figure 2.8 for labeling of the different parts of the beta source unit.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: Corresponding attenuated photon spectra (a) and total photon
and electron attenuated spectra (b) for the attenuated beta spectra shown
in Figure 2.4 in the main text.
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Abstract: The ability to deliver accurate and precise calibration doses
is a central part of all trapped charge dating methods. Usually, the radi-
ation source (alpha, β, X-ray) used to deliver these doses is, in turn, cal-
ibrated against an absolutely known reference source (usually a γ source)
and many laboratories make use of Risø calibration quartz for this purpose.
We have previously described this material in detail (Hansen et al., 2015)
and discussed the over-dispersion (OD) of 3.2±0.3% in calibrated dose rate
observed over 16 years. This dispersion highlights the danger of relying on
individual calibrations, and is clearly undesirable. Here we continue our
investigation into providing reliable calibration materials for trapped elec-
tron dating. A comparison of the apparent quartz β source dose rates shows
that there is no significant dependence on geological source. However the β
dose rate decreases by 25 % with increasing grain size from about 100 µm
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to 1 mm, and backscatter leads to a dose rate increase of ∼1% per unit
atomic number of the substrate. It is concluded that, for the multi-grain
aliquots used in this study, the contributions to dose rate variability from
grain size and substrate variations are likely to be negligible. Nevertheless
there may be a practical advantage in using a high Z substrate because
of the higher dose rate. Finally we test the measured to given dose (dose
recovery) ratio for five heated feldspar samples and use the pIRIR290 signal
for β source calibration; surprisingly this gives an apparent β dose rate 15%
lower than that to quartz despite their almost identical stopping power and
mass absorption characteristics. Our results are discussed in terms of their
significance for reproducibility and accuracy of β dose-rate estimates.

3.1 Introduction

Luminescence dating depends on an accurate and precise calibration of dose
rate relevant to laboratory irradiations. In most routine analytical proce-
dures for the measurement of natural dose, known laboratory doses are
given using a radiation source (usually a β source) mounted on the lumi-
nescence reader. This local source must then be cross-calibrated against
some independently calibrated standard, usually a γ source. In practice,
the phosphor of interest is first given an accurately known γ dose by ex-
posing it to a γ source of independently known dose rate (e.g. Bos et al.,
2006; Hansen et al., 2015). The luminescence signal (TL or OSL) resulting
from this known γ dose is then matched with that resulting from a timed
irradiation using the β source to be calibrated, and the dose rate calculated
by proportion, i.e. Dγχγ = tḊβχβ . Thus

Ḋβ = Dγχγ
tχβ

≈ Dγ

t
(3.1)

where Dγis the dose absorbed from the γ source, and χγ and χβ the lumi-
nescence sensitivity to γ and β radiation, respectively. Ḋβ is the β source
dose rate, and t the β irradiation time required to match the luminescence
produced by the γ irradiation. Because β particles and γ rays are known
to deposit energy through similar mechanisms, χγ is usually assumed to be
indistinguishable from χβ, and so the β source dose rate reduces to Dγ/t.
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Irradiated quartz grains suitable for such a calibration procedure (cali-
bration quartz, CQ, Hansen et al., 2015) have been produced in our labora-
tory for many years, and these have been widely used by the international
community since before 1990. Kadereit and Kreutzer (2013) pointed out
that the measured dose in our CQ may depend on the parameters chosen in
the measurement procedure. Nevertheless, Bos et al. (2006) showed that,
using a standard SAR protocol (225 ◦C preheat for 10 s; 200 ◦C cut-heat;
125 ◦C stimulation with blue light) the β source calibration derived from
our Batch 8 prepared in 2004 was indistinguishable from that derived from
an independently prepared and γ irradiated quartz sample from their lab-
oratory. However, Porat (p.c., 2015) has since reported an apparent 30%
difference in calibration based on Batch 17, compared with that from both
57 and 71. Rhodes (p.c., 2015) reports a single-grain dose-rate difference of
12% between Batch 71 and 98, and Huot (p.c., 2012) up to 21% difference
between Batch 17 and 60. Even within our own laboratory apparently sys-
tematic batch-to-batch discrepancies of up to 10% have been observed. The
reliability of the β source calibration is a very serious issue for our commu-
nity and so we have initiated investigations of the accuracy and precision
of our calibrations, both past and present.

Hansen et al. (2015) presented the reproducibility of various batches of
CQ over >13 years and we have since extended this data set by three more
years (Figure 3.5a) and five additional new batches of calibration quartz.
The average standard deviation from an exponential decay (Figure 3.5b,
solid line) is 3%, and the ratio of the fitted decay constant to that of 90Sr
is 0.96±0.05. The average dose rates have an over-dispersion of 2.8±0.7%
around the fitted line (Figure 3.5b), and the maximum deviations of indi-
vidual calibration measurements from the fitted line are as large as 10%.

Here we describe further investigations into laboratory parameters that
might affect the accuracy and precision of our CQ. We first compare the
apparent β source dose rates based on quartz derived from different geo-
logical sources and then investigate the dose rate dependence on grain size
and atomic number of the sample holder used to hold the phosphor grains.
After testing the dose recovery ratio for five heated feldspar samples, the
pIRIR290 signal is also used for β source calibration and the resulting ap-
parent dose rate compared with that derived using quartz. This result is
then compared with that predicted from Monte Carlo modelling. Finally
our observations are discussed in terms of significance for reproducibility
and accuracy of laboratory β dose rates.
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3.2 Instrumentation

All luminescence measurements were undertaken using a Risø TL/OSL DA-
20 luminescence reader fitted with blue LEDs (470 nm , ∼80 mW cm−2) and
a 90Sr/90Y β source (Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2010). For measurement, a mono-
layer of quartz grains were mounted on 0.3 mm thick stainless steel discs
using silicone oil. OSL signals were derived from the first 0.64 s of stimula-
tions minus the subsequent 0.64 s. Equivalent dose measurements employed
a SAR protocol (Murray and Wintle, 2000, 2003) with a 260 ◦C for 10 s/
220 ◦C preheat/cutheat, stimulation at 125 ◦C and cleanout with stimulation
at 280 ◦C for 40 s. XRF measurement made use of a Risø XRF attachment
to the reader (Kook et al., 2012) specifically designed for characterising the
composition of quartz and feldspar extract, (e.g. Porat et al., 2015). All
XRF feldspar grains were measured as loose grains on Mo cups.

3.3 Apparent dose rate dispersion using
quartz of different origins

Calibration quartz has been produced in our laboratory for over 40 years and
during that time, several different parent sediments have been employed.
Although all these came from the west coast of Jutland, sediment in this
region can derive from a variety of geological provinces. Accordingly the
possible contribution to batch-to-batch variability from different sources
of quartz was examined by investigating whether the apparent dose rate
depends on the geographical origin of the quartz extracts. To increase the
chance of differences in geological provenance, 9 different quartz samples
were selected from various widely-separated locations around the world;
these were then sensitised by heating to 700 ◦C for 1 hour. The latter also
ensures that the OSL signals are dominated by the fast component. They
were then given a 2 kGy 60Co gamma dose followed by heating to 450 ◦C for
1 hour to empty the dosimetry trap (Hansen et al., 2015). The suitability of
these samples for use as calibration quartz was then confirmed by irradiating
aliquots of each sample with a β source for a known length of time, and
then measuring this given dose in the usual manner. The results of this β
dose recovery test are summarised in Figure 3.1 (green symbols), and it can
be seen that all dose recovery ratios lie well within ±10% of unity; the mean
ratio is 1.008±0.013 (n=9). Nevertheless two of the nine results (Namibia,
France) are statistically inconsistent with unity. The nine sensitised samples
were then placed individually in glass tubes (2.25 mm wall thickness) and
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Figure 3.1: Top: β source dose rate derived using nine different quartz
samples from widely varying locations around the world. Red dashed line
represents average beta source dose rate from Batch 90. Bottom: dose
recovery ratio for the same samples. All data represents the average of six
8 mm aliquots measured per sample, and error bars represent one standard
error.

irradiated at the same time 2.0 m from a calibrated point 137Cs source in
a scatter-free geometry (Hansen et al. 2015), to give an absorbed dose of
4.81±0.07 Gy.

The apparent dose rates derived from these nine samples are summarised
in Figure 3.1 (black symbols). All individual calibrations are consistent
with a mean dose rate of 0.1353±0.0008 Gy s−1 (n=9); this includes the two
samples for which the dose recovery ratios were not consistent with unity.
For reference, the mean dose rate based on Batch 90 (0.1376±0.0012 Gy s−1,
n=28) is shown in red (see also Figure 3.5). It is concluded that there is no
evidence for a dependence of apparent dose rate on the origin of the quartz
extract.
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3.4 Grain size and substrate dependence

3.4.1 Grain size
One possible cause of variation in apparent dose rate from aliquot to aliquot,
and from sample to sample, is variation in mean grain size. The dose rate to
grains of different sizes will be affected by Z-dependent backscatter (Chap-
ter 2: Autzen et al., 2017) and build up effects (Wintle and Aitken, 1977).
In the preparation of standard calibration quartz, all grains are sieved to
180 to 250 µm, but that still allows a possible range in grain diameter of
>30% compared to the mean. Because of this, we have revisited and ex-
tended earlier investigations of the dependence of the apparent β source
dose rate on grain size (e.g. Armitage and Bailey, 2005; Mauz and Lang,
2004). Various grain size fractions (see Figure 3.2) were separated from the
parent sand H33052 (Rømø Denmark, used since Batch 90), except for the
fractions in 300-1000 µm range, which were extracted from sample 178109
(aeolianite from Oitavos, Portugal). All fractions were pretreated and sen-
sitised in the usual manner (Section 3.3). After checking for the absence
of a significant feldspar signal, dose recovery experiments were undertaken
using each grain size (Figure 3.2a). While most of the dose recovery ra-
tios are within 10% of unity, there is a systematic trend of decreasing ratio
with increasing grain size, and for the grain size intervals 500-800 µm and
800-1000 µm, the ratios fall below 0.9. These grain size fractions were then
given an accurately known γ dose as described above, and the apparent β
dose rates derived. The unfilled circles in Figure 3.2b show this observed
grain-size dependence. The filled circles in Figure 3.2b show these observed
dose rates divided by the appropriate dose recovery ratio. This is appropri-
ate here (in contrast to natural doses, for which the evidence is ambiguous)
because the two experiments are directly comparable, except that in one ex-
periment both doses are given by a β source, and in the other the first by a γ
source. Thus it is very likely that any systematic difference observed in one
experiment will also be present in the other. There is also a further point
at 1.0 mm, based on 1 mm thick quartzite rock slices (dose recovery given in
Figure 3.2a), and after correction this lies on the smooth curve defined by
the smaller grain sizes. The initially flat or slightly rising part of the curve
was explained by Wintle and Aitken (1977) as the effect of build-up, where
the electron flux (and so the dose rate) increases as the beam passes from
air to quartz. The subsequent decrease with grain size is to be expected
from the larger average contribution from low energy backscatter to smaller
grain sizes (Chapter 2: Autzen et al., 2017) and the greater attenuation of
the primary spectrum as the grain size increases. Similar data have been
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reported by Armitage and Bailey (2005) and Mauz and Lang (2004). From
this curve it can be predicted that the dose rate to 180 µm grains should be
∼1.5% greater than that to 250 µm; this is small compared to the observed
range of 10% in apparent β dose rate reported above.

3.4.2 Substrate
The substrate on which grains are irradiated contributes to the total beta
dose rate by scattering incident electrons back into the quartz grains. When
calibrating a β source, grains are usually presented either loose in a thin
metal cup (usually 0.1 mm stainless steel) or adhered to a flat metal disc
(0.3 mm stainless steel or aluminium) using silicone oil. The main advantage
of the cup is the ability to hold a large sample (up to ∼20 mg) but this is
at the cost of significant dependence of the mean dose rate on sample mass,
because the backscatter from quartz is different from that from stainless
steel. Murray (1981) was the first to investigate this, and he showed that for
an infinitely thick substrate (i.e. a substrate thickness very large compared
to the range of the incident particles) the apparent β dose rate to CaF2
(mean Z=12.7) on aluminium (Z=13) was∼13% lower than on steel (Z∼26),
and Greilich et al. (2008) and Chapter 2 (Autzen et al., 2017) have since
modelled these data. Since the effective Z of quartz (Z∼10) is slightly less
than that of aluminium, the dose rate to a quartz grain sitting directly on
steel will thus be considerably more than that to a grain sitting on other
quartz grains. In practice, we do not irradiate on infinitely-thick substrates,
and so we have investigated the variation in apparent β dose rates to be
expected for a monolayer of quartz grains placed in 0.1 mm thick cups made
from a variety of substrates (Figure 3.3a).

The variation in dose rate compared to that for grains irradiated on
steel is considerable, from ∼0.78 for aluminium, up to ∼1.4 for platinum.
These effects are considerably larger than those described earlier, presum-
ably because in thin substrates density effects become important; for a
given thickness of metal, there are 40% more atoms per unit area in a steel
cup than in one made from aluminium. In addition, the β dose rate to
180-250 µm grains in platinum cups is ∼40% higher than in conventional
stainless steel cups. This increase offers the possibility of a greater routine
beta dose rate in dating applications, but this can only be taking advantage
of if the net spectrum to which the grains are exposed during irradiation is
at least as suitable as that experienced on steel and aluminium.

Chapter 2 (Autzen et al., 2017) undertook Monte Carlo modelling (using
GEANT4) of the incident β source spectrum and the backscattered spectra
from infinitely thick substrates of various Z. These show that the main effect
of changing Z is to change the intensity of the backscattered spectrum,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: a) Beta dose recovery as a function of grain size (4-11, 40-63, 63-
90, 90-180, 180-250, 300-500, 500-800, 800-1000 µm); red circle - 1 mm thick
rock slice drilled from quartzite (unknown origin). b) Dose rate dependence
on grain size, for grains mounted in stainless steel discs; red circle - 1 mm
rock slice.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: β dose rate to quartz in cups as a function of atomic num-
ber normalised to that in conventional stainless-steel cups. (SS is derived
using Fe) b) Modelled β source incident spectrum, and backscattered spec-
tra from various infinitely thick substrates. Later modelling will use finite
cup thickness and geometry, but this is expected to primarily reduce the
intensities of the spectra.
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but that there is a relatively small effect on the energy distribution. In
Figure 3.3b, we present the primary β spectrum and backscattered spectra
using different substrates (all except Pt, Mo are from Chapter 2: Autzen
et al., 2017). For comparison, we have also calculated the infinite matrix
β spectrum from 40K, as representing a natural spectrum. It appears that
a standard total laboratory spectrum (primary + backscattered) derived
from irradiation on steel discs is likely to contain many more high-energy
electrons than any infinite matrix beta spectrum. It is thus likely that the
total spectrum resulting from irradiation on a high Z substrate (e.g. Pt,
Z=78, Figure 3.3a) will be closer to the natural spectrum that those on
lower Z substrates.

3.5 K-Feldspar
To test whether the observed over-dispersion in the quartz calibration time-
series (Figure 3.5) is related only to the luminescence characteristics of
quartz or to variability in measurement procedures/instrumentation, we
have begun to investigate the potential of using feldspar pIRIR signals for
calibration. From simple examination of mass absorption coefficients (NIS-
TIR 5632) and stopping powers (NISTIR 4999), we anticipate that the beta
dose rate to quartz and feldspar should be indistinguishable. To confirm
this, we have used GEANT4 to formally model both the ratio of γ dose rates
in pure K feldspar and pure quartz (0.993±0.002 (n=5), averaged over a 1
mm thick slice) and the corresponding β dose rate ratio (1.0032±0.0008, for
a 200 µm thick slice of dosimeter placed on 0.5 mm stainless steel substrate).
These data confirm that the β dose rate to feldspar should be within 1% of
that to quartz.

K-feldspar was extracted (ρ<2.58 g cm−3) from the same sediment H33052
(Rømø Denmark) as is used for calibration quartz batch 90 onwards; a
typical pIRIR50,290 luminescence curve is shown in Figure 3.4a (measured
during IR stimulation with the sample held at 290 ◦C, after first preheating
to 320 ◦C for 60 s and then IR stimulation with the sample held at 50 ◦C);
for reference, the normalised SAR dose response curve is shown in the inset,
compared to that of the calibration quartz derived from the same sample.

Before this K-rich feldspar extract can be used for calibration it must
be shown to be pure, and we must test whether a laboratory β dose can
be recovered using our chosen pIRIR50,290 protocol. Figure 3.4b shows the
results of XRF analysis; the fraction of K-feldspar is >90% for all samples.
Figure 3.4c shows the results of the β dose recovery test on sample H33052
after first heating to 550 ◦C for 1 hour; the dose recovery ratio is indistin-
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(a) (b)

(c)
(d)

Figure 3.4: A pIRIR50,290 decay curve from a 2 mm large aliquot of K-
feldspar from H33052 given a γ dose of 4.81±0.07 Gy. The inset shows
the normalised pIRIR50,290 (black) and quartz OSL (red) dose response
curves. b) Ternary diagram showing results of XRF-analyses of different
K-feldspar extracts. c) Beta dose recovery histogram for K-feldspar from
H33052 (annealed 550 ◦C/ 1h). d) Dose recovery and apparent beta source
dose rate for different K-feldspar extracts.
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guishable from unity and the data have a relative standard deviation of
∼5%.

A portion of this heated extract was then exposed to the 137Cs gamma
source as described above, and the β source calibrated in the usual manner,
but using the pIRIR50,290 signal. Rather disturbingly, the average appar-
ent β source dose rate to feldspar is significantly lower (∼15%) than that
measured using standard calibration quartz (Figure 3.4d, sample H33052).

As a further test of this unexpected discrepancy, three additional pure
K-rich feldspar extracts from different locations (Figure 3.4b) were pre-
pared as above, and irradiated together in the 137Cs γ source. Note that
these three K-feldspar extracts also yield dose recovery ratios consistent
with unity (Figure 3.4d, top). The weighted mean of all four measurements
is 0.1119±0.0007 Gy s−1 (6 aliquots per sample). The data are not over-
dispersed, but this is not surprising since all 24 aliquots were measured in
a single sequence; the quartz over-dispersion arises mainly from sequence
to sequence. Nevertheless, these dose rates are consistent with an average
ratio of 0.854±0.013 to that of quartz (Figure 3.4d, bottom). The impli-
cations of this difference are considerable, and this unexpected discrepancy
clearly requires further investigation. However, we can confidently rule out
instability of the pIRIR50,290 signal as a significant contribution, because
this would tend to lead to an over-estimate of the β source dose rate, rather
than an underestimate.

3.6 Discussion and Conclusions
It is clear that both the grain-size dependence and the backscatter con-
tribution have the potential to contribute to multi-grain aliquot-to-aliquot
over-dispersion during β irradiation. Both grain-size dependent attenuation
effects on the backscattered and primary spectra, and the possibility of one
grain sitting on top of another (and so experiencing a different backscatter
contribution from grains sitting directly on the substrate) could lead to un-
expected variability. The slope of the grain size dependency in Figure 3.2b
is ∼ 7 × 10−4 µm−1 (for grain sizes > 100 µm); the grain size range used
here is 180-250 µm, suggesting an upper limit to the range in dose rates of
((250 − 180) × 7 × 10−4) = 5%, about half of that observed. In practice,
no samples will be entirely 180 µm or 250 µm, and so the real range in dose
rates arising from grain size variation will be much smaller than this. The
variation in dose rate arising from substrate variation is readily eliminated
by ensuring a monolayer of grains on the substrate. Thus, we anticipate
that, in practice for the multi-grain aliquots used in Figure 3.5, the contri-
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butions to dose rate variability from grain size and substrate variations are
likely to be negligible.

However, investigations into the effect of substrate variation do lead us
to a conclusion of some practical importance. From modelling, we deduced
that the net electron spectrum is likely to be closer to that experienced
in nature for high Z substrates (although whether that is important is un-
known). Thus it is concluded that there are unlikely to be any significant
undesirable effects of using high Z substrates such as platinum (Pt) cups in
routine irradiations, although it would be very important to ensure grains
were presented as a monolayer. In contrast, there is likely to be signifi-
cant practical benefit in using Pt cups; the average dose rate would be 40%
greater than on stainless steel, and 75% greater than on Al.

The original motivation for investigating the β dose rate to feldspar
was to test whether the poor reproducibility in quartz calibration arises
because of instrument variability. At this stage in our investigations, we
do not draw any conclusions on this. However, an unexpected difference
of 15% in dose rate to quartz and feldspar has been observed. This is
surprising because modelling suggests there should be no difference between
feldspar and quartz calibrations. It is deduced that this difference must arise
from differences in quartz and feldspar luminescence response to γ and β
radiation (i.e. in χγ andχβ for quartz and feldspar in Equation (3.1)).
Given the observed reproducibility from sample to sample (in both Q and
KF, Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.4d) this difference is likely to be due mainly to
crystal structure. Nevertheless, some grain-to-grain variation in dose rate
within quartz and feldspar cannot be ruled out because of variations in both
attenuation and backscatter.

Nevertheless, if this observation proves reliable, and if it applies to the
natural β dose rate, then the effect on ages will be relatively small (<5%)
because the total beta dose rate component makes up about >70% of the
total. But this remains to be tested experimentally.

In summary,

• The average apparent quartz dose rate is independent of the source
of the quartz.

• The effect of likely grain size and substrate variations on β dose rate
reproducibility is probably not significant.

• It may be possible to increase effective β source dose rates by ∼40%
using platinum instead of stainless steel cups.
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• The apparent β dose rate to feldspar is ∼15% less than that to quartz,
independent of origin; whether this translates into a 15% error in age
depends on whether the same effect occurs in nature.
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3.7 Supplementary Material for Chapter 3

Figure 3.5: a) Dose rate variation with time on reader C, based on Hansen
et al. (2015) with additional data (short grey dashed lines at 14.4 years
indicate start of new data). Each point represent the average and standard
error of 6 aliquots (all 180-250 µm on stainless steel discs, 8 mm aliquots
until year 12.5, thereafter 3 mm.) b) Data from a) averaged over each batch
and measurement period. The vertical red dashed line at 12.5 years going
through both a) and b), indicates the change in source material used to
manufacture calibration quartz. Prior to this quartz was extracted from
marine sediment cores 914804 and 914807 from northwest Jutland. After
this date, quartz was extracted from aeolian dune sand collected from Rømø
in 2013. The dose recovery ratios are shown below b) for each sample.
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Abstract: We use both modelling and high dose experiments to in-
vestigate the effects of charge imbalance on luminescence. Charge entering
and leaving irradiated 50 µm grains is modelled using Geant4 to predict the
degree of charge imbalance a grain will experience when exposed to i) the
90Sr/90Y beta source of a Risø TL/OSL reader, ii) a 200 keV electron beam,
and iii) the "infinite-matrix" 40K β spectrum. All simulations predict that
between 1.4% and 2.9% more electrons enter a grain than leave, resulting
in a net negative charge in the grain. The possible effects of this charge
imbalance on luminescence production are discussed and experiments de-
signed to test the resulting hypotheses; these involve giving very high doses
(hundreds of kGy) to silt-sized quartz grains using low energy electrons
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(200 keV). Up to 700 kGy, we observe an increase in both luminescence
output resulting from these high doses, and in sensitivity; above 700 kGy,
both decrease. These observations, together with a slower luminescence
decay during stimulation following higher doses, are consistent with the hy-
pothesis of a decrease in hole population as a result of net accumulation of
electrons during irradiation.

Keywords: Geant4; Luminescence; OSL; Charge Imbalance

4.1 Introduction
Luminescence is widely used to estimate the dose absorbed during burial in
natural minerals (e.g. quartz and feldspars) because they store separated
charge (electrons and holes) for prolonged periods (>108 years, e.g. Murray
and Wintle 1999) when exposed to ionising radiation. The total amount of
stored charge can be calibrated in terms of dose, and knowing the dose rate
allows the calculation of burial age, i.e. the time elapsed since the trapped
charge was last reset to zero, usually by heat or light. The calibration of
total trapped charge in terms of dose is usually undertaken by a compar-
ison of the natural luminescence signal with that induced by a laboratory
irradiation. It is clearly important that the luminescence response per unit
dose is the same in the laboratory and in nature.

Luminescence models (e.g. Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2003; Bailey 2001, 2004;
Adamiec et al., 2004, 2006; Pagonis et al., 2007, 2008) commonly used to
describe charge trapping and luminescence recombination in the dating of
quartz and feldspar are all based on the assumption of charge neutrality
during irradiation, i.e. all these models assume that the crystal contains
an equal number of trapped electrons (ne) and trapped holes (nh) at any
time. This assumption is taken to hold both in nature and in the labora-
tory. However, the assumption of charge neutrality is known not to apply
in other fields. For instance, as the dose to an insulator (e.g. PMMA
or samples under a Scanning Electron-Microscope (SEM)) increases, the
incident electron beam has been observed to diverge due to the electric
field developed as a result of build up of internal charge; this causes a de-
crease in range of subsequent electrons entering the insulator (e.g. Tanaka
et al., 1979; McLaughlin, 1983). This problem has been observed in the
SEM analysis of amorphous and crystalline quartz (Vigouroux et al., 1985;
Stevens Kalceff et al., 1996) as well as in crystalline Al2O3 (Cazaux et al.,
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2004). A similar problem is observed in medical dosimetry when irradiating
PMMA phantoms and monitoring the response with an ionisation chamber
(e.g. Galbraith et al., 1984; Rawlinson et al., 1984; Mattson and Svens-
son, 1984). This accumulation of charge can significantly affect the dose
deposition through a block of plastic or glass and even cause breakdown
trees (so-called Lichtenberg trees) if the charged block is tapped with a
grounded needle or if the block is stressed mechanically (e.g. Gross, 1957,
1958; Zheng et al., 2008). Discharge of electrical insulators in the space in-
dustry is also recognised (Frederickson, 1996) and is known to have caused
radiation-induced discharges in semi-conductor devices in satellites, leading
to severe failures (Lam et al., 2012).

The charge state of a grain can also be changed by the emission of elec-
trons from grain surfaces (exo-electron emission). This emission has been
observed during stimulation with heat (thermally stimulated exo-electrons,
TSEE) or light (optically stimulated exo-electrons, OSE) in both quartz and
feldspar grains extracted from natural sediments (Ankjærgaard et al., 2006,
2008, 2009; Tsukamoto et al., 2010). The OSE signal appeared to originate
from the same trap(s) as the OSL signal (same fast component characteris-
tics) and the OSE signal strength was observed to increase with dose; these
observations are evidence that a grain changes its net charge during stimu-
lation. However, exo-electron emission will only be able to affect a fraction
of the accumulated net charge; it is a surface phenomenon, involving the
outer 1 nm, and thus presumably cannot affect the bulk charge.

In a matrix large compared to the range of the relevant ionising radiation
(here termed an "infinite matrix") there must be overall charge neutrality
or charge conservation would be violated. However, there is no such re-
quirement for charge neutrality on the scale of an individual grain. Thus,
the number of electrons entering a grain (primary electrons) is not nec-
essarily balanced by the number of electrons leaving the grain (primary
and secondary electrons) (Figure 4.1) and this charge imbalance may lead
to the accumulation of net positive or negative charge in the crystal. In
Figure 4.1a, the grain remains neutral as the number of electrons entering
and leaving the grain are the same. Even if an electron from an electron-
hole pair generated inside the grain escapes it is balanced by one entering
from the outside. In Figure 4.1b and Figure 4.1c, the number of electrons
entering the grain is not the same as the number of electrons leaving the
grain. In Figure 4.1b, there will be more electrons in the grain than holes
and the grain will become increasingly negatively charged. Conversely, in
Figure 4.1c, there will be more holes than electrons and the grain will be-
come positively charged. In such asymmetric irradiations, the trapped hole
population (nh) will not be the same as that of the trapped electrons (ne),
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.1: a) A charge neutral grain. Each electron, which enters the grain,
is balanced by an electron leaving. b) A negatively charged grain. There
are more electrons entering the grain than leaving. c) A positively charged
grain. There are more electrons leaving the grain than entering

i.e. the ratio ne

nh
6= 1. At least in principle, the limiting condition is the

complete elimination of either trapped electrons or holes.
If the ratio of the number of trapped electrons to holes changes, recom-

bination probabilities and thus luminescence are likely to be affected, either
through a changed competition between recombination centres or between
retrapping sites. In this paper, we first propose a mechanism for the gener-
ation of charge imbalance and consider its possible effects on luminescence
production (Section 4.2); Geant4 modelling is then used to quantify some
of these effects (Section 4.3). Predictions from modelling are used to de-
sign an experiment to test whether charge imbalance (Section 4.4) occurs
in practice, and experimental results are presented (Section 4.5). Finally,
the implications of this model and our experimental results for accurate
dosimetry are discussed.

4.2 Charge imbalance: mechanism and
possible effect on luminescence
production

When ionizing radiation interacts with matter, it deposits energy in several
ways, including the generation of free electrons. On average, it takes ∼4
times the band gap to generate a free electron (Wolff, 1954); the electron will
then leave behind a relatively less mobile positive charge (hole). In suitable
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materials, these free electrons and their corresponding holes can accumulate
in electron and hole traps, respectively, and in trapped charge dating the
luminescence generated by these trapped charges is used to determine the
absorbed dose.

In the rate equations describing luminescence production, the crystal
is assumed to remain charge neutral; this implies that for every trapped
electron there must also be a trapped hole. This can only be true if an
equal number of electrons enters and leaves the grain. For instance, in the
luminescence model developed specifically for quartz (Bailey, 2001, 2004;
Adamiec et al., 2004, 2006; Pagonis et al., 2007, 2008), the rate of change
in concentration of the electrons in the conduction and valence bands is de-
termined by the ionisation rate, i.e. the number of free electron-hole pairs
generated per unit energy deposited during ionisation. The ionisation rate
determines both the number of electrons and of holes deposited in the crys-
tal. This implicitly assumes charge neutrality - if all trapped electrons are
released, they will recombine with all trapped holes, leaving both electron
and hole traps empty.

However, it is trivial to imagine situations where this is not the case; for
instance, a beta emitting grain in a non-radioactive matrix (where electrons
leaving the grain are not matched by electrons entering), or irradiation
of a (low-radioactivity) quartz grain by an external low-energy electron
spectrum, such that most electrons entering the grain are stopped within
the grain. In such circumstances, the degree to which the assumption of
charge neutrality fails will depend on the size and shape of the grain as
well as the energy spectrum to which the grain is exposed; the net charge
remaining in or on the grain can be positive or negative.

4.2.1 Negative net charge
When more electrons enter the grain than leave (Figure 4.1b), some of these
electrons must thermalise in the interior of the grain, and so be available
for trapping. Then electron traps will fill at a faster rate than hole traps.
Assuming for simplicity that the electron traps are stable on the timescale
of interest, the trapped electron population will eventually saturate, and
electron trapping will cease. Given that in practice some electron traps are
more stable than others, there will be a tendency for the excess electrons
to accumulate in the deeper traps (assuming that recombination is the only
way to permanently remove trapped charge). Once all electron traps are
saturated, any additional extra electrons must combine with holes in ei-
ther the valence band or in a hole trap, progressively reducing the net hole
population without any corresponding reduction in the trapped electron
population. In this scenario, the trapped hole population will eventually
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decrease to zero; thereafter excess (untrapped) electrons entering the grain
presumably either migrate to the surface of the grain and escape, or remain
in the grain, with corresponding further increase in internal stress. Reports
from the gemstone industry indicate that if this process is allowed to con-
tinue, these stresses can be sufficient to crack or explode the silicate mineral
undergoing irradiation (e.g. topaz, as described in Nassau, 1985).

Qualitatively this mechanism leads to testable predictions concerning
luminescence production. In low-energy electron irradiation, it is expected
that, at very high doses, the trapped hole population would decrease, lead-
ing to fewer recombination sites. During subsequent optical stimulation,
this would in turn lead to a decrease in the recombination rate with dose,
and an increase in the rate of electron retrapping. The reduction in recom-
bination rate would lead to a decrease of both absolute luminescence output
and probably also of the subsequent luminescence sensitivity. The increase
in retrapping rate would result in a corresponding slower decay of the OSL
curve with stimulation time when comparing the shapes before and after a
large dose.

4.2.2 Positive net charge
In the case of internal radioactivity, each β− decay with sufficient electron
energy to leave the grain will leave behind a positively charged atom due to
charge conservation. The mean 40K beta energy is 0.51 MeV, corresponding
to a range of ∼800 µm in quartz; thus, most electrons generated by 40K
decay will leave a sand-sized grain. For widely separated (i.e. low concen-
tration) K-feldspar grains contained in a low activity matrix (e.g. quartz
sand), where the internal 40K beta decay dominates the feldspar grain dose
rate, there will only be a very small flux of scattered electrons entering the
grain. Then the flux of electrons leaving the grain will not be balanced by
electrons entering the grain, resulting in a net positively charged (ne < nh)
grain.

The accumulation of excess holes will eventually saturate all hole traps,
and lead to a concentration of holes in the valence band. These may then
recombine directly with trapped electrons (normally an extremely low prob-
ability event) decreasing the absolute luminescence intensity as the trapped
electron population decreases. However, in contrast to the situation with
an excess of electrons, an excess of holes could lead to either increased
or decreased luminescence sensitivity, as measured after stimulation of the
electrons remaining after the acquisition of a very large dose. The number
of trapped holes available for recombination with the electrons from a test
dose would be very large, but the probability of a recombination leading
to photon production would depend on the ratio at saturation of the lu-
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minescent and non-luminescent hole populations. In the case of electron
irradiation, it is possible to imagine mechanisms by which charge may leak
from the conduction band to the grain surface, and so to the surrounding
environment; this requires that the electron has at least enough energy to
overcome the electron affinity (approx. 1 eV). Such processes must take
a significant period of time (otherwise the observations of beam deflection
and gemstone fragmentation discussed above would not be possible), and
it seems reasonable that electrons could be trapped in this time. In this
article, we are concerned with the behaviour of electrons after they have
been trapped.

In the following sections, we test the qualitative predictions made above
under the conditions of net negative charge, using a radiation transport
model (Geant4) to quantify the electron population predictions. These
predictions are then compared with the result of experiments.

4.3 Radiation transport modelling

4.3.1 Modelling setup
To simulate dose rates in nature and charge imbalance in individual grains,
we use Geant4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003; Allison et al., 2006). This has
previously been used to model dose rates to sand-sized grains in nature
(Guérin, 2011; Guérin et al., 2012, 2015) and in the laboratory (Greilich et
al., 2008; Chapter 2: Autzen et al., 2017) as well as to model electron-hole
pair generation (Kovalev et al., 2015). Here, we use the Penelope physics
model for electromagnetic interactions and a 40 eV production and tracking
cut-off (corresponding to a range of � 1 µm in quartz); at this energy
the particle is considered stopped and its energy is deposited locally. It is
recognised that even this cut-off is well above the 1 eV electron affinity of
quartz, suggesting that, at least in principle, an electron with the cut-off
energy would still have enough energy to escape from the conduction band
to the grain surface. However, the range of even a 10 keV electron in quartz
is ∼1 µm; such electrons would be unable to reach the grain surface from
more than 88% of the volume of a 50 µm diameter grain; given the very
much shorter range of an electron reaching the cut-off energy of 40 eV, we
presume that effectively all such electrons would thermalise to the bottom
of the conduction band and be unable to reach the grain surface.

During these simulations, for every 100,000 particles emitted by the
source, we record

(i) the energy deposited in the grain
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(ii) the number of electrons entering the grain

(iii) the number of electrons leaving the grain

(iv) the number of electrons generated inside the grain by ionisation.

(i) is needed to determine the dose and dose rate that the grain ex-
periences under different conditions; we use these values to compare our
simulation results with published infinite matrix dose rates (Guérin et al.,
2012) and measured laboratory dose rates. The difference between (ii) and
(iii) gives the net charge in the grain. The number of electron-hole pairs
generated (iv) can be compared with the ionisation rate used by Bailey
(2001, 2004) and Pagonis et al. (2007, 2008). See Figure 4.2 for additional
information on the individual irradiation geometries.

Modelling the response of a 50 µm diameter spherical quartz grain with
no internal radioactivity was undertaken for several geometries: (i) in a
quartz matrix (emitters: 40K, see Figure 4.2a), (ii) quartz grains mounted
on a stainless-steel disc or in an aluminium single grain disc irradiated by
a 90Sr/90Y beta source (Figure 4.2b and Figure 4.2c, respectively), and
(iii) quartz grains on a stainless-steel disc irradiated by an electron beam
(Figure 4.2d). Each of the simulation geometries are described in detail in
the SMC4.

4.3.2 Modelling Results and Discussion
The results are presented in Table 4.1. The ratios of dose rate in Table 4.1
show that the relevant simulated dose rates are all very similar (Table 4.1,
row 1) to those from direct calibration of the reader and those from infinite
matrix dose rates (Guérin et al., 2012). The electron-hole pair generation
rates per Gy (Table 4.1, row 2) are also very similar for the different irra-
diation geometries. However, the most interesting result of the modelling
is that, in all geometries, more electrons enter the grain than leave (Ta-
ble 4.1, row 3) i.e. the ratio ne

nh
> 1 and so the grain acquires a net negative

charge. While the extra electrons only contribute between 1.4-2.9% of the
total number of electrons deposited per Gy, these electrons have no corre-
sponding holes and thus presumably accumulate with dose/time.

Using trap concentrations from Bailey (2004), it is estimated that it will
require ∼ 130 kGy to fill all of the electron traps and ∼5 MGy to recombine
and so eliminate all the trapped holes. We would thus expect the population
of trapped electrons to initially increase with dose and subsequently saturate
when all the traps have been filled. The presence of extra electrons means
that the hole population will always be a few % smaller than the electron
population. Once the electron traps have all been filled, the trapped hole
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: a) Irradiation of a 50 µm quartz sphere sitting in sediment
matrix with uniformly distributed 40K emitters. b) Irradiation of 50 µm
quartz spheres on a stainless steel disc in the Risø TL/OSL reader. c)
Irradiation of 50 µm quartz spheres in a single grain disc. d) Irradiation of
50 µm quartz spheres in the electron beam.

population should then decrease linearly as extra electrons continue to be
added to the grain. This model prediction is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
In practice, other effects, such as charge repulsion, presumably become
significant as the grain accumulates more and more net negative charge,
and so the prediction of a linear decrease is likely to be simplistic.

Accumulated doses of this order can be achieved over geological timescales.
For example, in a granite with a dose rate of 5 Gy ka−1 it would take 2.6×107

years and 109 years to give 130 kGy and 5 MGy to a quartz grain, respec-
tively. Doses of several tens to hundreds of kGy are not practical using our
beta or gamma sources but they can be achieved using an electron beam.
The model comparison between a 1.48 GBq beta source and a 200 keV elec-
tron beam is shown in Table 4.1. The total number of electron-hole pairs
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Table 4.1: Predictions of GEANT4 modelling of irradiations. Note: a)
Ratio to calibrated dose rate using calibration quartz (Hansen et al., 2015)
b) Ratio to simulated dose rates in Guérin et al. (2012)

TL/OSL Reader 40K Electron Beam
Source: 1.48 GBq 600 Bq/kg 200 keV

Stainless Steel Single Grain Sediment
disc disc

Ratio of dose rates
(Model to 1.03± 0.03a 0.971± 0.009a 1.02±0.02b

Experiments)

Electron/Hole (81.1± 0.5)× (81.3± 0.4)× (82.3± 1.2)× (84.0± 1.3)×
pairs generated 103 103 103 103

[Gy−1]

Excess electrons (2.37± 0.05)× (1.53± 0.04)× (2.16± 0.13)× (2.53± 0.1)×
[Gy−1] 103 103 103 103

Fraction of 2.49± 0.17% 1.41± 0.16% 2.63± 0.14% 2.93± 0.14%
total electrons

generated per unit dose delivered by the electron beam are similar to that
calculated for the beta source. but because the range of the electrons in
quartz (80 µm) is comparable to the grain size (50 µm) the extra electrons
(net charge) make up a larger fraction of the total.

In the next sections the model prediction shown in Figure 4.3 is tested
experimentally.

4.4 Materials and Methods

4.4.1 Instrumentation
Irradiations were carried out using:

• Risø TL/OSL DA-20 readers each fitted with a 90Sr/90Y beta source
(Ē = 523 keV) of activity either 1.48 GBq or 3 GBq. Prior to irradia-
tion, grains were mounted as a mono-layer on 0.3 mm thick stainless-
steel discs using silicone oil.
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Figure 4.3: Model prediction of the trapped electron population (red curve)
and hole population (blue curve) in quartz when considering charge imbal-
ance with excess electrons.

• A Comet EBLab-200 electron beam. Mono-energetic 200 keV elec-
trons (range ∼ 80 µm in quartz) are emitted from a hot wire through
titanium and aluminium windows to give very large dose rates at the
sample position; here we have used 50 kGy s−1. The stainless-steel
discs containing the grains were placed on a tray which moved through
the electron beam under a constant air flow to minimise temperature
increase.

The dose rate delivered by the electron beam is ∼ 104 times larger than
that of the normal 90Sr/90Y beta source, and so dose rate effects (Chen and
Leung, 2001) may play role in the luminescence response. On the other
hand, the beta source dose rate is ∼ 1010 times larger than typical natural
dose rates and yet it is still possible to measure ages to within at least
10% accuracy using OSL signals. It thus seems reasonable to assume that
dose rate effects in comparing a beta source irradiation with electron beam
irradiation are unlikely to be large.

4.4.2 Samples
Quartz extracts from two loess deposits were used to test model predictions;
(i) a Chinese loess sample (sample H28112) from Stevens et al. (2016) and
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(ii) a composite sample of different portions of Serbian loess from a site on
the Titel Loess Plateau (Marković et al., 2015). Based on initial modelling
of the electron beam, a target grain size of 50 µm was chosen because this
allows full penetration of the grain by 200 keV electrons while still stopping
a majority of lower energy electrons. Extracts were sieved to 40 − 63µm
before treatment with hydrochloric acid (HCl, 10 %), hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2, conc.) to remove any carbonates and organic matter and etching
with 40% HF to remove any feldspars. Finally, the samples were sieved
again to > 40 µm to ensure a controlled grain size fraction.

The Chinese loess sample was pre split into two batches of which one was
sensitised as described in Hansen et al. (2015), resulting in three samples for
the experiment, namely Chinese loess, sensitised Chinese loess and Serbian
loess. A total of 120 aliquots of each sample were prepared and the stability
of the sample sensitivity after several Lx/Tx cycles was checked (Figure 4.6)
using the SAR protocol listed in Table 4.2a. The stabilised OSL sensitivity
(Tx) of each aliquot to a beta test dose of 3 Gy was measured before electron
beam irradiation.

Aliquots were arranged in 10 groups of 12 aliquots per sample. Each
group was split equally between two aluminium trays, one sitting on a
Perspex backing to preventing electrical grounding and another sitting on
top of an aluminium backing and so connected to earth. The aliquots were
each given a dose of 100 kGy per irradiation and 24 aliquots of each sample
(12 per substrate) were removed after cumulative doses of 100 kGy, 300 kGy,
700 kGy, 1.9 MGy, and 5 MGy. Note that all of these doses are presumed
to be sufficient to completely saturate the OSL trap(s). The aliquots were
stored in the dark at −18 ◦C until all irradiations were complete.

The OSL measurements following the electron beam irradiation (Ta-
ble 4.2b) were carried out on the same TL/OSL DA-20 readers as had been
used prior to the electron beam to avoid introduction of extra uncertain-
ties. To ensure that as much of the signal as possible was recorded and
there were no more exponentially decaying components, the response to
the electron beam (OSL1 and OSL2) was stimulated for 100 seconds. For
all OSL records the channel width was kept constant. OSL signals were
integrated from 1 to 98 s minus a background of 98 to 100 s (response to
electron beam, OSL1 and OSL2) and 1 to 38 s minus a background of 38 to
40 s (response to beta test dose, OSL3).
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Table 4.2: Luminescence measurement sequences

(a) Luminescence measurement sequence prior to e-beam irradiation

Step Treatment Observation
1 Dose, 6 Gy
2 Preheat: 260 ◦C for 10s
3 OSL at 125 ◦C, 40 s Lx
4 Test dose, 3 Gy
5 TL to 220 ◦C
6 OSL at 125 ◦C, 40 s Tx

7 OSL at 280 ◦C, 40 s
8 Return to 1

(b) Luminescence measurement sequence after to e-beam irradiation

Step Treatment Observation
1 TL to 150 ◦C
2 OSL at 125 ◦C, 100 s OSL1
3 TL to 150 ◦C
4 OSL at 125 ◦C, 100 s OSL2
5 Test dose, 3 Gy
6 TL to 150 ◦C or220 ◦C
7 OSL at 125 ◦C, 40 s OSL3

4.5 Experimental results
No difference could be detected between results obtained using the alu-
minium and Perspex substrates during electron beam irradiations and so
the results have been combined (see Figure 4.7 for a comparison of signals
from irradiations on Al and Perspex). The results are summarised in Fig-
ure 4.4a, where the net OSL counts (OSL1 in Table 4.2) are shown, averaged
over all 24 aliquots at each dose point. The OSL signal increases for each
of the three samples until a given dose of between 300 and 700 kGy, after
which the signal decreases with dose. The peak in response occurs at a
slightly lower dose (∼300 kGy) in the Serbian loess extract, whereas the
response of both the natural and sensitised Chinese loess extracts peaks at
∼700 kGy.

The OSL response to the electron beam irradiation was measured twice
(OSL1 and OSL2) to ensure that the subsequent OSL3 (response from the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: a) Average background corrected total OSL signal (OSL1) as a
function of electron beam dose. b) Ratio of test dose sensitivity before and
after electron beam irradiation (ratio of Tx/OSL3) as a function of electron
beam dose. Error bars represent one s.e.

test dose) was unaffected by any residual from the preceding large dose
(Table 4.2b). Figure 4.4b shows the change in test-dose response (ratio
Tx to OSL3) as a result of the electron beam irradiation and subsequent
OSL measurements. The shape of this OSL sensitivity change is similar to
that of the response to the electron beam irradiation. Figure 4.5a presents
the normalised average OSL response to the 3 Gy beta dose for all the
Serbian loess aliquots before (Lx) and after (OSL1) being given 100 kGy
(the smallest dose) in the electron beam. Figure 4.5b summarises similar
data, but for the aliquots given 5 MGy (the largest dose) in the electron
beam. A normalised decay curve of standard calibration quartz (Hansen et
al., 2015) is also shown for comparison.

In Figure 4.5a, the decay rates of the response before and after the
100 kGy dose are similar for the first 0.5 s of simulation; after 0.5 s the
post 100 kGy signal appears to be decay more slowly. For the 5 MGy
dose, the decay rate is always slower than the pre-5 MGy signal. If the hole
population has indeed decreased significantly as a result of charge imbalance
within the grains at high doses, then competition between recombination
and retrapping would become more important. As retrapping probability
increases, it is expected that the decay rate of the OSL stimulation curve
decreases.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: a) Normalised background corrected OSL decay curve for Ser-
bian loess for 100 kGy electron beam dose. Inset magnifies the first 2.5
s of the decay. b) Normalised background corrected OSL decay curve for
Serbian loess for 5 MGy electron beam dose. Inset magnifies the first 2.5
s of the decay. Each signal is normalised to the first point. A normalised
calibration quartz decay curve is shown for comparison.

4.6 Discussion
Using modelling we have shown that during irradiation of quartz grains
either in natural sediments or in the laboratory there is very likely to be a
net excess of electrons entering the grain. As a result, we suggest that the
net charge in the grain would become increasingly negative, and in extreme
cases (very large doses, where all electron traps are saturated) the trapped
hole population would begin to decrease. Figure 4.3 qualitatively illustrates
the expected behaviour of trapped electrons and holes separately, whereas
the experimental data presented in Figure 4.4 only reflect the radiative
recombination probability(s). In these experiments, even the smallest elec-
tron beam irradiation (100 kGy) is presumed to saturate the OSL traps.
Both Figures 4.4a and 4.4b are thus interpreted as reflecting, in practice,
sensitivity change, i.e. the OSL response to a constant number of electrons
in the OSL trap. Figure 4.4a shows the response when the OSL trap is sat-
urated (following the large electron beam dose; presumably the number of
electrons required to saturate the trap remains constant), and Figure 4.4b
the response when the OSL trap contains only a small (but presumably
fixed) number of electrons following the test dose. In this interpretation,
the change in sensitivity shown in both figures arises from a change in hole
population (the OSL recombination is presumed to recombine only a small
fraction of the total hole population). This initially increases towards some
saturation value as the total trapped electron population increases; when
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the trapped electron population saturates, the hole population decreases
as excess electrons resulting from the electron beam irradiations recombine
with trapped holes, as predicted by the model (Figure 4.3).

While competition effects between luminescent and non-luminescent
centres might also contribute to the decrease in sensitivity with dose, this
mechanism does not explain the significant decrease in decay rate which
occurs as the dose is increased (Figures 4.5a and 4.5b). This decrease is
interpreted as resulting from an increase in retrapping in the electron traps,
as the hole population decreases. Further measurements using exo-electron
emission are planned to test this, as the exo-electron signal will not be af-
fected by recombination pathways but only by the rate at which charge can
be evicted from the conduction band.

Trap concentrations based on the model by Bailey (2004) were used to
estimate the doses needed to fill all the electron traps and empty all the hole
traps. From Bailey's trap concentrations and the rate at which electrons are
entering the conduction band during irradiation (derived using our Geant4
modelling results) we would expect the peak in our data to be located
around 130 kGy. In fact, we observe the peak between 300 − 700 kGy
which is within a factor ∼ 2− 5 of what was expected from Bailey's (2004)
model. We consider this to be encouraging given that Bailey's (2004) trap
concentrations resulted from simulation optimisation and do not necessarily
reflect the actual trap concentrations; these may also vary considerably
between samples. Nevertheless, we do observe that the OSL sensitivity,
both at saturation and at low dose, follows the shape of that expected from
modelling the hole population changes with dose.

We do not regard our experiments as conclusive evidence that excess
electrons modify luminescence behaviour; we have not, for instance, con-
sidered the possible effects of trap creation, and dose dependent changes in
ionisation rates. Nevertheless, we note that our results are broadly consis-
tent with model predictions. In future work we will combine Geant4 results
with luminescence models to quantitatively predict the impact of charge
imbalance on luminescence response at small and moderate doses.

4.7 Conclusion
Using modelling we have demonstrated that the assumption of charge neu-
trality is not justified at the scale of sand-sized grains of quartz, either in
nature or in the laboratory. The luminescence implications of this charge
transport modelling were tested using a low energy electron beam in order
to maximise any charge imbalance; the effect on luminescence production
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were investigated with OSL. Our data suggests that charge imbalance does
exist and affects luminescence production at high doses. Although it may
be possible to explain the behaviour of the luminescence response by com-
petition between non-luminescent and luminescent centres (although this
has not been shown), such an explanation does not explain the apparent
slower OSL decay rates at higher doses.
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4.8 Supplementary Material for Chapter 4

4.8.1 Modelling Setup
40K irradiation

Modelling of natural dose and charge deposition due to β− decay from 40K
was carried out using a 0.86 cm diameter sphere containing quartz and a
density of 1.8 g cm−3 to account for the loose packing of grains. In the cen-
tre of the sediment sphere, a 50 µm diameter quartz sphere is placed which
is used as the detector, and as a proxy for quartz grains in a natural envi-
ronment. The energy deposited in the quartz grain as well as the electrons
crossing the grain boundary in either direction and the electrons generated
inside the grain due to ionisation are all recorded separately for 100,000 de-
cays in the surrounding sediment. 40K decays are simulated by releasing an
electron from a uniformly distributed random position in the sediment, out-
side the grain, and sampling the 40K beta spectrum for an energy. Electrons
released in this way are then given a momentum vector, which uniformly
samples the entire 4π geometry to account for any potential backscattering
of electrons. The sediment radius is equal to the maximum range of the
electrons from the potassium beta spectrum.

Risø TL/OSL Reader irradiations

This simulation has been described previously in Chapter 2 (Autzen et al.,
2017). The geometry is modelled after the Risø TL/OSL flange (Dalsgaard,
private communication) with grains located in a 10x10 grid spaced with a
300 µm centre-to-centre distance. The grains are located either sitting on
top of a 0.3 mm thick stainless steel disc (Figure 4.2b) or sitting at the
bottom of cylindrical holes in an aluminium disc (diameter/height: 300 µm,
i.e. Risø single-grain disc; Figure 4.2c). These holes are located at the centre
of each point on the 10x10 grid. The grains are all 50 µm diameter quartz
spheres. The particles are released in the same manner as the previous
simulation but are confined to the source disc illustrated in Figure 4.2b and
Figure 4.2c. In these two simulations, the combined beta spectrum for the
90Sr/90Y beta source is used to sample the energy of the emitted particles.

Electron Beam irradiations

The electron beam is simplified for this model. It is approximated as a
cylinder (Radius: 1 cm, Height: 2.0012 cm) with a 3 µm thick Al window
(Radius: 1 cm) ending at 2 cm above the substrate holding the grains.
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Above this Al window sits a 9 µm thick Ti window (Radius: 1 cm) which
fills the gap between the top of the model and the Al window. Two cm
below the bottom of the Al window is a 1 cm thick Al substrate on top
of which the 50 µm diameter grains sit in the same 10 x 10 grid used in
the Risø TL/OSL reader simulations. The electrons are released with a
set energy of 200 keV and only a z-component to their momentum. This
simplification can be justified by the fact that the actual electron beam is
several times larger than the distance from the release to the sample.

4.8.2 Experimental Details
A single 8 mm aliquot of each sample was tested using a SAR protocol
(Murray and Wintle, 2003) for stability and purity. Aliquots were preheated
to 260 ◦C for 10 s and stimulated at 125 ◦C for 40 s for the natural and Lx
measurements (using a 6 Gy dose). Tx measurements were completed using
a 3 Gy dose, followed by TL to 220 ◦C and stimulated at 125 ◦C for 40 s
before a 280 ◦C blue-light bleach. This was repeated 21 times. On cycles
2,4,6,10,14, and 18, IR stimulation at 60 ◦C for 100 s preceded the 125 ◦C
stimulation with blue LEDs to derive an OSL IR depletion ratio (Duller,
2003). From Figure 4.6 it can be seen that the samples do not contain a
significant IR sensitive component, (i.e. no significant drops in Lx/Tx ratio
on cycles 2,4,6,10,14, and 18) and stability in the luminescence response
was achieved.
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Figure 4.6: Stability and purity check of samples used in the experiments

Figure 4.7: Post electron beam total OSL response (OSL1) for the Sensitised
Chinese Loess. The closed circles show the response from the aliquots
irradiated on a grounded Al plate, the open circles show the response from
the aliquots irradiated on a Perspex plate.
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Figure 4.8: OSL output from the electron beam with charge neutrality
modelled using luminescence production equations (Bailey, 2004; Pagonis,
2007) for natural irradiation (1 Gy/ka), 90Sr/90Y beta source irradiation
(0.1 Gy/s) and the Comet EBLab-200 electron beam (50 kGy/s). No dif-
ference is observed for the different dose rates.
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Chapter 5

The history of charge
deposition in quartz and its
effect on luminescence
production

Abstract: We use both modelling and high dose experiments to inves-
tigate the effects of charge imbalance on luminescence by expanding on our
previous work. Modelling predicts that that excess charge varies as a func-
tion of grain size in both natural and laboratory irradiations. Small grains
(∼ 5 µm) appear to have a largest excess of electrons and as the grain size
increases this excess appears to plateau around 2%. For small grains, this
charge excess is not identical in natural and laboratory irradiations. Fur-
thermore, it is predicted that irradiating 100 µm quartz sheets with a 137Cs
source results in a no significant excess charge. These modelling results are
for the first time used as input to luminescence production models. These
models shows that while the trapped electron populations are not signifi-
cantly affected by excess electrons, the trapped hole populations decrease
linearly with dose once all the electron traps have been saturated. These
effects are tested by irradiating quartz aliquots to high doses (hundreds of
kGy to MGy) with a high dose resolution and different electron energies
(100 and 200 keV). We find that the luminescence output and sensitivity
decreases with dose, however, the decrease is not linear and shows an energy
dependence. We hypothesise that this non-linear decrease is the result of
the excess electrons populations becoming sufficient to repel the incoming
electrons at high doses and effectively stop the dosing completely.

103
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5.1 Introduction
Luminescence is widely used to estimate the dose absorbed during burial in
natural minerals (e.g. quartz and feldspars) because they store separated
charge (electrons and holes) when exposed to ionising radiation. The re-
combination of these charges can then be used to estimate the absorbed
dose by comparison with exposure to a source of known dose rate. How-
ever, this comparison requires that the total number of charges deposited
in the dosimetry trap per unit dose is identical in the initial exposure geom-
etry and during the subsequent controlled irradiation. In a previous paper
(Autzen et al, 2018; Chapter 4) we pointed out that sand-sized grains do
not, in fact, remain charge neutral during exposure to particle radiation,
as is commonly assumed in luminescence production models. If net charge
builds up in traps there may no longer be a simple relationship between trap
filling and dose deposited. We pointed to two separate scenarios, excess
electrons and excess holes; in both cases, the symmetry between conduc-
tion and valence band filling is lost and should be reflected in the trapped
charge populations even in the presence of direct conduction band charge
leakage to and from the valence band. In the limit, it may then be possible
for grains to have completely saturated electron (or hole) traps and have
no trapped holes (or electrons), as well as any intermediate state.

There is considerable evidence in the literature of charge build up dur-
ing the irradiation of non-conductors with electrons, from the fields of scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM), Auger electron microscopy (AEM), elec-
tron probe microanalysis (EPMA), electron spectroscopy chemical analy-
sis (ESCA), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and other analytical
methods depending on particle irradiation (Le Gressus et al., 1990). One
of the first studies of excess charge as a result of irradiation with charged
particles was made by Gross (1957). He studied the build up of charge on
borosilicate glass following irradiation with 2 MeV electrons and observed
a change in the colour of the glass, corresponding to the creation of colour
centres, which extended to a depth of 0.4 cm, equal to the penetration
depth of the incoming electrons. Furthermore, electrical breakdown could
be initiated after irradiation by touching the sample with a pointed (metal)
conductor; this was accompanied by a flash of light and the creation of
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a characteristic discharge pattern in a well-defined planar volume parallel
to the irradiated surface centred on the point of contact. He also observed
that such breakdown could be initiated several months after irradiation sug-
gesting that the excess charge was stable on that timescale; nevertheless it
could be removed by annealing to high temperatures. It was also suggested
that the stored negative charge gave rise to a compensation charge at the
unirradiated sample surface. These observations were further expanded by
Gross and Wright (1959) who observed charge deposition curves in Plexi-
glass following irradiation by 3 MeV electrons. These experimental curves
confirmed the existence of a charged layer in the dielectric, of thickness
equal to the penetration depth of the incident electrons. It is even possible
for the electrostatic potential of the implanted charge to increase during ir-
radiation until the local field produced is sufficient to divert (or even stop)
the incoming particles, producing a defocusing or bending of the beam by
the sample (Reimer, 1985; Vigouroux et al., 1986).

While, from first principles, there seems little doubt that charge im-
balance during particle (and possibly photon) irradiation must be com-
monplace, there is almost no information concerning the possible long-term
accumulation of such charge imbalance in traps or of its effects, if any,
on luminescence production. To our knowledge, Chapter 4 was the first
study to address this explicitly, and there these issues were only discussed
qualitatively. Here we expand on this previous pilot study by investigating
the predicted charge imbalance under a variety of irradiation geometries,
grain sizes and energies using Geant4. The output of this modelling is then
used as input to the luminescence production equations of Bailey (2004; see
also Pagonis, 2007, 2008) to investigate the effect the energy and charge
deposition predictions might have on luminescence production. New ex-
perimental results are also provided; these expand on previous results by
investigating the effects of irradiation with 100 keV and 200 keV electron
beams on the luminescence production in quartz grains. Finally we discuss
these observations in the light of the modelling predictions.

5.2 Modelling of dose deposition, charge
imbalance and luminescence response

The modelling carried out for this paper is presented in three sections. The
first two sections deal with dose deposition and charge imbalance under
different conditions as predicted by the Geant4 toolkit (Agostinelli et al.,
2003). We discuss the effects of grain size and spectrum on the dose de-
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position and charge imbalance for external irradiations (beta irradiation in
a Risø TL/OSL reader, electron beam irradiation, natural beta irradiation
and irradiation in a calibration gamma source). In the third section, these
results are used as input to a luminescence production model (Bailey, 2004;
Pagonis, 2007, 2008) to model the effects of these irradiations on trapped
charge populations for relevant experimental geometries and to predict the
luminescence behaviour with dose.

5.2.1 External irradiation
External irradiations are of particular importance for quartz grains since
quartz contains very low amounts of internal radioactivity, and thus beta
dose and charge deposition are, during burial, dependent almost entirely on
the secondary electron spectrum of the surrounding sediment, and in the
laboratory, on the spectrum of the beta or gamma source used to provide
the reference dose.

Natural beta irradiation

In nature, almost all dose originates with the decay of 40K, the 232Th series
and the 238U series. This dose is deposited following γ-emission, electron
emission (β− decay) or α-emission. We focus primarily on β− decay; al-
though α-particles carry twice the charge of an electron (with opposite sign),
their range is short and quartz grains are usually etched before use with
the intention of removing the part of the grain exposed to this component.

The β− spectrum for 40K has a mean energy Ē = 560 keV and a max-
imum energy Emax = 1.311 MeV, resulting in a mean range greater than
0.8 mm in quartz. The mean energy for the U and Th series is much smaller,
Ē ∼180-240 keV corresponding to a mean range of 200 and 300 µm respec-
tively. However, the maximum energy for both (Emax ∼3.3 MeV) is much
greater; this gives a maximum range of ∼7.3 mm in quartz.

The geometry used to simulate a quartz grain surrounded by radioactive
sediment is shown in SMC5 Figure 5.16a. In this case, a 100 µm diameter
spherical grain of quartz placed at the centre of a 86 mm diameter sedi-
ment sphere. Here the "sediment" is composed of quartz with a density of
1.78 g cm−3 (to account for a typical packing density of spherical grains). A
β− 40K spectrum is emitted uniformly throughout the sediment. In an iden-
tical simulation a combined U-Th β− spectrum, mixed in a 1:1 ratio, is also
uniformly emitted. For both simulations, the spectrum of electrons entering
the quartz grain is recorded and these spectra are then combined in a 15:1
ratio, corresponding to K:U:Th relative activities of 600:40:40 Bq kg−1 (i.e.
typical natural ratios). Inevitably many electrons and delta rays emitted in
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(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: a) Excess charge resulting from irradiation with a mixed infinite
matrix spectrum, this increases with increasing grain size. b) Ionisation
rate, this increase initially with grain size but stabilises after ∼40 µm. c)
Charge imbalance resulting from irradiation with a mixed infinite matrix
β− spectrum. The grains approach -2% as the grain size is increased.

the "sediment" do not intersect the target grain, and so these calculations
do not contribute to the spectrum of interest; as a result the calculation
must be prolonged to provide an acceptably well known spectrum at the
grain surface.

For further calculations, the combined spectrum entering the target
grain is then emitted in a similar geometry to that shown in SMC5 Fig-
ure 5.16b, in which the sediment is replaced by vacuum to prevent further
attenuation of the spectrum. This approach allows the target quartz grain
to be varied (e.g. in size) without having to run the model in full; good
counting statistics can then be obtained within a reasonable timeframe. It
is recognised that the true secondary electron spectrum entering a non-
radioactive grain will be affected by the grain size. However, this effect
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does not seem to be significant, a comparison of the simulated spectrum
obtained using a 100 µm and a 2 mm grain is shown in SMC5 Figure 5.17
where it can be seen that the spectra are virtually indistinguishable. The
effect at smaller grain sizes should be even less.

Figure 5.1a shows the absolute amount of excess charge density per unit
dose as a function of grain size, when the grain is irradiated with the mixed
infinite matrix beta spectrum discussed above. At very small grain diame-
ters almost all electrons entering the grain pass through, however, the dose
is deposited by the very low energy component of the spectrum and these do
not have sufficient energy to escape the grain, resulting in a large negative
charge density. Figure 5.1b shows that at the same time the ionisation rate
decreases with increasing with grain size. If we express charge imbalance
as the net positive or negative charge as a fraction of the total number of
electron/hole pairs (Figure 5.1c), the resulting negative charge imbalance
decreases from about -4.5% at 5 µm diameter to approaching a constant
-2% for larger grains.

90Sr/90Y beta source on a Risø TL/OSL reader

We have previously simulated the irradiation of grains in the Risø TL/OSL
reader (Chapters 2, 3, and 4) but here we investigate the charge imbalance
as a function of grain size. Figure 5.2 shows the results of a beta irradiation
using the source module of the Risø TL/OSL reader for irradiation of closely
packed spherical quartz grains sitting on a stainless steel disc (as shown in
SMC5, Figure 5.18a). Quartzite and feldspar rock slices (9.8 mm diame-
ter, 1 mm thickness) are also modelled, these do not have a backscattering
medium as they would be placed on the wheel.

Figure 5.2a shows that when grains are irradiated in the Risø TL/OSL
reader they acquire a net negative density of excess electrons which de-
creases with grain size. This is consistent with the behaviour seen from
simulating the natural beta irradiation (Figure 5.1a), however it increases
more rapidly than when exposed to the infinite matrix spectrum. However,
a quartzite slice (red triangle) appears to have a slightly smaller excess
charge density than a corresponding feldspar slice (green triangle) per unit
dose. The ionisation rate, Figure 5.2b, increases with increasing grain size
as opposed to decreasing, see Figure 5.1b, but there is again a difference
between quartzite and feldspar. Feldspar appears to have a smaller ionisa-
tion rate which might explain some of the dose rate difference observed in
Chapter 3. Finally, the charge imbalance, Figure 5.2c, is similar to that for
natural irradiations (Figure 5.1c), although it rises faster to a more or less
constant -2% than when exposed to the infinite matrix spectrum.
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(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Irradiation of grains on a stainless steel disc using the 90Sr/90Y
beta source mounted in a reader beta source module. a) The excess charge
density per unit dose decreases with increasing grain size. Quartzite and
feldspar slice get a different amount of excess charge b) Ionisation rate
during the irradiation. There is once again a difference between quartzite
and feldspar c) The charge imbalance is similar to that seen in Figure 5.1c,
although smaller grains do not have the same degree of imbalance as when
exposed to the infinite matrix spectrum. The charge imbalance during
irradiation of quartzite and feldspar rock slices is indistinguishable.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: Irradiation of quartz grains in a single- grain disc using the
reader 90Sr/90Y beta source. a) The excess charge density per unit dose
does not change across the grain sizes. This is true for the ionisation rate
(b) and charge imbalance (c) in this irradiation geometry.

For the single grain disc geometry, Figure 5.18b in SMC5, both the
excess charge density (Figure 5.3a), and ionisation rate (Figure 5.3b), do
not change significantly across the grain sizes commonly used for single
grain studies (180 - 250 µm). The same is true for the charge imbalance
(Figure 5.3c). We conclude that grains in this widely-used size range, when
irradiated under typical laboratory conditions either as multi-grain aliquots
or single grains, do not show significant variation in charge imbalance.

Electron beam

Next, we use an electron beam to test modelling predictions, by deliberately
implanting a relatively large and predictable charge imbalance. The advan-
tage of using an electron beam (rather than, say, the beta source mounted
on the reader) is that it is monoenergetic and can deliver much higher dose
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.4: Irradiation using the electron beam. a) Dose deposition at
different energies for different thicknesses of absorber. This is consistent
with the expected behaviour. b) Excess charge density per unit dose. Low
energy electrons result in a larger charge excess and this decreases with
increasing electron energy. c) The ionisation rate decreases with increasing
absorber thickness and there is a clear energy dependence on the ionisation
rate as well. d) The degree of charge imbalance is strongly dependent on
the incoming electron energy.

rates. The predicted dose deposition as a function of absorber thickness
is presented in Figure 5.4a, based on the irradiation geometry described in
Figure 5.19 in SMC5.

From Figure 5.4a we can see that for a given energy the deposited dose
increases with absorber (detector) thickness before reaching a maximum
and then decreasing. The build-up region corresponds to the range of the
primary electrons (i.e. the most energetic electrons) and thus the thickness
at which all electrons are absorbed and no further energy is deposited.
The decrease results from the continued increase in detector volume/mass
without an increase in energy deposition. As the energy of the electrons
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increase, they can penetrate further and further into the grain and the peak
shifts deeper into the absorber.

Figure 5.4b shows that charge imbalance varies with the incoming en-
ergy, lower energies result in greater relative negative charge - presumably
because lower energy electrons have shorter range and are thus more likely
to be stopped in the detector. All the curves eventually become constant
when the detector thickness is greater than the range of the incoming elec-
trons. At this stage (>∼200 µm), there is no change in either the number of
excess electrons in the detector, or in the number of electron/hole pairs, as
the detector increases in thickness. Most surprisingly is the energy depen-
dence of the ionisation rate, which not only changes with absorber thickness
but also with the incoming electron energy (Figure 5.4c). However, monoen-
ergetic sources are not found in nature or most laboratory settings, but it is
an interesting observation. Finally, as the absorber thickness is increased,
so is the charge imbalance ,Figure 5.4d, but again, there is an energy de-
pendence with higher energies resulting in a decreased charge imbalance.

137Cs point source irradiation

So far, we have shown that external irradiation with electrons leads to a net
excess negative charge in the irradiated grains. Gamma sources, however,
are often designed to have build-up material in front of the sample in order
to avoid charge gradients across the irradiated volume.

In luminescence dosimetry, beta sources are often calibrated by compar-
ing the luminescence signal induced by a beta source irradiation with that
induced by a known gamma dose. Grains irradiated by a gamma source
(with appropriate build up material) can be expected to be much closer to
charge balance than grains irradiated with electrons. Here we model the
137Cs point source used to irradiate calibration quartz (Hansen et al., 2015)
in a scatter free geometry. This geometry is shown in Figure 5.20 in SMC5.

Figure 5 shows the charge imbalance as a function of depth in 100 µm
thick quartz sheets (10 x 10 cm sides); these simulate both the glass holder
and the sample. In Hansen et al. (2015) the 1.1 mm thick sample space
extends from 1.85 to 2.95 mm and in this range we observe no significant
charge imbalance. This means that when beta sources are calibrated against
a gamma source, we are comparing a dose given under conditions of net
excess electrons with a dose given under charge neutral conditions.

5.2.2 Luminescence modelling
Having established that modelling predicts charge imbalance at some level
in quartz exposed to ionising radiation in nature and in the laboratory, the
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Figure 5.5: Charge imbalance as a function of depth in a stack of 100 µm
quartz sheets irradiated by a 137Cs point source. There is no significant
charge imbalance between 0.5 mm and 4.5 mm.

next step is to investigate how this might affect luminescence production,
if at all. We have previously published data which suggested that an excess
electron population during irradiation resulted in a reduction in optically
stimulated luminescence (OSL) output at saturation and in response to a
small test dose (Chapter 4); we hypothesised that this was due to a reduc-
tion in the hole population, but did not present any quantitative support for
this hypothesis. Here the luminescence production model of Bailey (2004),
as refined by Pagonis (2007, 2008) is used to model the trap population
and luminescence behaviour with and without charge imbalance. For this
purpose, we have introduced slight modifications to the equations:

dni
dt

= nc (Ni − ni)Ai − niPiσie−
Eth

i
kBT − nisie

− Ei
kBT (5.1)

mj

dt
= nv (Mj −mj)Aj −mjsje

−
Ej

kBT − ncnjBj (5.2)

nc
dt

= ce ·X · Ḋ −
i∑
i=1

dni
dt
−

j∑
j=1

ncnjBj (5.3)

nv
dt

= ch ·X · Ḋ −
j∑
j=1

dmj

dt
−

j∑
j=1

ncnjBj (5.4)

where ni is the concentration of trapped electrons in trap i (cm−3), Ni is
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Figure 5.6: The variation of OSL trap population with dose derived using
equations (1) to (4), with parameter values taken from Bailey (2004) and
ch = 1, ce =1 , 1.01, and 1.02 (0, 1 and 2% excess electrons, respectively).

the total concentration of available electron traps i (cm−3), mj is the con-
centration of trapped holes in trap j (cm−3), NJ is the total concentration
of available hole traps j (cm−3), nc and nv are the conduction and valence
band concentrations (cm−3) respectively, Ai,j is the transition probability
of trapping from a de-localised band to trap i or j (cm−3 s−1), Bj is the
transition probability for recombination from the conduction band to hole
trap j (cm−3 s−1), kB is Boltzmann's constant (∼ 8.615 · 10−5eV K−1), T is
the absolute temperature, P is the photon flux (s−1 cm−2), σi is the pho-
toionisation cross-section for electron trap i (cm2, Ei,j is the trap depth in
eV of trap i or j from nearest band edge, si is the "frequency factor" (s−1),
Ḋ is the dose rate Gy s−1, X is the ionisation rate (electron/hole pairs gen-
erated, cm−3 Gy−1), ce is the degree of excess electrons, and ch is the degree
of excess holes.

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) remain unmodified, but in Equations (5.3)
and (5.4) we introduce the dimensionless constants ce and ch, to allow the
number of electrons produced per unit volume per unit dose (ce · X) to
vary independent of the number of holes produced per unit volume per unit
dose (ch ·X). If an irradiation is charge neutral, these factors are unity and
Equations (5.3) and (5.4) are identical to those of Bailey (2004) and Pagonis
(2007, 2008). The two constants, ce and ch, can be varied independently to
allow for asymmetric filling of the conduction and valence bands.

Using the equations listed above, we start from a completely empty
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Figure 5.7: Variation in trapped hole populations with dose during the
irradiations of Figure 5.6. The solid curves show the luminescence cen-
tre population and the dashed curves shows the sum of non-luminescence
centres.

crystal, i.e. no trapped charge, and then expose it to a dose of 50 kGy at a
dose rate of 1 Gy ka−1 as specified by Bailey (2004). Figure 5.6 illustrates
the resulting electron population trapped in the ’fast-component’ dosimetric
OSL trap (trap 3 of Bailey, 2004) during both charge neutral irradiations,
and those without charge balance.

The introduction of charge imbalance slightly affects the initial filling
rate of the electron traps, as there are more electrons available for trapping,
but not surprisingly there is no decrease in the trapped electron population
at any point during irradiation.

This conclusion does not apply to the hole centre populations. In Fig-
ure 5.7 we can see that during charge neutral irradiation, the hole traps
continue to fill to much higher doses (as the electron traps other than the
OSL trap continue to fill) before they eventually stop filling. This occurs
when all the various electron traps are completely filled. Once the elec-
tron traps have filled it is no longer possible to trap further holes. This
makes intuitive sense; any new electron-hole pair generated once the elec-
tron traps are full must recombine, because any electrons introduced by
further irradiations must recombine to maintain charge balance. However,
the introduction of charge imbalance means that the hole population does
not reach the same level as the electron population; these excess electrons
are not generated in the crystal and so lack a hole which can be trapped.
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Any such excess electrons are then able to recombine with trapped holes,
reducing the trapped hole population. This reduction may be irreversible
as long as there is an excess of electrons during irradiation.

5.3 Experimentals
Here we describe experiments intended to test the model predictions de-
scribed above. Sensitised quartz grains were irradiated using 200 or 100 keV
electron beams, and OSL response investigated.

5.3.1 Sample preparation
Quartz extracts from a Chinese loess (sample H28112) from Stevens et al.
(2016) was used for the experiments. The extract was sieved to 40-63 µm
before treatment with hydrochloric acid (HCl, 10%) and hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2, conc.) to remove any carbonates and organic matter, and etching
with 40% HF to remove any feldspars. Finally, the sample was sieved again
to >40 µm to ensure a controlled grain size fraction. The sample was then
heated to 700 ◦C for 1 hour before receiving a 2 kGy (5 kGy) gamma dose
using a 60Co source for the 200 keV (100 keV) experiment. Following the
gamma dose, the sample was heated to 450 ◦C for 1 hour, see Hansen et
al. (2015). The 100 keV and 200 keV experiments used the same sample
material but different batches, as the one used of the 200 keV experiment
was not sufficient to make enough aliquots for a second round of experi-
ments. TL and OSL measurements were carried out on a Risø TL/OSL
reader. The protocol used for the measurements is shown in Table 5.1. All
quartz TL/OSL measurements were carried on the same reader with the
same wheel to minimise variability arising from variations in instrumental
sensitivity.

For the 200 keV electron beam irradiation, a total of 228 aliquots were
used, in 19 groups of 12 aliquots each. Each group received a different
electron beam dose. For the 100 eV electron beam irradiation, this was
increased to a total of 300 aliquots, in 24 groups of 12 aliquots each, with a
repeated point at 300 kGy using 12 aliquots. In order to determine whether
the observed change in luminescence output and sensitivity seen in our
previous work (Chapter 4) could be attributed to opacity changes as a
result of irradiation, six 1 mm thick quartzite slices were also given a dose
of 50, 200, 700, 1500, 3500 and 5000 kGy using the 200 keV beam. These
had their absorption spectra from 200 nm to 900 nm measured before and
after irradiation with 200 keV electrons using a Shimadzu UV-2700 UV-VIS
spectrophotometer. We did not see any difference in the absorption spectra
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Table 5.1: Protocol for measurement of OSL before and after both 100 and
200 keV electron beam irradiations. Note: Lx−i and Tx−i indicate test dose
response before and after electron beam irradiation respectively.

(a) Luminescence measurement sequence prior to e-beam irradiation

Step Treatment Observation
1 Test Dose, 6 Gy
2 TL to 160 ◦C
3 OSL at 125 ◦C, 100 s Lx−1 and Lx−3
4 Test dose, 6 Gy
5 TL to 160 ◦C
6 OSL at 125 ◦C, 100 s Lx−2 and Lx−4
7 Repeat 1-6 once more
8 0 Gy
9 TL to 160 ◦C
10 OSL at 125 ◦C, 100 s Lx−5

(b) Luminescence measurement sequence after e-beam irradiation

Step Treatment Observation
1 TL to 160 ◦C
2 OSL at 125 ◦C, 100 s L
3 TL to 160 ◦C
4 OSL at 125 ◦C, 100 s LTT
5 Test Dose, 6 Gy
6 TL to 160 ◦C
7 OSL at 125 ◦C, 100 s Tx−1 and Tx−3
8 Test dose, 6 Gy
9 TL to 160 ◦C
10 OSL at 125 ◦C, 100 s Tx−2 and Tx−4
11 Repeat 5-10 once more
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in the dose range up to 5 MGy; these data are shown in SMC5 Figures 5.21
and 5.22.

5.4 Results
The experimental results are presented in the following sections. An aver-
age of the four Lx−i (L̄x)was calculated for each of the aliquots, the same
calculations were run for the four Tx−i after electron beam irradiation to
give (T̄x). Since we have hundreds of aliquots, it is possible that there will
be inter-aliquot variation in luminescence response due to intrinsic factors
(recombination probabilities, trap concentrations, trapping probabilities) as
well as extrinsic factors (aliquot mass/size, grain size). Here all Lx responses
(see Table 5.1a) prior to any electron beam irradiation have been normalised
to that of the first aliquot. Then any remaining aliquot to aliquot variability
arises from differential response to the treatment sequence, rather than any
absolute variation. The signals were all normalised using the fast compo-
nent OSL signal, as calculated using the signal observed during the initial
0.4 s of the signal less that in the following 0.4 s. The summed signal is
taken as the sum of the entire OSL decay curve minus a background av-
eraged over the last 20 channels. L in Table 5.1b gives the luminescence
response to the electron beam irradiations, and the relative sensitivities are
calculated as

Sensitivity = T̄x

L̄x
(5.5)

For this calculation, normalisation is, of course, not required. For all
doses, the data is an average of the responses of 12 aliquots.

5.4.1 200 keV
The 200 keV irradiations were carried out over a single day with 10 minute
breaks between each irradiation to allow the generator to cool, and to allow
any free charge recombine, i.e. to allow the conduction and valence bands
to equilibrate.

The fast component signal, derived from observation L in Table 5.1b and
shown in Figure 5.8a, decreases monotonically with given dose. This is not
surprising; the smallest dose increment is 50 kGy, and the fast component
is known to saturate at much less than 1 kGy (Wintle and Murray, 2006
and references therein). The sensitivity of the fast component decreases in
a similar manner (Figure 5.8b). A decrease in luminescence and sensitiv-
ity was expected as the hole population started to decrease (Figure 5.7),
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: a) Fast component OSL following electron beam irradiation
with 200 keV electrons (L in Table 5.1b) and b) Fast component sensitivity
after irradiation with 200 keV electrons (Equation (5.5))
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although the non-linear form of the decrease is unexpected; modelling pre-
dicts a linear decrease in hole population after saturation of electron traps.
In contrast, at high doses (>4 MGy) both the fast component OSL and
sensitivity stabilise, suggesting no further reduction in the luminescence
efficiency.

The luminescence response seen in Figure 5.9a is consistent with that
seen for the same sample by Autzen et al. (2018) (Chapter 4); the greater
resolution of doses employed in this work, however, makes the response at
higher doses clearer. Instead of a linear decrease, the response becomes
almost constant >4 MGy. At low electron beam doses (<500 kGy), the
sensitivity of the OSL sum, Figure 5.9b, increases from an initial ∼5 times
to ∼8 times its sensitivity before irradiation. Unlike the sum OSL signal
following electron beam irradiation, the sensitivity of the summed OSL
signal may not have completely stopped decreasing following the maximum
5 MGy dose reached in this experiment.

Figure 5.10 shows the electron beam response divided by the sensitivity,
in other words; it is the response at saturation divided by the response at
the beginning of the growth curve. Here we have normalised to the first dose
point (50 kGy). The ratio decreases by between 15% (fast component) and
25% (summed signal) at between 150 and 200 kGy, before increasing again
and returning to the original ratio at 5 MGy. This indicates that there is
no significant change in shape of the growth curve during the experiment,
which suggests that there is also no defect creation as a result of irradia-
tion. This set of experiments has served as an expansion of our previous
work (Chapter 4) as we use the same sample and electron beam energy.
Importantly, the higher dose resolution allows us to be confident that the
total OSL output does not decrease linearly, as expected from modelling,
but appears to asymptote to some finite value with dose. One explanation
for this is electrostatic repulsion of the incoming beam by the build up of
excess negative charge in the grain. This would tend to prevent further
deposition of energy (or charge), because incoming electrons would enter
the grain with less energy, if indeed they were able to enter the grain at all.
In this case the dose axis is no longer an indication of absorbed dose but
rather expected dose for a neutral target. From the modelling predictions
shown in section 5.2, we would expect a lower incident electron energy to
significantly increase the charge imbalance for a given dose. As a result,
the asymptote in OSL response to a finite value at high doses would be ob-
served at a lower dose (and a higher OSL signal); the lower energy incident
electrons would require less net charge to repel them and so the decrease in
OSL would not be as marked as that of the 200 keV experiment. It would
require ∼3.4 MGy to achieve complete reflection of a 200 keV electron when
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: a) Summed OSL response (L in Table 5.1b) as a function of
irradiation with 200 keV electrons and b) Sensitivity for the summed OSL
signal (Equation (5.5)) following electron beam irradiation with 200 keV
electrons.
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Figure 5.10: Electron beam signal (L, step 2 in Table 5.1b) divided by
corresponding sensitivity for irradiation with 200 keV electrons (L/(T̄/L̄)

irradiating a 50 µm quartz sphere, if we assume that until this dose the in-
coming electrons are not repelled or slowed down. Since the charge buildup
will continuously slow down incoming electrons this dose estimate is merely
a minimum dose required to achieve complete reflection, in fact we observe
experimentally that this happens at ∼4 MGy. For a 100 keV electron we
would expect complete reflection to happen at ∼475 kGy.

5.4.2 100 keV
To test the above prediction, that the response to a lower energy electron
beam would stop decreasing at a lower dose than observed with the 200 keV
beam, we repeated the electron irradiation experiment using a 100 keV
beam. The 100 keV irradiations were carried out using the same proto-
col as the 200 keV irradiations, but with three differences. 1) The lowest
dose is now 5 kGy (instead of 50 kGy) to investigate the behaviour at lower
doses. 2) In order to have better resolution around the peak, the dose point
at 4.5 MGy has been replaced with one at 900 kGy. 3) Finally, the dose
point at 300 kGy was duplicated, but administered over 72 hours in 6 ir-
radiations instead of over 2 hours in 9 irradiations. This was done to test
whether the relaxation time of 10 minutes was indeed sufficient for charge
recombination to occur, and the conduction band to empty even if all traps
were full.

The fast component OSL, shown in Figure 5.11a, increases for doses
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11: a) Fast component OSL response (L in Table 5.1b) following
electron beam irradiation with 100 keV electrons. Inset shows the response
from 0 to 400 kGy. The unfilled circle is the repeated point. b) Fast com-
ponent sensitivity after irradiation with 100 keV electrons (Equation (5.5)).
Inset shows the response from 0 to 400 kGy. The unfilled circle is the re-
peated point.
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Figure 5.12: Fast component OSL response for 100 and 200 keV irradiations
normalised to the 50 kGy dose points

below 40 kGy and then plateaus at ∼400 kGy (see the inset) after which it
slowly decreases. The sensitivity (Figure 5.11b) shows the same behaviour
but with a much clearer decrease. This is to be contrasted with Figures 5.8a
and 5.8b where the fast component for 200 keV showed a very rapid decrease
from 50 kGy and only became constant above 4 MGy. Giving a 300 kGy
dose over 72 hours results in a higher luminescence response as well as a
higher sensitivity for the fast component, although the effect on sensitivity
may be smaller.

Figure 5.12 summarises the fast component data from both the 100 and
200 keV experiments, normalized to the 50 kGy point; these data clearly
show the smaller decrease in luminescence output for 100 keV irradiations.
For 200 keV, the fast component response drops by almost 80% from 50 kGy
to 5 MGy, while for the same dose range the luminescence output of the
100 keV aliquots drops by only around 30%. This observation is consistent
with the presence of an electric field due to charge excess, but it also suggests
that the two dose axes are not comparable in terms of absorbed dose, but
only apparent dose calculated from exposure time.

The summed OSL signal (Figure 5.13a) and summed sensitivity (Fig-
ure 5.13b) following 100 keV irradiations behave similarly to those following
200 keV electron irradiations (Figures 5.9a and 5.9b). Similar to the fast
component behaviour, the summed OSL signal asymptotes to a constant
at lower doses following the 100 keV electrons irradiation than following
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: a) Summed OSL response as a function of dose following irradi-
ation with a 100 keV electron beam. Unfilled circle is the repeated point. b)
Summed OSL signal sensitivity (Equation (5.5)) following 100 keV electron
beam irradiation. Unfilled circle is the repeated point.
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Figure 5.14: Summed OSL response for 100 and 200 keV irradiations nor-
malised to the 50 kGy dose points

the 200 keV irradiations, and the signal does not decrease as much with
dose. The differences in behaviour of the summed signal following 100 and
200 keV irradiations can be seen more readily in Figure 5.14, where the
summed OSL signal for both electron energies have been normalised to the
light output at 50 kGy.

The 200 keV irradiations decrease around 40% from 50 kGy to 5 MGy
(57% compared to the peak intensity at 400 kGy), while the luminescence
response to 100 keV electrons at 5 MGy equals that at 50 kGy (or decreases
by 37% compared to the peak intensity at 400 kGy). The behaviour of
both the fast component and summed OSL signals from 100 keV electrons
are consistent with a decrease in dose deposition due to a greater charge
excess and easier repulsion of the incoming electron beam at lower energies.
The luminescence response continues to decrease, however, until 3.5 MGy,
much larger than we predicted from modelling. This could be the result
of the electrons being continuously slowed down as the charge on the grain
increases and this causes the shift to larger doses. For the summed OSL
signal we see, once again, that the luminescence response to 300 kGy is
larger when the dose was administered over 72 hours. However, the sen-
sitivity is the same as for the short irradiation time (Figure 5.13b). This
leads us to believe that the difference is due to charge deposition rather
than charge recombination. The luminescence response could be affected
by excess charge that is stable on the timescale of a few hours whereas the
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Figure 5.15: Electron beam response divided by corresponding sensitivity,
normalised to 50 kGy for the 100 keV irradiations.

sensitivity would only be affected by excess charge remaining after optical
stimulation and stable on a timescale of days. This difference in sensitivity
behaviour compared to initial luminescence response was less pronounced
in the 200 keV experiment (Figure 5.14), perhaps because the charge was
deposited more uniformly in the target grains.

The ratio of the luminescence response to the electron beam irradiations,
to the following sensitivity is shown in Figure 5.15; this is very similar to
the data for 200 keV (Figure 5.10), where this ratio also remains close to
unity from 50 kGy upwards, indicating no major change in the growth curve
shape as a result of high dose irradiation. However, there is some significant
deviation from unity at doses lower than 50 kGy, especially for the fast
component signal.

5.5 Discussion
Charge transport modelling using GEANT4 has shown that charge im-
balance occurs in many of the irradiation geometries relevant to trapped
electron dosimetry, and in particular, to luminescence dating. This mod-
elling strongly suggests that such charge imbalance is not only dependent
on the energy of the incoming electron spectrum but also on the grain size
of the absorbing medium. For the first time, the results of charge transport
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modelling have been used as the input to luminescence production models
to allow the prediction of the effects of changes in energy and irradiation ge-
ometry on charge imbalance, and so on trapped charge populations and the
resulting luminescence output. The results of this modelling, summarised
in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, show that the introduction of excess electrons during
irradiation would lead to a decrease in the trapped hole populations once all
the electron traps have been filled. This prediction is supported by our new
experimental data and by data presented in Autzen et al. (2018) (Chapter
4). However, the greater dose resolution used in the new experiments allows
us to distinguish behaviour undetected in the previous study, namely that
the OSL signals resulting from large electron beam doses do not decrease
linearly at high dose but rather seem to asymptote to a steady-state at an
apparent dose of around 4 MGy (for the 200 keV electron beam); above this
dose range no further depression of the OSL signal or subsequent sensitivity
is observed. The results from 100 keV electron irradiations shows a smaller
depression of both OSL response to electron beam dose and sensitivity. We
propose that this is due to build up of sufficient excess charge, such that,
before entering the target grain the incoming electrons lose energy to the
surrounding electric field induced by the excess charge and may even be
completely stopped. Because they no longer enter the grain, or only en-
ter it with a reduced initial energy, the absorbed dose rate is significantly
lower than that predicted, resulting in unexpectedly smaller cumulative ab-
sorbed doses. Related observations have been reported by Reimer (1985)
and Vigouroux et al. (1986) both of whom observed that the external po-
tential surrounding a target and arising from a build up of excess charge
during irradiation could increase until it eventually equalled the accelerat-
ing voltage of the beam and so result in the full reflection of the incoming
electrons.

According to our modelling, and assuming any excess charge is stable
with time, then a similar situation can develop during natural irradiations.
Although the natural secondary electron spectra include energies very much
higher than 200 keV, approximately 23% of the total energy carried by the
infinite matrix secondary electron spectrum derived from beta emission is
carried by electrons with energies <200 keV. Thus, although complete re-
flection may not be likely in nature, it is very possible that grains could
build up enough charge to repel the low energy part of the incoming spec-
tra. This would alter the effective dose rate for grains which have a very
long irradiation history, and thus a large accumulated dose.
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5.6 Conclusion
We have presented modelling results which show that charge imbalance oc-
curs across all common irradiation geometries used in luminescence dating
and that this is both spectrum and grain size dependent. The predictions
of these charge transport models have been used as input to luminescence
production equations and the results support our initial hypothesis that
excess electrons can lead to a decreased hole population. We have used
electron beam irradiations to give a high dose resolution resulting from two
incident energies. From the observation of the resulting OSL signals, and
of OSL sensitivity measurements made before and after electron irradia-
tions, it is clear that the OSL does not decrease linearly at large doses, as
modelling predicts. This is most likely to be due to repulsion of the incom-
ing electrons by the electric fields surrounding the target grains resulting
from the accumulated excess charge. This argument is supported by the
different behaviours of 100 and 200 keV electron irradiations and cannot be
explained by charge-neutral luminescence modelling, or by opacity changes
resulting from irradiation. We have not yet investigated the effects of these
charge imbalances on luminescence production at low doses (below electron
trap saturation). Nevertheless one can realistically speculate that electric
fields resulting from internal excess charge are likely to vary considerably
from grain to grain, because of both grain history and the immediate sur-
roundings of the grain. This would in turn give rise to variations in effective
dose rate both in the laboratory and in nature. Such a mechanism has the
potential to give rise to previously unforeseen micro-dosimetric variability
at the single grain level.
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5.7 Supplementary Material for Chapter 5

5.8 Irradiation Geometries

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16: The irradiation geometry used for obtaining the infinite matrix
spectra entering a 100 µm spherical quartz grain at the centre. b) The
irradiation geometry used for modelling the dose and charge imbalance for
various grain sizes. The emitted spectrum is shown in Figure 5.17. This
geometry is identical to the one shown in a) with the exception of the
vacuum replacing the sediment.
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Figure 5.17: Infinite matrix spectra obtained for a 100 µm and 2 mm diam-
eter spherical grain. There is only a small difference in the effect of altering
the grain size.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18: The irradiation geometries used for modelling spherical grains
irradiated by the 90Sr/90Y source in the Risø TL/OSL reader. a) Close-
packed spherical grains irradiated on a stainless steel disc and b) irradiation
of spherical grains in a single-grain disc.
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Figure 5.19: Geometry used for simulating the electron beam at various
energies. The thickness of the quartz slab is varied between 5 µm and 2 mm.

Figure 5.20: Geometry used for simulating the 137Cs gamma irradiation
facility used in the manufacture of Risø calibration quartz. The glass holder
has been replaced by full 10x10 cm2, 100 µm thick quartz sheets. The 137Cs
is approximated as a point source located 2 m from the front of the sample
with air filling out the gap.

5.9 Absorption spectra for quartzite
Absorption spectra were measured for six quartzite slices before and after
irradiation with 200 keV electrons using a Shimadzu UV-2700 UV-VIS spec-
trophotometer. These slices had previously been sensitised by annealing to
700 ◦C for 1 hour. Each quartzite slice was mounted with thin strips of tape
on a holder with a 1 mm wide slit running down the centre of the slice. The
orientation of each slice was noted. After irradiation, the OSL response of
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each slice was measured using a 160 ◦C pre-heat and stimulation with blue
LEDs at 125 ◦C similar to that used for the aliquots. After these measure-
ments, the slices were mounted on the holder with the same orientation
as the measurements prior to electron beam irradiation. All measurements
were performed under daylight conditions.

Figure 5.21 does not show a marked change in spectrum, however, we
are interested in changes around the stimulation wavelength of the blue
LEDs (∼470 nm) and the emission wavelength (∼370 nm) as these may
affect the OSL intensity which we observe. The relative difference as a
result of irradiation was calculated using

Rel.Diff = Apost(λ)− Aprior(λ)
Aprior(λ) (5.6)

where Apost(λ) is the absorption after irradiation at a wavelength λ and
Aprior(λ) is the absorption prior to irradiation at the same wavelength.

Plotting these for the wavelength range 300-570 nm, Figure 5.22, we see
that the largest difference occurs at 700 kGy where there is a 6% increase in
the absorption in the blue LED window as well as a 5% absorption increase
in the filter window. However, for the largest dose, 5 MGy where we see
the largest impact on luminescence due to electron beam irradiation, we
observe virtually no change in the absorption. Given this, we conclude that
the changes we observe in luminescence behaviour is not due to opacity
changes of the material but rather a difference in recombination.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.21: Quartzite absorption spectra measured before and after elec-
tron beam irradiation for a) 50 kGy, b) 200 kGy, c) 700 kGy, d) 1.5 MGy,
e) 3.5 MGy, and f) 5 MGy
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Figure 5.22: The relative increase in absorption as a function of electron
beam dose. There is at most a 6% increase in absorption (700 kGy), how-
ever this is not enough to explain the changes in luminescence output and
sensitivity observed in the experiments. The emission window of the blue
LEDs as well as the transmission window of the U-340 filters are also plotted
to assist the reader.
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Chapter 6

Summary

The overall aim of this thesis is to provide a better understanding of elec-
tron trapping and recombination processes in sedimentary quartz in order
to improve quartz luminescence geochronology. This aim was split in two
primary objectives: I) identifying contributions to intrinsic over-dispersion
in single-grain dose distributions from natural minerals such as quartz and
feldspar and II) to investigate the effects excess charge can have on quartz
luminescence. The research was carried out using radiation transport mod-
els (Geant4 and MCNP) to simulate natural and laboratory irradiations
of quartz grains of various sizes and shapes in order to provide quanti-
tative estimates of dose and charge deposition. These simulation results
were coupled with luminescence production models to predict the expected
luminescence behaviour as a function of irradiation history. Modelling pre-
dictions were then tested by experiments. Here the major findings of each
of the four chapters in the thesis, and Appendix A, are first summarised,
and finally the overall conclusions are presented and possible directions for
future research discussed.

Chapter 2: The effect of backscattering on
the beta dose absorbed by individual quartz
grains

Chapter 2 describes Geant4 modelling and experimental observations used
to investigate the over-dispersion of single-grain dose distributions under
different irradiation conditions. The initial set of experiments dealt with
irradiation on different substrates and showed that both dose rate and over-
dispersion increased with increasing substrate Z. These observations are
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consistent with predictions from Geant4 modelling, which also showed that
both grain size and shape play a role in the deposited dose. This modelling
indicates that larger grains are less sensitive than smaller grains to changes
in substrate.

However, when the grain volume was kept constant for different shapes, the
range of deposited doses decreased with increasing substrate Z, this was
unexpected. Since real sediments are mixtures of grain sizes and shapes,
the dependence on shape and volume should result in a higher grain-to-
grain dose dispersion, especially during laboratory irradiations when using
backscattering substrates with high Z. This supports the observation that
the over-dispersion increases with increasing atomic number of the backscat-
tering substrate. Geant4 modelling was used to derive the electron spectra
incident on grains (including the backscattered component) for irradiations
on the different substrates; this showed a softening of the spectrum with
increasing Z, i.e. spectra increasingly dominated by lower energy electrons.
It was thus hypothesised that the observed increase in over-dispersion may
be linked to an increase in the low energy component.

This hypothesis was explored further in the second part of the chapter,
which investigated the effect of attenuating the incoming beta spectrum
using thin sheets of lead. Using a 0.2 mm thick lead attenuator modelling
indicated an overall softening of the incoming spectrum. This attenuation
led to a significant increase in the over-dispersion, from 5.8% to 12.6%. Fur-
ther softening of the spectrum using 0.4 mm of lead resulted in, probably,
no further increase in the over-dispersion. These observations provide a fur-
ther indication that low energy electrons play a role in the over-dispersion
of single-grain dose distributions.

Chapter 3: Towards the origins of
over-dispersion in beta source calibration

This chapter continues investigations into laboratory over-dispersion by ex-
perimentally investigating variations in apparent beta source dose rates
using multi-grain aliquots. For grain diameters above 100 µm, the multi-
grain apparent dose rate decreased by 0.07 % µm−1. This would lead to an
expected upper limit in the difference in dose rate of 5% in the grain size
fraction diameter range of 180 to 250 µm commonly used luminescence dat-
ing. This is only about half of the observed over-dispersion, and in practice
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the range in dose rates will be substantially smaller than this.Variations in
dose rate arising from variations in backscattering medium can be elimi-
nated by ensuring a monolayer of grains is mounted on the substrate, and
so it was concluded that neither variations in backscatter, nor variations in
grain size, are likely to explain the observed over-dispersions in laboratory
dose rates.

Using Geant4 modelling, it was deduced that the net electron spectrum
is likely to move closer to that experienced by grains in nature as the sub-
strate Z increases but the importance of this was not tested. Irradiating on
high Z substrates results in a higher dose rate to the aliquot; the dose rate
can be increased up to 40% by using platinum cups instead of stainless steel
cups, or 75% when compared with Al cups. This has practical implications
for luminescence dosimetry as it can greatly reduce the irradiation times,
which is often the largest contributor to sequence run time. However, as
was observed in the previous chapter, modelling suggests that irradiating
on high Z substrates increases the dose rate dependence on grain size and
grain shape.

Finally, it was observed that the apparent beta dose rate to feldspar was
15% lower than that to quartz. This is unexpected as modelling suggested
that the absorbed dose to both minerals should be identical. This difference
presumably arises from a difference in the luminescence efficiency between
beta and gamma radiation for the two minerals; this is of considerable
potential importance, and requires further investigation.

Chapter 4: Luminescence dosimetry: does
charge imbalance matter?

This chapter describes, for the first time, the existence of charge imbal-
ance in retrospective dosimetry, and how it might affect the luminescence
response from natural minerals. Previous and current luminescence models
implicitly or explicitly assume charge neutrality during irradiation, leading
to identical trapped populations of electrons and holes. However, modelling
the beta irradiation of quartz grains using Geant4 showed that the deposi-
tion of an excess of electrons during both natural and laboratory irradiations
is very likely. From this, it was hypothesised that, once all electron traps
were saturated, these excess electrons would recombine with trapped holes,
and so lead to a progressively smaller hole population. Since luminescence
is the result of the recombination of electrons with holes, a decrease in the
hole population would be expected to lead to a reduced luminescence out-
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put and a reduced sensitivity. In addition, increasing electron retrapping
rates would result in a slower decay curve.

These qualitative predictions were first tested using a 200 keV electron
beam irradiation of 40-63 µm quartz grains. This grain size range was cho-
sen because the predicted range of 200 keV electrons in quartz is ∼80 µm,
suggesting that the entire grain volume would be exposed to the beam; with
this facility doses of up to 5 MGy were possible. Modelling predicted that
the excess electrons deposited by the electron beam, expressed as a fraction
of the total number of ionisations, was similar to that under the beta source
in the Risø TL/OSL reader.

In all 3 samples employed in the electron beam experiment, both the
luminescence response to the electron beam irradiations and the subsequent
response to a small beta dose, decreased substantially at large doses. Al-
though it might be possible to explain these observations in terms of hole
redistribution (rather than the using up of holes by excess charge) the OSL
stimulation curves were also observed to decay more slowly with time at
larger doses, consistent with the prediction of increased retrapping, and so
these experiments are regarded as giving qualitative support to the hypoth-
esis of a reduced hole population as a result of excess charge.

Chapter 5: The history of charge deposition
in quartz and its effect on luminescence
production
This chapter expanded on the work described in Chapter 4. Modelling was
first expanded to include the variation of charge imbalance with grain size in
more irradiation geometries. This showed that the relative charge imbalance
decreased with increasing grain size (i.e. small grains have a larger charge
imbalance than large grains) in nature, and in the laboratory when the
grains are irradiated with a spectrum of energies. At larger grain sizes
the amount of relative excess was similar for both natural and laboratory
irradiations, and it ceased to be dependent on grain size. This independence
of grain size set in at smaller grain sizes in laboratory irradiations, and
smaller grain sizes remained more charge negative in natural irradiations
than in the laboratory.

This indicated that, at least for small grains, natural and laboratory
irradiations are not similar in terms of total electron density, assuming that
the ionisation rates remained constant. Modelling using a mono-energetic
electron beam with a primary energy ranging from 100 - 500 keV, suggested
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that for a fixed energy, the larger grains had a larger charge imbalance
because larger grains were able to stop more of the incoming electrons.
When the primary energy was increased, there was a corresponding decrease
in the degree of charge imbalance due to both the larger penetration depth
of the incoming electron and the increase in energy absorbed.

However, essentially charge neutral irradiations are possible if irradia-
tions are performed using a gamma source; this was shown by modelling
quartz irradiations using the well-calibrated 137Cs point source. This ir-
radiation geometry is used to deliver a known dose to the quartz used to
calibrate beta sources. This modelled gamma irradiation delivered a charge
neutral dose, meaning that during beta source calibration, the quartz beta
dose (with ∼2% excess electrons) is compared with an essentially charge
neutral gamma dose. At this stage, it is unknown whether this asymmetry
is of significance to calibration.

These model predictions of total ionisation and charge imbalance were,
for the first time, used as input to luminescence production equations to
model and predict the effect of excess electrons during irradiation. Excess
electrons were shown not to significantly influence the trapping of electrons
with increasing dose. After saturation of all electron traps (at ∼4 kGy), the
hole population then began to decrease linearly with dose. Not surprisingly,
the hole population decreased faster with an increasing proportion of excess
electrons, confirming the qualitative expectations of Chapter 4. This was
again tested experimentally by irradiating quartz aliquots with both 200
and 100 keV electrons; this time the dose range was extended to cover from
50 kGy to 5 MGy with a higher dose resolution than previously. At 200 keV,
this experiment showed, as before, a depression of both luminescence output
and sensitivity at high doses.

But the higher dose resolution in this experiment made it clear that
the decrease was not linear, but rather asymptoted towards a finite value,
suggesting no further reduction in hole population. It was suggested that
this was because the excess charge had built up to such a degree that it was
able to prevent further 200 keV electrons entering the grains. It would take
∼ 2.8 × 108 excess electrons to build up an electric field around a 50 µm
grain capable of completely stopping a 200 keV electron. This is the excess
charge deposited by ∼3.5 MGy, and it was concluded that charge buildup
must affect the actual dose rate at high prior doses. This conclusion was
tested by repeating the experiment with a lower energy (100 keV) beam.
The luminescence signals following the lower energy irradiations showed a
smaller decrease in luminescence output and sensitivity even though the
degree of charge imbalance was predicted to be greater; these observations
supported the hypothesis that the excess charge was sufficient to repel the
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incoming electrons and so effectively prevent further dosing.

Appendix A: A New Automated System for
Combined Luminescence and Exo-Electron
Measurements

Designing, developing and characterising the new exo-electron detector,
REES, also formed a significant component of this thesis. Unfortunately
there was insufficient time after the characterisation of the detector to then
employ it to investigate luminescence production and charge imbalance at
the level of individual grains. Nevertheless, it was possible to demonstrate
a correlation between the exo-electron signal and OSL signal from single
grains of quartz. Furthermore, a few grains were observed which had no
significant OSL signals but gave strong exo-electron signals; this was unex-
pected. Such grains might give insight into the origins of over-dispersion
by directly measuring the trapped charge population without relying on
recombination.

We also observed that the exo-electron signal was affected by the stim-
ulation wavelength, showing an increase when the blue LEDs were used
instead of the green laser. Increasing the photon energy, i.e. decreasing
the wavelength, of the focussed laser is likely to help achieve stronger exo-
electron signals from more individual grains - an important first step to
using this new detector to investigate the dispersion in trapped electron
populations.

Conclusion and Outlook

The overall aim of the thesis was to provide a better understanding of charge
trapping and recombination in natural minerals such as quartz and feldspar
by investigating the origins of intrinsic over-dispersion in single-grain dose
distributions as well as the effects excess charge can have on luminescence
production.

Some part of over-dispersion appears to be linked to the low energy
component of the beta spectrum used to irradiate the grain. The over-
dispersion increases with increasing substrate Z, a further indication of the
importance of the low energy component. Grain size and shape was also
found to be important when determining over-dispersion. These experi-
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ments and models all suggest that close control of grain size and irradiation
substrate is necessary to minimise these sources of over-dispersion.

Excess charge is a consequence of irradiating with electrons and has an
effect on the luminescence output and sensitivity as the grains accumulate
dose. Whether these effects are of significance in nature can now be tested,
e.g. by examining the sensitivity of unaltered sandstones with age.

Although this thesis has provided new insights into charge trapping and
recombination in natural minerals there is still a lot of interesting work that
can be done to provide a more complete understanding of these processes:

• It is unknown if the sensitivity reduction observed after irradiation
to high doses with low energy electrons is reversible. Experiments
to test this would involve temperature annealing and monitoring the
exo-electron response. Is this process reversible in nature, without
significant heating? What are the implications for trap stability?

• While it was observed that the over-dispersion increased with the
atomic number of the backscattering material, the possible effect of
preconditioning of the grain (with a known prior charge imbalance) on
over-dispersion can now be investigated. This could be readily tested
by using samples with a high degree of charge imbalance as the initial
material.

• This thesis did not attempt to measure directly the net charge in
natural minerals after they were irradiated. This was in part because
of uncertainty concerning the self-neutralisation that must occur by at
the surface of charged grains. Measuring the polarizability of quartz
irradiated under different circumstances might provide a method for
directly measuring the excess charge.

• Finally, the single-grain exo-electron work resulted in some prelim-
inary but very encouraging results. Using the HV-modulation at
the single-grain level it is possible to build OSL and exo-electron
dose response curves and thus dose distributions. Whether the over-
dispersion will be different for the two signals has not yet been tested
but this has the potential to yield new, fundamental knowledge re-
garding intrinsic over-dispersion - is it already present in the trapped
electron population, or does it arise as a result of recombination?
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Abstract: The measurement of OSL/TL relies on the initial trapping
and subsequent release and recombination of charge in a suitable crystal
structure. These measurements allow us to estimate the dose which the
crystal has been subjected to and its age. During such processes, however,
electrons can be emitted from the sample surface; the ability to measure
such exo-electrons can provide information regarding the trapping process,
as well as an alternative method of measuring trapped charge. Ideally,
TL/OSL can be measured alongside exo-electrons.
We will present a new design for an exo-electron detector compatible with
the classic Risø reader stimulation head featuring multiple anode configu-
rations and the option for high-voltage modulation to reduce the UV com-
ponent during TL/OSL measurements. We will also present, for the first
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time, measurements of exo-electrons from single grains of quartz which may
provide insights into the origins of the over-dispersion in single-grain dose
distributions.

A.1 Introduction

Here we describe a new instrument for the simultaneous measurement of
electrons and photons emitted from minerals during optical and/or ther-
mal stimulation. In trapped charge dosimetry, as energy is absorbed from
ionising radiation, charge is trapped at defects in the crystal lattice of wide
band gap insulators. This trapped charge can be released by stimulation
with heat or light leading to the emission of photons, called thermolumi-
nescence (TL) and optically stimulated luminescence (OSL), respectively.
It can also be probed directly in the trap using Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance (EPR/ESR) (e.g. Ikeya, 1991). These phenomena are known
for both natural (e.g. quartz and feldspars, Ikeya, 1975; Tsukamoto et al.,
2015, 2017) and artificial materials (BeO, Al2O3, etc. Ikeya, 1991; Milsch et
al., 1990; McKeever, 1985). Luminescence relies on the recombination of an
electron with a hole trapped at a separate site and is thus only an indirect
measure of the trapped charge. On the other hand, exo-electron emission
(Oster et al., 1999), where stimulated electrons escape the crystal surface,
does not depend on recombination, and so provides a direct approach to
the measurement of stimulated electrons. Thus, a comparison of changes in
exo-electron and luminescence response to dose should provide valuable in-
formation about luminescence efficiency, and recombination pathways and
probabilities.

Exo-electron emission describes the release of electrons from a surface
that has been exposed to ionising radiation This can be either a one-step
or two-step process, most likely either photon or phonon stimulation, or
photon-phonon (thermally assisted photo eviction) or phonon-phonon pro-
cess (Oster et al., 1999). Other processes such as photon-photon stimulation
are possible but unlikely (Oster et al., 1999). In the one-step model, an elec-
tron is stimulated from a trap by heat or light, and enters the conduction
band. If it has sufficient remaining energy to overcome the electron affinity
it can escape the surface (Figure A.1). In the two-step model the electron is
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Figure A.1: Band diagram showing the pathways of exo-electrons and lu-
minescence emission in wide band-gap materials. Trapping of electrons
in traps occurs via (1). These electrons can then be stimulated into the
conduction band (2) using heat or light. From the conduction band they
can recombine with trapped holes and emit luminescence (3). Exo-electron
emission (4, one-step process) and (5, two-step process) does not rely on
recombination but (4) is only possible if the absorbed stimulation energy is
greater than the sum of the trap depth (ε) and electron affinity (χ).

only given sufficient energy to enter the conduction band. There it acquires
sufficient additional energy to overcome the electron affinity (Figure A.1).

Exo-electrons arising from thermal stimulation (here for consistency
TSE rather than more commonly used TSEE) were first observed by Tanaka
in the period 1935 to 1940 (Oster et al., 1999); he observed the slow emission
of electrons from the surfaces of metal oxides which had previously been
exposed to ionising radiation. A comprehensive list of materials emitting
TSE can be found in Becker (1970).

When exo-electrons leave the crystal surface they will normally react
rapidly with any electrophilic species such as water vapour. But if this reac-
tion is minimised, these exo-electrons become available for measurement, for
instance using an electron multiplier or a gas counter (Turner 1995). TSE
studies on natural materials have been carried out on ceramics (Zastowny et
al., 1998) and fired quartz (Zimmerman, 1971) using gas counters. Davies
(1983a) studied powdered human enamel and enameloid from a Great White
shark without any chemical or thermal treatment. In Davies (1983b) he
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chemically treated sediments with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid and 30% hydro-
gen peroxide to remove carbonate and organic matter before TSE measure-
ments. Ankjærgaard et al. (2006, 2008, 2009) and Tsukamoto et al. (2010)
also used a gas counter and chemically cleaned quartz and feldspar ex-
tracted from sediments for their measurements. Ankjærgaard et al. (2006)
were the first to measure Optically Stimulated Exo-Electrons (OSE). Their
exo-electron detector was used with an automated Risø TL/OSL reader;
this combination allowed automatic irradiation, thermal pretreatment and
repeated simultaneous measurement of TL/OSL with TSE/OSE. However
the luminescence signals were contaminated by a strong UV gas-fluorescence
signal resulting from the ionisation of the counting gas (argon) during elec-
tron acceleration; de-excitation produces gas fluorescence (see Fig. 4 in
Ankjærgaard et al., 2006). As a result, luminescence measurements had
to be carried out separately from exo-electron measurements to avoid the
contaminating UV signal. This had serious implications for the measure-
ment of naturally irradiated materials (such as are used in luminescence
dating): when measuring aliquots of such material, it was not possible to
obtain a TL/OSL signal and a TSE/OSE signal from the same aliquot dur-
ing the same measurement cycle. The detector head was also only suitable
for broad-field stimulation with LEDs; in particular it was not compatible
with an attachment used for the automatic laser stimulation of individual
sand-sized grains (Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2000, 2003).

Here we present a new Risø Exo-Electron System (REES), based on a
flow-through gas detector operated in the Geiger-Müller (GM) region. The
system has a modular design that allows the user to easily change the dis-
tance from the gas-detector anode to sample or switch to a different anode
configuration, with the intention of maximising detection efficiency for both
exo-electrons and luminescence. It also employs high-voltage modulation
to separate the OSL signal from UV fluorescence, and it can be used with
both broad-field and focussed laser beam stimulation.

A.2 Design and Construction

A.2.1 Design Specifications
REES was designed with several goals in mind: (i) it should be compatible
with the existing automated Risø TL/OSL reader able to accommodate
up to 48 individual subsamples (aliquots) on a turntable, (ii) it should
be capable of measuring TL/OSL and TSE/OSE simultaneously from the
same aliquot - this suggests that the UV fluorescence from the Ar filler
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gas should be minimised during luminescence measurement, (iii) since the
UV fluorescence is caused by the acceleration of exo-electrons, the detector
should be able to measure the UV fluorescence as a surrogate for exo-
electrons, and finally (iv) the detector must be sufficiently sensitive to detect
exo-electrons resulting from typical burial doses (e.g. 10 Gy) from natural
minerals including quartz and feldspar. Items (ii) and (iii) in the above are,
of course, to some degree incompatible with each other.

A.2.2 Design of REES
REES is based around a GM detector mounted inside the Risø TL/OSL
reader stimulation head for combined luminescence and exo-electron mea-
surements. In order to minimise the contamination of the luminescence
signal by gas fluorescence, three different anode configurations were chosen
to physically separate the volume in which the UV is generated, from the
optical path of the luminescence. As well as this spatial separation, the
HV supply to the anode can be pulsed during stimulation (0-3 kHz, user
defined mark/space ratio, rise/fall time of applied voltage approx. 3 µs).
This is intended to allow the measurement of TL/OSL in the absence of
electron multiplication (and so UV fluorescence) during the off-period. By
interpolation, the uncontaminated luminescence signal can be subtracted
from the combined UV and luminescence measured during the on-period,
to give a pure gas fluorescence signal - providing a separate measurement
of TSE/OSE. The point anode design (see later sections) also features a
second PMT, which directly measures the UV generation around the anode
(Figure A.2a).

Although REES is modular and allows for different anode configura-
tions there are several parts in common. The detection volume is contained
within a quartz tube glued to the bottom flange in the stimulation head of
a Risø TL/OSL reader; the entire reader volume, including detector, can
be evacuated down to 0.01 kPa prior to flushing with counting gas. The
detection unit itself can be removed from the quartz tube to change the
anode configuration or replace the 100 µm diameter anode wire.

The detection unit is built around a central, solid quartz rod, which also
functions as a central light guide for collecting luminescence from the sample
(Figure A.2). The different anode configurations are supported by separate
quartz pipes, to reduce the risk of arcing to the earthed surfaces, and are
supported by a secondary platform held in place on the central light guide.
Vertical adjustment of the quartz pipes containing the anode wire allows
easy manipulation of the sample/anode distance. The sample is located at
the bottom of the detection volume; this is lifted into position by a movable
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(a)
(b)

Figure A.2: Schematic of REES. a) point anode configuration with separate
PMT (PMT2) to detect gas fluorescence. b) linear and circular anode
configuration. The central light guide located under the PMT collects the
TL/OSL. At the bottom of the view is the sample disc which sits on a
heater plate connected to earth.

heating plate (part of the reader platform). A MACOR ring (not shown)
is placed around the sample to reduce the risk of arcing from the anode to
the corners of the bottom flange.

A schematic diagram illustrating the integration of REES with the
Risø TL/OSL reader is shown in Figure A.3. Exo-electrons are collected
at the anode and the resulting voltage pulse is passed through a Spec-
trum Techniques Inc. GM Tube Pulse Inverter (model GPI) and trans-
formed into TTL pulses before passing to the control computer (Minisys,
see Figure A.3). The measurement chamber is first evacuated and there-
after flushed with a 1% Ar-isobutane gas mixture at a flow rate of 0-
0.5 l min−1, while maintaining a set pressure (typically 100 kPa) using an
Alicat PC15PSIA-D/5P flow-meter. The standard programmable control
software (Sequence Editor) running on the host PC has been modified to
provide automatic control of HV modulation and synchronised counting of
pulses from the anode and from the luminescence detector.

A.2.3 Modelling
Electric field modelling of each anode configuration was done using COM-
SOLMultiphysics©1 to predict the functioning of the various configurations.

1COMSOL Multiphysics © v. 5.2. www.comsol.com COMSOL AB, Stockholm,
Sweden
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Figure A.3: Schematic of REES integration with the standard Risø TL/OSL
measurement platform. It is worth noting that the 10 GΩ resistor allows the
exo-electron signal to decay much faster than the modulation time when
using pulsed HV.

This allows us to confirm that the electric field lines (presumably tracked
by the exo-electrons and cascade electrons) from the sample will reach the
anode. Figure A.4 shows the modelling results and a bottom view image of
the different anode configurations.

Ring anode

The ring anode configuration is one option for spatially separating TL/OSL
and TSE/OSE by moving the anode away from the central light guide
(Figures A.4a, A.4d and A.4g). It is possible to change the radius (typically
∼7 mm) of the ring. Here we can see that the electric field lines do not go
through the central light guide, although there is some electric potential,
but primarily terminate at the anode.

Point Anode

The point anode configuration is another option to spatially separate TSE/OSE
from the TL/OSL but it also provides a secondary method for detection of
TSE/OSE using gas fluorescence (Figures A.4b, A.4e and A.4h). Most of
the gas fluorescence will be generated in the region of the point anode as
the argon gas is ionized and the resulting UV photons are guided up the
quartz pipe and reflected into a separate, secondary PMT. This may be
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a more sensitive method for detecting TSE/OSE than direct electric mea-
surements. The radial location of the anode is fixed due to location of the
quartz pipe, but it is possible to adjust the length of wire exposed to the
counting volume. Using a point anode, flush with the light guide, all the
field lines from the sample terminate at the anode tip; although the quartz
tube intersects a few lines, only a small fraction of accelerating electrons
in the avalanche will follow these lines and so will not be fully imaged on
the anode. Since the detector operates in GM mode (i.e. charge satura-
tion) moderate fluctuations in the number of accelerated electrons are very
unlikely to affect the presence or absence of an anode pulse. Thus there is
unlikely to be a significant advantage in exposing more wire, but there will
be an increased risk of arcing to the ground plate.

Linear Anode

The linear anode design is shown in Figures A.4c, A.4f and A.4i. This
anode configuration is similar to that used by Ankjærgaard et al. (2006,
2008, 2009) and Tsukamoto et al. (2010), except that it does not have a
grid cathode on the opposite side of the anode from the sample. This con-
figuration does not attempt to spatially separate TL/OSL from TSE/OSE
as the other designs do, but it may provide greater detection efficiency due
to the proximity of the anode to ground - the linear anode design has no
horizontal offset and is thus closer to grounded surfaces compared to the
point or ring anode at the same vertical distance. Thus for the linear anode,
it is more likely that exo-electrons emitted obliquely will be accelerated suf-
ficiently to cause an avalanche before becoming attached to an electrophilic
impurity in the gas; on the other hand, it is possible that this proximity
will also increase the chance of arcing.

It can be seen from Figure A.4f that all the field lines originating from
the sample terminate at the anode wire and that due to the position of the
wire there is a very low probability of field lines passing through the central
light guide. The risk of arcing appears to be greatest where the anode
makes a sharp turn when coming out of the quartz pipes as this increases
the local field strength.

A.3 Characterisation of the instrument

Here we document the detector characteristics (efficiency curve, arcing volt-
age, pressure dependence, HV modulation, etc.) of the REES gas detector
based system.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)
(f)

(g)
(h) (i)

Figure A.4: Electric field modelling and photographs of ring anode (a,d,g),
point anode (b,e,h) and linear anode (c,f,i) configurations. a, b, and c
show a view of the detector from below, with the sample disc in the centre.
d, e, and f show 3D modelling of the electric field lines. g, h, and i are
photographs of the three anode configurations
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Figure A.5: Example of the variation in counting efficiency with anode
voltage produced using REES and a 63Ni (Ē = 17 keV) source deposited
on stainless steel and held at 50 ◦C. The curve can be divided into several
regions: a) ion-chamber, b) proportional, c) semi-proportional, d) Geiger
plateau, and e) electrical breakdown.

A gas detector can operate in several different regions, each with cer-
tain advantages and disadvantages. These regions are usually identified by
the relationship of pulse height with applied voltage, but the efficiency rela-
tionship follows a similar shape, and so the traditional region names remain
useful. In Figure A.5 these regions are illustrated using an efficiency curve
measured using REES with a 63Ni source (Ē = 17 keV, Emax = 66 keV, aver-
age CSDA range in argon ∼0.5 cm); each region has a different relationship
between efficiency and voltage.

In the ion-chamber region, the number of ionization events in the gas is
proportional to the initial electron energy, and so the total charge mirrored
at the anode in each pulse is proportional to the energy of the individual
electrons emitted by the source. Unfortunately, the efficiency in this region
is very low, because electrons are not accelerated sufficiently to induce gas
multiplication and many are lost to recombination. In the proportional
counting region (b), multiplication does take place, and so progressively
fewer electrons are lost to recombination as the voltage increases; this gives
rise to a steady increase in efficiency with voltage. In the semi-proportional
region (c), between the proportional and Geiger region, almost all electrons
give rise to a signal, but the amplitude of each pulse can vary, and so some
may still fall below the counting threshold. Finally, in the Geiger region
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Figure A.6: Dependence of breakdown voltage on sample temperature The
error bars are the standard error for three runs.

(d), an electron multiplication avalanche saturates the gas surrounding the
length of the anode. As a result, all pulses have the same amplitude, and
this is independent of the applied voltage; since essentially all emitted elec-
trons give rise to a pulse, the count rate is independent of the applied
voltage. This is the preferred region for our experiments because it is the
most sensitive to the very low energies expected from exo-electrons. At
increasingly higher voltages, electrical breakdown begins (e).

A.3.1 Breakdown using thermo-ionic emission
Breakdown, or arcing, occurs when the voltage reaches the threshold for
spontaneous breakdown in the gas. This voltage is dependent on pressure,
temperature and the distance to the grounded sample plate. Since we keep
the pressure, and the sample to anode distance fixed, we need only in-
vestigate the dependence on temperature, using empty, undosed stainless
steel cups as the cathode. These are the same cups as are used for routine
luminescence and exo-electron measurements and should provide a good
indication of the manner in which the breakdown voltage can be expected
to occur at different temperatures. The addition of exo-electrons from ma-
terials (usually grains) held in the steel cups may slightly lower this arcing
voltage. The temperature dependence was investigated by bringing the cup
to a given temperature between 50 ◦C and 300 ◦C and then increasing the
voltage at a rate of 1 V s−1 until arcing is achieved (the chamber was kept
at constant pressure of 1000 mbar). This experiment was repeated for the
three different anode configurations and the results are shown in Figure A.6.
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The linear and point anodes show a drop in breakdown voltage as the
temperature is increased while the ring anode remains stable around 1400 V.
This means that, when using the ring anode, it would be possible to keep
a significantly higher fixed voltage across the temperature ranges normally
used in OSL dating applications (at least from the point of view of break-
down) than for the other two anode configurations.

A.3.2 Temperature dependence of efficiency
Luminescence production from quartz and other natural materials is known
to be affected by a variety of parameters, including thermal pretreatment
and measurement temperature (Spooner, 1994; Chen and McKeever, 1997
p. 74; Wintle and Murray, 1998, 2000). As a result, exo-electron mea-
surements may also be affected by sensitivity changes, since luminescence
production and exo-electron emission are competing processes (Figure A.1).
In addition, thermal assistance is likely to allow electrons from deeper below
the crystal surface to escape, increasing the crystal volume available as an
exo-electron source; thermal assistance can also help electrons to escape the
surface even if the stimulation light does not deliver sufficient energy (Oster
et al., 1999). But to investigate these dependencies, it is clearly important
that the detector efficiency is temperature independent, or at least that any
dependence is well known. To investigate such efficiency dependence, the
63Ni source discussed above was used as a temperature-independent source
of electrons. Using this source, we have constructed efficiency curves as a
function of temperature for each different anode configuration.

It can be seen from Figure A.7a and Figure A.7b that as the temperature
increases we achieve proportional counting at a lower voltage. Assuming
that the thermionic background emission of electrons from stainless steel
does not change significantly in this low temperature region (50-290 ◦C),
these data suggest that the gain of the gas increases with increasing temper-
ature, presumably because the argon becomes easier to ionize. Figure A.6
shows that the arcing voltage also decreases with increasing temperature
for an empty, undosed stainless steel cup; the decrease is most pronounced
for the linear and point anode configurations. The anode and UV signals
appear to follow separate efficiency curves. At 1100 V, the anode signal
at 50 ◦C is firmly on the plateau while the UV curve is still climbing, the
reason for this is unknown.

The detection efficiencies for the different anodes are presented in Ta-
ble A.1. The measurements were performed by keeping the 63Ni source at
125 ◦C and increasing the voltage by 1 V s−1 and using the count rates in
the GM region.
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.7: Efficiency as a function of source temperature using a 63Ni
source mounted on a stainless steel cup and the linear anode configuration.
As the temperature is increased, both the proportional region and break-
down starts at a progressively lower anode voltage. a) Anode count rate as
a function of voltage. The count rates are essentially independent of tem-
perature in the plateau region. b) The UV intensity corresponding to the
anode count rate in a). The electron:UV ratio on the plateau is indepen-
dent of temperature (note that the 50 ◦C UV data do not reach the plateau
before breakdown).
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Table A.1: Comparison of the different anode configurations and detection
modes using a 63Ni source operating in the GM region. The electron count
rates are also given, normalised to that of the linear anode.

Ring Point PMT2 Gas Linear
Anode Anode Fluorescence Anode

Electron Counts (s−1) 174± 2 54± 6 - 258± 3
UV Signal (s−1) 310± 6 250± 21 57± 1 3767± 60

Normalised Efficiency 67.7± 1.3% 20.9± 2.6% 22.1± 0.6% 100%

Table A.1 shows that the ring anode is 33% less efficient than the linear
anode, and the point anode (and the UV signal recorded by PMT2) 79%
less efficient. It is clear that the linear anode gives the highest count rate
and would thus also appear to be the most sensitive. However, the ring
anode is much more efficient in reducing the UV component recorded by
the PMT (310± 6 s−1 rather than 3767±60 s−1). While this is useful, our
exo-electron sensitivity is much lower than our OSL sensitivity and so it
is more important to maintain exo-electron count rate than to reduce the
UV background underlying the OSL signal. Using the secondary PMT
provides another measure of the exo-electron signal, but it also detects a
significant TL/OSL signal from the sample; this is usually much stronger
than exo-electron UV signal, and so this detector is of limited value.

A.3.3 HV Modulation
REES uses HV-modulation to avoid contamination of the TL/OSL signal
by gas fluorescence and so allows the simultaneous measurement of both
TL/TSE and OSL/OSE. HV-modulation is common to all anode configu-
rations and operations of REES.

The HV modulation frequency may be varied as appropriate; for fast de-
caying signals, such as the OSL fast component in quartz, a high frequency
is required. To test the separation of exo-electron derived signals from
potential luminescence signals we use graphite; graphite contains trapping
states (Telling and Heggie, 2007) and so gives OSE but no OSL because
recombination is non-luminescent, and so it can be used to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the HV switching. Figures A.8a and A.8b show that there
is no detectable optical (or anode) signal when the HV is off. The benefits
of HV modulation during the measurement of TL is shown in Figures A.8c
and A.8d for a chip of synthetic quartz; the modulation allows for clear dis-
tinction between the pure TL signal from the sample during the off-period
and the combined TL and UV gas fluorescence during the on-period. The
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure A.8: Simultaneous measurement of UV (a) and OSE (b) from
graphite (graphite does not produce OSL). Simultaneous TL+UV (c) and
TSE (d) measurements of synthetic quartz with HV modulation, pure TL
highlighted with blue. OSL+UV (e) and OSE (f) measurements on the
same sample, pure OSL highlighted with blue. TL/TSE measured with
a 4 channel on and 16 channels off (0.1 Hz) HV modulation. OSL/OSE
measured with a 6 channel on and 5 channels off HV modulation (0.2 Hz).
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Figure A.9: The efficiency dependence on temperature for exo-electrons
from quartz are very similar to those obtained for 63Ni (Figure A.7) although
breakdown is more clearly defined. The count rates on the plateau are also
similar, although the plateaus are not as flat as in Figure A.7

corresponding effect of HV modulation during OSL measurements is shown
in Figures A.8e and A.8f. From these data it appears that the ratio of UV
fluorescence count rate to anode signal count rate is similar for all 3 mea-
surements, at about 10:1, suggesting considerable sensitivity advantage in
using the UV signal to measure the rate of exo-electron emission. However,
it must be recognised that the resulting signal is not likely to follow Poisson
statistics, because each exo-electron presumably produces ∼10 correlated
photons.

A.4 Measurements on sedimentary quartz

One of the primary minerals used in luminescence dating is quartz and it
is therefore important to show that REES is sufficiently sensitive to detect
exo-electrons from sedimentary quartz grains.
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A.4.1 Dependence of efficiency on temperature:
exo-electrons from quartz grains on stainless
steel

Efficiency curves, similar to those shown for 63Ni (Figure A.7) but rather
using calibration quartz (Hansen et al., 2015) are shown in Figure A.9.
Several hundred 180-250 µm quartz grains were placed in a clean stainless
steel cup, given a beta dose of 10 Gy and then stimulated with blue LEDs
at different fixed temperatures and voltages until electrical breakdown is
observed (Figure A.9). As with Figure A.7, we observe that the required
voltage for proportional counting decreases with increasing temperature, al-
though without increasing the count rate in the plateau region significantly.

For a measurement temperature of 125 ◦C the plateau is relatively wide
(∼1050 to ∼1140 V). This allows the operation of the detector within a
range of temperatures, but with almost constant gain. For instance by set-
ting the HV to 1150 V the detector can be operated up to 175 ◦C without a
large change in sensitivity. However, the efficiency plateau becomes signif-
icantly narrower as the sample temperature continues to increase, making
it more difficult to operate the detector without breakdown. It is also in-
teresting that the plateau regions at the various temperatures are not as
well defined as found using the 63Ni beta source, and the change in absolute
efficiency with temperature is somewhat larger than in Figure A.7. This
may be a result of the very low residual energy with which exo-electrons are
ejected into the counting gas. This would be expected to allow increased
electron capture at low electron accelerations (low HV), but it is less obvi-
ous why increased gas temperature should also apparently decrease electron
capture . Efficiency curves of similar form were also measured using NaCl
(data not shown).

A.5 Illustrative applications
Here we illustrate the potential of REES in studies of natural minerals by
reporting various experiments involving multi-grain and single-grain sam-
ples of quartz.

A.5.1 Multi-grain growth curve
The OSL/OSE response to dose of sedimentary quartz was measured using
100 grains of quartz mounted in a single-grain disc (Bøtter-Jensen et al.,
2003) following a SAR protocol (Murray and Wintle, 2000) using a preheat
of 260 ◦C for 10 s, and OSL/OSE measurement using the blue LEDS and
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Figure A.10: Growth curves from 100 grains of calibration quartz. The
curves are very similar to each other, however, sensitivity correcting the
OSE signal results in a better recycling ratio (0.92 ± 0.14) than doing a
simple background subtraction (0.79). Each signal has been integrated for
0.4 s and had an early background subtraction i.e. the following 0.4 s

the sample held at 125 ◦C. The OSL and OSE were sensitivity corrected
using a 100 Gy test dose with a cut-heat of 220 ◦C. The OSL and UV signals
were separated using HV modulation (1.25 Hz, 0.4 s on / 0.4 s off).

Figure A.10 shows an OSE growth curve along with a sensitivity cor-
rected OSE and OSL growth curve for the same sample. The signals were
integrated for the initial 0.4 s and had an early background subtraction us-
ing the next 0.4 s. The three curves are virtually indistinguishable from
one another suggesting a similar behaviour for the fast-components in both
signals, as was earlier reported by Ankjærgaard et al. (2008, 2009).

A.5.2 OSL and OSE dependence on prior heating
and stimulation temperature

Natural dose measurements using OSL from sedimentary quartz involve
thermal pretreatment and stimulation at elevated temperature (usually
125 ◦C) to ensure that the OSL signal is not influenced by shallow traps
(e.g. the 110 ◦C TL trap in quartz). Varying the preheat and/or stimu-
lation temperature in such measurements gives insights into the origins of
the stored charge giving rise to the OSL, and into the characteristics of the
recombination site (Spooner, 1994; Chen and McKeever, 1997 p. 74; Wintle
and Murray, 1998, 2000). We chose such investigations to illustrate further
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the flexibility and applicability of REES in the simultaneous measurement
of OSL and OSE.

Here we first examine the dependence of fast-component OSL and fast-
component OSE on prior heating. A pulse anneal experiment was performed
by giving a quartz aliquot a dose of 30 Gy, preheating to some temperature
between 160 ◦C and 300 ◦C, and measuring the OSL and OSE with the sam-
ple held at 125 ◦C. A test dose of 10 Gy, preheating to 220 ◦C and measuring
the OSL and OSE with the sample held at 125 ◦C was used to sensitivity
correct the OSL signal (but not the OSE as this remained stable, see also
Ankjærgaard et al., 2008); the results of these experiments are shown in
Figure A.11a. The sensitivity-corrected fast-component OSL remains con-
stant between 160 ◦C and 250 ◦C; above this temperature the OSL begins to
decrease due to thermal erosion of the 325 ◦C OSL trap (Wintle and Mur-
ray, 1998). However, the fast-component OSE measurements undertaken
at the same time decrease steadily with preheat temperature, confirming
the unexpected results of Ankjærgaard et al. (2008). Secondly, the effect
of measurement temperature on the fast-component OSL and OSE signals
was investigated by giving a quartz aliquot a dose of 30 Gy, preheating to
260 ◦C in order to empty shallow traps, and then performing OSL measure-
ment at a range of temperatures from 50 ◦C to 300 ◦C. Once again, the OSL
signal was sensitivity corrected using a 10 Gy test dose with a cut-heat of
220 ◦C and OSL measured at 125 ◦C.

If the HV is kept constant, the OSE and sensitivity-corrected OSL curves
are consistent with those presented in Ankjærgaard et al. (2008). However,
Figures A.7 and A.9 show that, if the voltage is kept constant, the detector
will operate with very different efficiencies as the temperature is increased.
In contrast, if the detector is kept operating at a voltage within the ef-
ficiency plateau for each measurement temperature, very different results
are observed (Figure A.11b, black crosses). In this case the shape of the
OSE variation with temperature is very similar to that of the OSL data.
Nevertheless, this result remains unexpected because the decrease in OSL
is believed to be due to thermal quenching of the signal (e.g. Spooner,
1994; Chen and McKeever, 1997 p. 74). If the OSE signal indeed reflects
trap emptying, this suggests that, while thermal quenching presumably
does occur, the fast-component trap is simultaneously emptied. Clearly the
observations of Figure A.11 require further investigation.

A.5.3 Single-grain operation
Initial testing has also been undertaken to investigate whether REES has
sufficient sensitivity to make useful measurements of OSE from individ-
ual quartz grains. These tests employed both a standard Risø reader,
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.11: Fast-component OSE and sensitivity corrected OSL as a func-
tion of preheat and measurement temperature. a) Pulse anneal measure-
ments using a quartz aliquot measured at 125 ◦C. The (dimensionless) sen-
sitivity corrected OSL (red circles) does not change significantly until 250 ◦C
above which it starts to decline due to thermal erosion of the trap (Win-
tle and Murray, 1998). In contrast, the OSE decreases as a function of
preheat temperature. b) OSL and OSE measurements of a quartz aliquot
held at various temperatures during stimulation. The behaviour of the OSE
signal (green triangles) when the HV is held constant and the sensitivity-
corrected OSL (red circles) is consistent with that shown in Ankjærgaard
et al. (2008). However, if the HV is adjusted to keep the detector on the ef-
ficiency plateau as the stimulation temperature is changed (see Figure A.9)
the OSE signal (black crosses) decreases with stimulation temperature in a
similar manner to the OSL.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.12: a) OSE counts against corresponding OSL counts. There
is a weak correlation between OSE and OSL. b) UV count rate against
corresponding OSE count rate. The UV signal is also weakly correlated
with the OSE signal.

and a reader fitted with the automatic single-grain stimulation attachment
(Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2003). The system uses a green laser (532 nm) to
stimulate individual grains fixed in holes (300 µm in diameter, 300 µm deep)
placed on a 10x10 grid with centre-to-centre distances of 600 µm.
Ninety-six single grains of calibration quartz (212-250 µm) were loaded in
stainless steel cups (1 grain/cup), given a dose of 150 Gy, preheated to
260 ◦C for 10 s and measured using blue LEDs at 125 ◦C for 40 s with HV
pulsing (0.4 s on / 0.4 s off). The results are presented in Figures A.12
to A.14.

Figure A.12a shows the correlation between OSL and OSE using the
linear anode for collection of the OSE signal. There is a weak correlation
between the two but the OSE signal is very weak. Figure A.12b shows the
correlation between the UV signal and OSE; despite their common origin,
the correlation is still not well defined, and the UV signal is much stronger.
Figure A.13 is similar to Figure A.12a but shows the correlation of UV with
OSL, rather than OSE with OSL. The correlation between exo-electrons and
OSL is much better defined than in Figure A.12a.

As the UV signal has a much higher count rate than that of the elec-
tronic signal collected at the anode, it provides a better measure of the
exo-electrons from individual grains. Using the HV modulation to record
separate OSL and UV signals simultaneously enables us to have a second,
more sensitive measurement of the exo-electron signal without losing in-
formation about the recombination. This is a major benefit of the new
detector, and is clearly of particular value with single grain measurements.

Cumulative sum curves for both OSL and exo-electron signals are sim-
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Figure A.13: UV counts against OSL counts (rather than OSE and OSL as
in Figure A.12a). The UV signal is generated by the exo-electrons in the
argon gas. Inset is plotted on a log-log scale

Figure A.14: Cumulative sums for OSL, OSE and UV signals for calibration
quartz.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.15: a) Optical (OSL and UV) from a single grain of calibration
quartz (1 kGy), measured using the green laser at 125 ◦C. b) Corresponding
OSE detected at the anode for the same grain and measurement. (with HV
pulsing, 5.55 Hz, 0.09 s on / 0.09 s off)

ilar in shape. For calibration quartz, ∼80% of the luminescence and exo-
electron signals come from ∼20% of the grains. These data were collected
using individual grains on individual stainless steel cups, and stimulating
with blue LEDs (470 nm). We have also made similar observations using
the single-grain stimulation attachment; it appears that the single grain disc
and green laser (532 nm) both reduce the number of exo-electrons detected.
Comparing the electrical exo-electron signal measured on a cup with blue
LEDs and in a single grain disc using the grain laser on the same grain, we
observe an 84% drop in the total exo-electron signal. A similar comparison
was made by summing the exo-electron signals for all grains when measured
individually on a cup, with these measured in a single grain disc, both stim-
ulated with blue LEDs. Here we see a 72% drop in exo-electron signal, this
indicates that the single grain disc itself reduces the exo-electron signal; the
difference does not arise only because of the longer wavelength simulation.
On the other hand, comparing the total exo-electron signal for all grains
in a single grain disc using the green laser and blue LEDs, we observe that
the blue LEDs result in an extra 31% exo-electrons. This suggests that
the 0.3 eV difference between the two stimulation wavelengths also has a
significant impact on the exo-electron emission (see Figure A.1).

Nevertheless, using the single grain disc with green laser stimulation
a few individual grains (6 out of 1700) have been observed which only
showed an optical signal when the HV was turned on, i.e. little or no OSL
production. Optical and OSE decay curves for such a grain are shown in
Figure A.15.

It is clear from Figure A.15a that an optical signal is only present when
the HV is turned on; this must derive only from exo-electron emission from
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the grain. Although it is not yet known what fraction of grains falls into
this category, the implication is clear: some grains can trap electrons in the
apparently fast-component trap, but these electrons do not produce any
OSL signal when stimulated. These data were collected using a green laser
(532 nm); by using a shorter wavelength laser (e.g. 470 nm) it is likely that
more such grains will be found.

A.6 Conclusion
We have constructed and described a new exo-electron detection system
compatible with the OSL stimulation/detection head of a Risø TL/OSL
reader. This design improves on the previous detector presented by Ankjær-
gaard et al. (2006), particularly by incorporating HV-switching which al-
lows the separation of uncontaminated luminescence signals (TL or OSL)
from the UV signal generated by the corresponding exo-electrons. The
detector comes with several different anode configurations; although the
ring anode gives the best spatial separation of luminescence and UV fluo-
rescence, the linear anode gives the highest counting efficiency. We have
shown that it is possible to measure exo-electron signals from a laboratory
pretreated quartz with absorbed doses of a few Gy and, using HV mod-
ulation, it will be possible to resolve much lower doses by using the UV
signal produced by the de-excitation of argon atoms in the gas. The im-
proved detector has been used to repeat thermal pretreatment and elevated
stimulation experiments described previously; we confirm the results of the
pulse anneal experiment, but show that the previously reported discrepancy
between the dependence of OSE and OSL emission on stimulation temper-
ature was probably an experimental artefact. The system is compatible
with the single-grain attachment of a Risø TL/OSL reader and we have
presented the first experimental observations of OSE from single grains of
quartz. At the single grain level especially, the UV signal is very likely to
provide a more sensitive measurement of exo-electrons. However, it should
also be noted that the single-grain disc geometry and the green laser used
for stimulation appear to be less efficient for exo-electron detection than
the much more labour-intensive approach of placing individual grains sep-
arately on stainless steel cups and stimulating with blue LEDs.
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